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DISCLAIMERAND INDEMNITYNOTICE
This document, Windshear Overview For
Mana~ement, and its companion documents, w
Windshear Guide, Example Windshear Training
Pro$zramjWindshear SubstantiatingData, and video
presentations “A Windshear Avoided” and
“Windshear- What the Crew Can Do” were prepared
pursuant to Federal Aviation AdministrationPrime
Contract DFTAO1-86-C-00005 with The Boeing
Company as a tm.iningaid for flight in windshear
conditions. The informationcontainedherein and in
the companion materials was derived from
information originallydevelopedfor the Boeing 727,
and provides a base-line training program with
additional recommendations,developedand approved
by Boeing, Douglas or Lockheedfor their respective
aircrdt, regarding how that program might be
adapted for use in specific commercial tmnsport
aircraft manufactured
by Boeing [727, 737, 747, 757, and 767], Douglas
DC-9,. MD-SO,and DC-10] and LOCkh&d
I~
L-1011]. AIW USE OF THIS WINDSHEAR
OVERVIEW FOR MANAGEMENT FOR ANY
PURPOSE RELATED TO AIRCRAFT OR
CONDITIONSOTHERTHAN THOSE SPECIFIED
ABOVE IS NOT AIJIMORIZED AND MAY
RESULT
IN
IMPROPER
AIRCRAFT
OPERATION, LOSS OF AIRCRAFT CONTROL,
INJURY AND LOSS OF AIRCRAFT AND LIFE.
ANY USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE AFTER
ADAPTATION OF THE MATERIAL IN THIS
WINDSHEAR OVERVIEWFOR MANAGEMENT
BY ANY ENTITY FOR ANY PURPOSE
RELATED TO AIRCRAFI’,CONDITIONSOR TO
TIVJIWNG PROGRAMS OTHER THAN THOSE
SPECIFIED ABOVE SHALL BE COMPLETELY
AT THE RISK OF THE ENTITY RESPONSIBLE
FOR USING, ADAPTING AND/OR USING THE
ADAPTATION
OF
THIS
wINDsHEAR
OVERVIEW FOR MANAGEMENT,AND SUCH
ENTITY BY SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR
USE AFTER ADAPTATION ASSUMES SUCH
RISK AND WAIVES AND RELEASES ALL
CLAIMS IT MAY HAVE AGAINSTTHE BOEING
DOUGLAS
COMPANY,
McDONNELL
CORPOlL4TION, LOCKHEED CORPORATION,
UNTIED AIRUNES, AVIATION WEATHER
ASSOCIATES, HELLIWELL, INc., THEIR
DMSIONS, SUBSIDIARIES, Affiliates
AND
THEIR
DIRECTORS,
OFFICERS,
SUBCONTRACTORSAND EMPLOYEES FROM
ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, WHETHER
BASED ON CONTRACT(3NCLUDINGBUT NOT
TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED

WARRANTYCLAIMS),TORT (INCLUDINGBUT
NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCEAND STRICT
LIABILITYCLAIMS)OR OTHERWISE,ARISING
FROM SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE
OF SUCH ADAPTATION.ANY SUCH ENTITY
(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY
MANUFACTURER OF OTHER AIRCRAFT OR
OPERATOR WITH ANOTHER TRAINING
PROGRAM BUT NOT THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT) WHICH
USES
THIS
WINDSHEAR0V33RVIEWFOR MANAGEMENT
OR ADAPTS ANJYORUSES AN ADAPTATION
THEREOF WITH RESPECT TO SUCH OTHER
AIRCRAFI’, CONDITIONS OR TILMNXNG
PROGRAMTHEREBYAGREESTO INDEMNIFY
AND HOLD HARMLESS THE BOEING
COMPANY,
McDONNELL
DOUGLAS
CORPOIL4TION, LOCKHEED CORPORATION,
UNITED AIRUNES, AVIATION WEATHER
ASSOCIATES, HELLIWELL, INC., TH=l
DMSIONS, SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES
AND THEIR OFFICERS,DIRECTORS,AGENTS, I
SUBCONTRACTORSAND EMPLOYEES FROM
ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, WHETHER
BASED ON CONTRACT,(INCLUDINGBUT NOT
TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED
WARIWNTYCLAIMS),TORT (INCLUDINGBUT
NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCEAND STRICT
LIABILITYCLAIMS)OR OTHERWISE,AFUSING
FROM SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE
OF SUCHAWWI’ATION.
Notwithstandingany other provision of this contract
to the contrary, the F&4 shall accept the items
delivered hereunder with the disclaimer affixed by
Contractorand agrees not to remove such disclaimer
for any reasonwhatsoever.
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phenomenon meant that action was required
on several fronts in addition to training,
including:
additional
hazard
characterization, development of ground
based detection systems, improvements in
information flow in the terminal area, and
the development of airborne detection,
warning, and guidance systems. The FAA
IntegratedWindshear Plan summarizes both
near-term and future requirements. The
FAA plan recognizes the need for both
avoidance of windshear and the need to train
crews to cope with the problem. The long
term solution to windshear will arrive only
when reliable devices are developed which
detect windshear far enough in advance of
the potential encounter to allow pilots to
divert or hold, thus successfully avoiding the
phenomenon altogether.

WINDSHEAR OVERVIEW FOR
MANAGEMENT
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
contracted with a consortium of aviation
specialists from The Boeing Company,
United Airlines, McDonnell
Douglas,
Lockheed-California,
Aviation Weather
Associates, and Hell.iwell, Jnc. to produce
the Windshear Training Aid.
The
Windshear Training Aid consists of the
following Documents and Videos:
DOCUMENT1.0... WTNDSH13AR
OVERVIEW
FOR MANAGEMENT
DOCUMENT2.0... PILOTWINDSHEAR
GUIDE
DOCUMENT3.0... EXAMPLEWINDSHEAR
TILMNINGPROGIL4M
DOCUMENT4.0... WINDSHEAR
SUBSTANTIATINGDATA
VTDEO1... A WINDSHEARAVOIDED
VIDEO2... WINDSHEAR- WHAT THECREW
CAN DO

message of the Integrated Plan to
management is clear: the aviation industryas
a whole is concerned; airlines can do their
part by enhancing crew training,establishing
a policy that requires avoidance of
windshear conditions, and supporting crews
when schedule interruptionsoccur as a result
of the AVOID decision. In the short term,
these actions provide an effective means of
reducing the threatof windshear.

m

I

The

The Training Aid presents an effective
means of training flight crews to minimize
the windshear threat through avoidance and
cockpit recognition and recovery techniques.
Airline Management is already well aware
of the windshearthreat. Windshear has been
identified as a contributing factor in at least
thirty-two transport aircrd?t accidents or
incidents in the past twenty-two years. The
accidents have resulted in over 600 fatalities
and almost 250 injuries. An undetermined
number of “close-calls” that haven’t resulted
in darnage or loss of life have also been
attributedto windshear.

The Windshear Training Program advocated
has two importantparts:
1) TRAINING FOR RECOGNITION AND
AVOIDANCE of weather phenomena
that cause windshear, and
2) TRAINING
IN
COCKPIT
RECOGNITION
OF WINDSHEAR
A.ND RECOVERY TECHNKNJES for
the inadvertentencounter.

The FAA recognized that effective training
by itself would not eliminate windshear
accidents.
The insidious nature of the

1
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airlines may
programs.

develop

their

own

4) Develop an industry-wide consensus on
effective windsheartrainingmethods.

INTRODUCTION (Cent’d)

Avoidance
1.2
Avoidance is by far the most effective
means to deal with windshear. At present, a
reliable means to detect and avoid windshear
does not exist. Flight crews must gather all
available information to assist them in
making intelligent, well-founded decisions
relatingto weather.

TRAINING

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the training program is to
increase crew awareness of fundamental
lessons that have been learned from studies
of windshearrelated accidents and incidents.
The key lessons learned can be summarized
as follows:

Cockpit recognition and recovexy techniques

1) Windshear avoidance is the best defense.
Windshear exceeding the performance
capability of any commercial jet
transport and the most highly skilled
pilot has been measured.

Cockpit recognition and recovery techniques
address skills the crew can learn, especially
in flight simulators,which will prepare them
for windshear encounters not avoided.
Recognizing the onset of windshear, using
available cockpit instruments and effective
crew coordination procedures, is the first
necesszuystep in the recovery. Proper flight
path control using pitch attitude and
application of power, coupled with enhanced
aircraft
flying
knowledge
of
the
characteristics,will increase the chances for
survival in an inadvertent windshear
encounter.

2) Microburst windshear events recorded
bv aircrafthave been very similarin size,
thev are Gmicallv one to two miles in
diameter, and have occurred near the
ground (’below 1000 ft AGL) during
takeoff and landing operations.
3) There is limited time for windshear
recogm“tion and action, typically only 5
to 15 seconds.
4) Windshear recow “tion is tilcult.
Several factors can impede windshem
recognition:

1.1 GENERAL OBJECTIVES
The Windshear Training Aid has been
developed to address the following general
objectives:

a) Past trainingthatemphasizes
airspeed control

1) Reduce windshear related accidents and
incidents by modifjing crew behavior
througheffective trainingand education.

b) Marginal weatherconditions
c) High crew work load conditions

90

2) Develop appropriateeducational material.
3) Develop an example training program,
thereby providing a basis from which

2
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lQIn accidents and incidents, there was
evidence of severe weather in the area,
convective
such
as
activityZ
thunderstorms,heavy rain, and blowing
dust, all conducive to windshear.
However, in some cases, a rapidly
developing convective storm may not
have been recotized
as presenting
potential for microbursts.

WINDSHEAR OVERVIEW FOR
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1.2

TRAINING OBJECTIVES (Cent’d)
d) Illusion of normality: during the
the windshear
initial part of
encounter, everything may appear
normal; even severe windshear onset
may not provide dramatic early
indications to the flight crew.

11)An effective, easily recalled recovery
procedure is needed and must be used
when windshear is recogru.zeal. During a
encounter,
windshear
temporary
distraction or disorientation may immi.r
assessment of all Potential hazardous
Complicated
factors.
procedures
requiring consideration of mult.ble
factors are not Practical from a train.hq
retention,or abdication standpoint.

5) Flight path must be controlled through
pitch attitude (along with simultaneous
full thrust ad.icat.ion).
A downward
change in pitch attitudecan be perceived
as a normal response to low airspeed.
6) Unusual stick forces may be required to
control pitch attitude during airspeed
variations away from normal target
airspeed. In accidents and incidents
these stick forces may have been
perceived as umatural.

I’he trainingprogram is designed to address
hese lessons to help ensure that a flight
crew will avoid windshear if possible, and
respond promptly and effectively if a
windshearis inadvertentlyencountered.

7) Low airspeed must be acce~ted. Flying
at airspeeds below normal reference
speeds may be required at some time
during the recovery to utilize the full
performance capability of the airpkme.

13

DOCUMENTATION

OVERVIEW

Figure 1.3-1 illustrates the flow of
information provided by the documentation.
In addition to the Windshear Overview for
Management, the following documents are
provided:

8) Flight crew must coordinate. The crew’s
ability to recognize an inadvertent
windshear encounter and respond
correctly requires coordination of crew
responsibilities.

o
o
o

9) In accidents and incidents, there was a
lack of communication between the
fl.kht crews and the controllers: pilots
either knew of a probleu but didn’t
report it or the reports made were not
spectilc, did not meet the requirements
of a PIREP, or weren’t disseminated.

3

Windshear SubstantiatingData
Pilot Windshear Guide
Example Windshear TrainingProgram

WINDSHEAR OVERVIEW FOR
MANAGEMENT

the needs of a trainingdepartment. Included
are both a ground training program and a
simulatortrainingprogram. Ground training
lends itself to windshear education and
avoidance
strategies, while
cockpit
recognition and recove~ techniques are best
practiced in the simulator training. Use of
the videos in the ground training’ is
suggested. One section of the training
program addresses the implementation of
wind models in flight simulators and is
offered as guidance for the simulation
technical staff. An Example Windshear
Bulletin is included which each operator
may use as a basis from which to shape their
own documentation. A Pilot Windshear
Briefing in the form of a slide presentation,
with accompanying text, is also provided.
The presentationaddressesall key aspects of
windshear and may be used to reinforce the
Pilot Windshear Guide material.

1.3 DOCUMENTATION OVERVIEW
(Cent’d)
Two videotape presentationshave also been
prepared:
o

Video 1, “A Windshear Avoided

o

Video 2, “Windshear - What The Crew
Can Do”

Windshear SubstantiatingData
The Windshear Substantiating Data forms
the basis for all the documents and provides
the
technical substantiation for
all
recommendations made.
The windshear
weather section presents the state of
windshear knowledge as of the publication
date. Lessons learned from the study of
windshear related accidents and incidents
are described in detail. Flight crew actions
and the reasons for them are outlined to aid
in preventing futureaccidents.

The windshear magnitudes recommended
for simulator training are designed to result
in successful recoveries if timely recognition
has occurred and the recommended recovery
technique is properly applied. If au operator
wishes to demonstrate non-survivable
windshear encounters, guidelines for
development of appropriatewind models are
also provided.

Pilot Windshear Guide
The Pilot Windshem Guide is a synopsis of
the Windshear Substantiating Data and is
organized in a like manner to facilitate
cross-referencing. The guide is a highly
readable, concise treatment of pilot issues,
written by pilots, for pilots. It is intended
for home study use. Pilots should be
encouraged to become familiar with the
material in the guide prior to ground and
simulator training.

Video 1, “A Windshear Avoided
This video provides general windshear
educational material, with emphasis on the
meteorological
aspects of
windshear,
including
recognition
and avoidance
guidelines.
Key lessons learned from
analysis of windshear related accidents and
incidents are also described. This video is
designed not only for pilot briefings, but
may be used to heighten windshear
awareness for all personnel engaged in the

Exa.nmleWindshear Trainins Prom-am
The Example Windshear Training Program
is a stand-alone resource designed to serve

4

The contract team was charged with
development of the documentation througha
review process that included the Federal
Aviation Administration, the Air Transport
Association of America, the International
Air Transport Association, the Aerospace
Industries Association, the Air Line Pilots
Association, the Allied Pilots Association,
the National Transportation Safety Board,
and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. In addition, open meetings
were conducted
with other aviation
organizations.
These
included
the
International Civil Aviation Organization,
other domestic and overseas aircraft
manufacturers, simulator manufacturers,
windshear cockpit system manufacturers,
military training organizations, regional
airlines and the general aviation community.
Recommendations flowing from the review
process are reflected in the documentation.
Figure 2 illustrates the review process which
was repeated throughfive review cycles.

WINDSHEAR OVERVIEW FOR
MANAGEMENT
1.3

DOCUMENTATION OVERVIEW
(Cent’d)

air transport system, particularly, air traffic
airline
operations
controllers
and
departments.
Video 2, “Windshear - What The Crew Can
~
This video outlines effective recovery
techniques when avoidance has failed and a
windshear has been encountered.
In
addition, standard operating techniques
which may aid in windshear recognition and
precautionary steps in case of suspected
windshear are also discussed. This video is
designed for use as part of the pre-simulator
pilot briefing, supplementing the Pilot
Windshear Guide review material.

a

e
As indicated in Figure 1, the four Windshear
Training Aid documents and two Videos
represent resource material which may be
used by Airline Training Departments to
produce Airline Specii3c Training Programs.

1.5 RESOURCE UTILIZATION
The documentation has been designed to be
of maximum utility both in its current form
and as a basis horn which an airline may
design or modify its current programs as
they see fit. It is considered paramount that
any program encompass two key training
areas:

1.4 INDUSTRY CONSENSUS
The parties responsible for development of
the Windshear Training Aid included the
Boeing Company as prime contractor with
Douglas and Lockheed participating in the
technical conclusions
development of
assuring applicability over the broadest
range of U.S. manufactured jet transports.
United Airlines’ primary responsibility was
the development of the Example Windshear
Weather
Training Program. Aviation
Associates provided unique expertise in
windshear meteorology, and Helliwell, Inc.
produced the video presentations.

1) Windshear Weather Reco=@tion
Avoidance and
2) Inadvertent
Techniques.

Encounter

and

Recovery

The following actions will be required to set
up a training pro=wanx

5
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will vary from airline to airline. A typical
program may be expected to consume
approximately 30 minutesduring a simulator
session, backed up by at least one hour of
classroom training. The video presentations
may replace or be used in addition to the
classroom time.

RESOURCE UTILIZATION (Cent’d)

1) Training of experts whose task will be to
develop the trainingprogram to suit the
needs of individual operators and to
verify it.

3) Restructuring of programs to fit the
traininginto initial and recurrenttrainingas
desired.

Instructorsshould be given adequatetime to
assimilate the Pilot Windshear Guide
completely, gain fiwtherinsight by studying
the
Windshear
Substantiating Data
document, familiarize themselves with the
simulator exercises selected, and develop a
classroom briefing if appropriate. The slide
presentation provided could form the basis
for this briefing.

4) Training of instructors.

1.6

It is recognized that item 2, the wind model
implementation, may pose a prulicular
problem for many carriers. The importance
of using simulators,where available, cannot
be over-emphasized. Consideration should
be given to employing whatever means
necessary to implement the recommended
wind models suited to your training needs.
Typically, new simulatorswith user-friendly
languages such as FORTR4.N will require
man-month of
about one
software
development including about 20 hours of
simulator time to debug and “tune” the
models as described in the Example
Training Program. For older simulators,
theserequirementsmay be greater.

The enclosed documentation and videos are
intended to assist any airline in the creation
or update of their own windshear training
program. The need for effective windshear
training is clear and is independent of the
other activities also underway within the
industry.
The user is encouraged to
distribute these documents and videos to the
appropriate
personnel,
formulate
a
windshear training policy with emphasis on
avoidance and recovery technique training,
and, with minimum delay, design and
implement a windshear training program
suited to theirneeds.

2) Implementation of windshear models in
flight simulators if such simulators are
available.

*

Training materials may consist of the Pilot
Windshear Guide, the Videos, and the
Example Windshear Training Program as
published herein, or modilled to meet
spectilc needs or formats associated with the
user airline. The estimate of resources used
in thisprocess is left to the user.
Allocation of windsheartrainingtime within
recurrent and transition training programs
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DISCLAIMERANDINDEMNITYNOTICE

UNITED AIRLINES, AVIATION WEATHER
ASSOCIATES, ID3LLIWELL, INC., THEIR
DMSIONS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES AND
OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS,
SUBCONTFQ%CTORS
AND EMPLOYEES FROM
ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, WHETHER
BASED ON CONT’WWT(INCLUDINGBUT NOT
LIM1’TED TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED
WARRANTYCLAIMS),TORT (INCLUDINGBUT
NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCEAND STRICT
LIABILITYCL~S)
OR OTHERWISE,ARISING
FROM SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE
OF SUCH ADAPTATION. ANY SUCH ENTITY
(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY
MANUFACTURER OF OTHER AIRCRAFT OR
OPERATOR WITH ANOTHER TRAINING
PROGRAM BUT NOT THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT) WHICH USES THIS PILOT
WINDSHEAR GUIDE AND ITS COMPANION
VIDEO PRESENTATIONS “A WINDSHEAR
AVOIDED” AND “WTNDSHEAR- WHAT THE
CREW CANDO” OR ADAPTSAND/ORUSES AN
ADAPTATION THEREOF WITH RESPECT TO
SUCH OTHER AIRCIL4J?T, CONDITIONS OR
TW-UNINGPROGRAM THEREBY AGREES TO
INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS THE
BOEING COMPANY, McDONNELL DOUGLAS
CORPORATION, LOCKHEED CORPORATION,
UNITED AIRLINES, AVIATION WEATHER
ASSOCIATES, HELLIWELL, INc., THEIR
DMSIONS, SUBSIDIARIES AND AFHLL4TES
AND THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,AGENTS,
SUBCONTRACTORSAND EMPLOYEES FROM
ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, WHETHER
BASED ON CONTRACT,(INCLUDINGBUT NOT
TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED
WARRANTYCLAIMS),TORT (INCLUDINGBUT
NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCEAND STRICT
LIABILITYCLAIMS) OR OTHERWISE,ARISING
FROM SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE
OF SUCHADAPTA’ITON.

This document, Pilot Windshear Guide, and its
companion documents, Windshear Overview For
Management,ExampleWindshearTraining Program,
Windshear Substantiating Data, and video
presentations “A Windshear Avoided” and
“Wkdshear - What the Crew Can Do” were prepared
pursuant to Federal Aviation Administration Prime
Contract DITAO1-86-C-00005 with The Boeing
Company as a training aid for fight in windshear
conditions. The informationcontainedherein and in
the companion materials was derived from
informationoriginallydevelopedfor the Boeing 727,
and provides a base-line mining program with
additionalrecommendations,developedand approved
by Boeing,Douglas or Lockheedfor their respective
aircraft, regarding how that program might be
adapted for use in specific commercial transport
aircraft manufactured
by Boeing [727, 737, 747, 757, and 767], Douglas
=
N-9> -m8Q and DC-1OIandLOCH
[L-1011]. ANY USE OF THIS PILOT
WINDSHEAR GUIDE AND lTS COMPANION
VIDEO PRESENTATIONS “A WINDSHEAR
AVOIDED” AND “WTJJIDSHEAR
- WHAT THE
CREWCAN DO” FOR ANY PURPOSERELATED
TO AIRCRAFTOR CONDITIONSOTHER THAN
THOSE SPECIFIED ABOVE IS
NOT
AUTHORIZED AND MAY RESULT IN
IMPROPER AIR~
OPERATION, LOSS OF
AIRCRAFT CONTROL, INJURY AND LOSS OF
AIRCR4FT AND LIFE.
USE,
ADAPTATION
AND/OR
USE
AFTER
ADAPTATION OF THE MATERIAL IN THIS
PILOT WINDSHEAR GUIDE AND ITS
COMPANION VIDEO PRESENTATIONS “A
WINDSHEARAVOIDED”AND “WINDSHEARWHAT THE CREW CAN DO BY ANY ENTITY
FOR ANY PURPOSE RELATEDTO AIRCR4FT,
CONDITIONS OR TO TRAINING PROGRAMS
OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFIED ABOVE
SHALL BE COMPLETELY AT THE RISK OF
THE ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR USING,
ADAPTINGAND/ORUSING THE ADAPTATION
OF THIS PILOT WINDSHEARGUIDE AND ITS
COMPANION VIDEO PRESENTATIONS “A
WTNDSHEARAVOIDED” AND “WTNDSHEARWHAT THE CREW CAN DO”, AND SUCH
ENTITYBY SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR
USE AFTER ADAPTATION ASSUMES SUCH
RISK AND WAIVES AND RELEASES ALL
CLATMSIT MAY HAVE AGAINSTTHE BOEING
COMPANY,
McDONNELL
DOUGLAS
CORPORATION, LOCKHEED CORPORATION,

I

Notwithstanding
any other provisionof this
contractto the contrary,the FAA shall acceptthe
items delivered hereunder with the disclaimer
affixed by Contractor and agrees not to remove
suchdisclaimerfor any reasonwhatsoever.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION

During the period from 1964 to 1986, at
least 32 accidents and incidents have
occurred in which windshear was identiled
as a contributingfactor. These accidents and
incidents resulted in over 600 fatalities and
nearly 250 injuries. There is evidence to
suggest that if undocumented “close calls”
and general aviation statistics were included,
these figures would be much higher.
Due to the serious nature of this problem,
the National Research Council
was
commissioned to study the windshear issue.
One finding of the Council was a general
lack of effective pilot training programs for
windshear.
The
Council
made
recommendations regarding further efforts
needed to improve the training of pilots to
recognize, avoid, and cope with inadvertent
windshear encounters. As a result of these
recommendations, the Federal Aviation
Administration sponsored development of a
comprehensive Windshear Training Aid.
The Pilot Windshear Guide is one of several
parts of the Windshear Training Aid. The
other components are the Windshear
Overview for Management, Windshear
Substantiating Data, Example Windshear
Trainingprogram, and two Training Videos.
The educational materird and training
recommendations provided in the Windshew
Training Aid were developed through an
extensive review process to achieve a wide
air transportindustryconsensus. The goal of
the Training Aid is to reduce windsheru
related accidents and incidents by mod@.ng
flight crew behavior through education and
training.
2.1

The objective of the Pilot Windshear Guide
is to summarize and communicate key
windshear information relevant to flight
crews. It is intended to be provided to pilots
during windshear ground training and to be
retained as a windshear information
reference for futureuse.

*

Avoidance is emphasized as the best defense
against the hazards of low altitude
Information to assist in
windshear.
recognizing and avoiding windshetu is
However, precautions and
provided.
techniques for improving chances of
inadvertent windshear
surviving
an
encounter are also discussed. Specifically,
the Pilot Windshear Guide presents key
findings regarding
weather,
1) Windshear
microbursts, and clues
indicate its presence,

particularly
which may

2) Effects of windshearon airplanes,
3) Windshear recognition from the cockpit,
and avoidance,
4) Precautions to take when windshear is
suspected,
5) Standardoperating techniques related to
windshear,and
6) Recovery techniques to be used in an
inadvertentwindshearencounter.

OBJECTIVES
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*I
I
I

Decreasing Headwind Shear - Windshear in
which headwind decreases causing an
airspeed (i.e., performance) loss.

WINDSHEAR WEATHER

Wind variations at low-altitude have long
been recognized as a serious hazard to
airplanes during takeoff and approach.
These wind variations can result from a
large variety of meteorological conditions
topographical
conditions,
such
as:
temperatureinversions, sea breezes, frontal
systems, strong surface winds, and the most
change--the
violent
forms
of
wind
thunderstormand rain shower.

Decreasing Tailwind Shear - Windshear in
which tailwind decreases causing an
airspeed (i.e.. performance) increase.
Increasing Tailwind Shear - Windsheai in
which tailwindincreases causing an airspeed
(i.e., Performance) loss.
Examination of airplane accident and
incident reports from 1959- 1983 identified
51 windshear-related events. These events
are summarizedin Figure 1.

Throughout this document several terms are
used when discussing low altitude wind
variations. These terms are defined as
follows:

In order to avoid further windshear
encounters, pilots must learn to recognize
conditions producing windshear. As Figure
1 indicates, 2 out of every 3 windshear
events were related to convective storms.
For this reason, the primary focus of the
Pilot Windshear Guide is directed toward
windshear associated with convective
weather conditions: thunderstorms, and in
particular the most hazardous form of
windshear,the microburst.

Windshear - Any rapid change in wind
direction or velocity.
Severe Windshear - A rapid change in wind
direction or velocity causing airspeed
changes greater than 15 Imots or vertical
speed changes greater than 500 feet per
minute.

I

Increasing Headwind Shear - Windshear in
which headwind increases causing an
I[airspeed(i.e., P erformance) increase.

Numberof
WindshearEvents*
33

WeatherSystem
ConvectiveStorms
(Thunderstorms,
RainfSnowShowers
Front

7

StrongSurfaceWinds

2

UnStable (Turbulent)Air

2

StrongWinds on Top of
TemperatureInversion

1

Sea Breeze Front

o

MountainWave

o

unknown
—
Total
1
*Event- accidentor incident

51

6
-.

FQure 2-1. WindshearEventsby WeatherSystem(1959-1983).
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o The Thunderstorm
There are two basic types of thunderstorms:
airmass and frontal. Airmass thunderstorms
appear to be randomly distributed in
unstable air and develop from localized
heating at the earth’s surface (Figure 2). The
heated air rises and cools to form cumulus
clouds. As the cumulus stage continues to
develop, precipitation forms in higher
portions of the cloud and falls. Precipitation
si=~als the beginning of the mature stage

Cumulus

Stage

and presence of a downdraft. After
approximately an hour, the heated updraft
creating the thunderstorm is cut off by
rainfall.
Heat is removed and the
thunderstorm
dissipates.
Many
thunderstormsproduce an associated cold air
gust front as a result of the downflow and
outrushof rain-cooled air. These gust fronts
are usually very turbulent and can create a
serious threatto airplanes during takeoff and
approach.

Mature Stage

-x&.-

Dissipating

Stage

Light Rain

Localized
Surface Heating

?

Figure 2.

= Airflow/Clrcuiation

Airrnassthunderstormlife cycle

I
I
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surface
Cooling

m

Frontal thunderstormsare usually associated
with weathersystemslike fronts, converging
winds, and trOU@S
aloft.
Frontal
thunderstorms form in squall lines, last
several hours, generate heavy rain and
possibly hail, and produce strong gusty
winds and possibly tornadoes. The principal
distinction in formation of these more severe
thunderstorms is the presence of large
horizontal wind changes (speed and

direction) at different altitudes in the
thunderstorm.
This causes the severe
thunderstormto be vertically tilted (Figure
3). Precipitation falls away from the heated
updraft permitting a much longer storm
development period.
Resulting airflows
within the storm accelerate to much higher
vertical velocities which ultimately result in
higher horizontal wind velocities at the
surface.

Win

?\g/
*

~?~

Airflow

Circulation
{’hi’,’
. . . . .

Surface

Heating

Figure 3.

<Hea~

Rain

and

Severe frontal thunderstormanatomy.
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Hail

The downward moving column of air, or
downdraft, of a typical thunderstormis fairly
large, about 1 to 5 miles in diameter.
Resultant outflows may produce large
changes in wind speed.
Though wind changes near the surface occur
across an area sui%ciently large to lessen the
effect, thunderstorms always present a
potential hazard to airplanes. Regardless of
whether a thunderstorm contains windshear
however, the possibility of heavy rain, hail,

Figure 4.

extreme turbulence, and tornadoes make it
critical that pilots avoid thunderstorms.
Figure 4 shows average annual worldwide
thunderstormdays.
Certain areas can readily be seen to have a
high potential for windshear because of the
high level of convective activity. Due to the
lower frequency of air traffic in the hi@est
threat areas (the tropics), fewer accidents
have been reported in these regions.

Average annual worldwide thunderstormdays. Note thatthe highest windshear threat
occurs in the tropics.
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combination of high convective activity and
high air traffic density. Many more
accidents
and
windshear-associated
incidents have probably occurred worldwide
but have not been recorded as such.

Examination of the worldwide windshearassociated accidents and incidents in Figure
5 shows that the majority of these have
occurred in the United States. The greater
number of accidents results from the

*
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w

Microburst Relatedaccidenthncident

G

Eathucst
.

u /’

Worldwide microburst-related airplane accidents/incidents. High frequency of air
traffic in North America combined with a high number of thunderstormdays leads to
concentration of windshear-relatedaccidents/incidentsin United States.
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In fact, closer examination of the United
States (Figure 6) shows a correlation

between areas of high thunderstormactivity
and a number of accidents.

—

!(WI=TF%+K33y=4i
‘
..—

A Micl

80 w

Figure 6.

Average annual continental U.S. thunderstorm days. Correlation exists between
regions of higher thunderstormactivity and windshear-relatedaccidents/incidents.
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o The Microburst as a Windshear Threat

across. When the downdraft reaches the
ground, it spreads out horizontally and may
form one or more horizontal vortex rings
around the downdraft (Figure 7).
The
outflow region is typically 6,000 to 12,000
feet across. The horizontal vortices may
extend to over 2,000 feet AGL. Microbursts
have been observed when no thunderstorm
was identiled, Particularly in dry climates.
There is some evidence that very strong
rnicrobursts can be zenerated by rapidly
developing convective storms before they
can be identiled as thunderstorms.

Identification of
concentrated, more
powerful
downdrafts--known
as
microbursts--has
from
the
resulted
investigation of windshear accidents and
from meteorological research. Microbursts
can occur anywhere convective weather
conditions (thunderstorms, rain showers,
virga) occur.
Observations suggest that
approximately five
percent
of
all
thunderstormsproduce a rnicroburst.

I

Downdrafts associated with microbursts are
typically only a few hundred to 3,000 feet

Cloud Base

Figure 7.

\

Symmetric microburst. An airplane transitingthe microburst would experience equal
headwinds and tailwinds.

9
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Microburst outflows are not always
symmetric (Figure 8).
Therefore, a
significant airspeed increase may not occur

upon entering the outflow, or may be much
less than the subsequent airspeed loss
experienced when exiting the microburst.

Cloud Base

%slJd

\

\

Virga or
Rain

‘ *

\

1000”,
APP,OX
Scale
o

i\i

1000R

Wind

Outflow

Front J

~

c)utfl~w ~

Figure 8. Asymmetric microburst. An airplane transitingthe microburst horn left to rightwould
experience a small headwind foIlowed by a large tailwind.
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More than one microburst can occur in the
same weather system. Pilots are therefore
cautioned to be alert for additional
microbursts if one has already been
If several
encountered or observed.
microbursts are present, a series of

horizontal vortices can form near the ground
due to several microbursts being embedded
in one another (Figure 9). Conditions
associated with these vortices may produce
very powerful updrafts and roll forces in
addition to downdrafts.

500 ft

\

Microburst

Series of Horizontal
Vortices

c1

Microburst

Figure 9. Horizontal vortices. A series of horizontal vortices can form near the ground due to
microburstsimbedded in one another.

.,

0
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Wind speeds intens~ for about 5 minutes
after a microburst initially contacts the
ground (Figure 10). An encounter during
the initial stage of microburst development
may not be considered si=tiicant, but an

Initial

o

Maximum
Shear
Intensity

Ground
Contact

Downdraft

3

airplane following may experience an
airspeed change two to three times greater!
Microbursts typically dissipate within 10 to
20 minutesafter ground contact.

5

*

Disss;:$n
Cloud Base

10

15

Elapsed Time (rein)

Figure 10.

Evolution of a microburst. Microburst winds intensify for about 5 min after ground
contact and typically dissipate about 10 to 20 min after ground contact.
m
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indicated headwindhailwind
velocities near200 lmots.

Doppler radar wind measurements indicate
that the wind speed change a pilot might
expect when flying through the average
microburst at its point of peak intensity is
about 45 knots (Fi=wre 11). However,
microburst windspeed differences of almost
100 knots have been measured. In fact, a
severe event at Andrews Air Force Base
(Camp Spring, Maryland) on August 1, 1983

*

differential

IT IS VITAL TO RECOGNIZE THAT
SOME MICROBURSTS CANNOT BE
SUCCESSFULLY ESCAPED WITH ANY
KNOWN TECHNIQUES! Note that even
were within the
windshears which
performance capability of the airplane have
caused accidents.

\
1mlhG-lL
● Maximum windshear capability of

jet transports at heavy weight,
for a shear encounter at a critical
location, is 40 to 50 knots
windspeed change
● Accidents have occurred in
windshears within performance
capability of airplane
*Some wind shears cannot
be escaped successfully!

n

6

\

Number of

4

Measured
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(500 ft JAWS

~

h

Doppler
Radar Data)
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Figure 11.

90

1m

Accidantf
Incident

Winiispeed

Changas

Microburst frequency versus intensity. Accidents have occurred in windshears
within performance capacity of airplane. Some windsheam cannot be escaped
successfully!
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Microbursts can be associated with both
heavy rain, as in thunderstorm conditions,
and much lighter precipitation associated
with convective clouds. Microbursts have
occurred in relatively dry conditions of light
rain or virga (precipitation that evaporates
before reaching the earth’s surface). The
formation of a dry microburst is illustrated
in Figure 12.
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dry.
I

Precipitation from higher convective
clouds fzdh into low humidity air and
evaporates. This evaporative cooling causes
the air to plunge downward.
As the
evaporative cooling process continues, the
downdraft accelerates. Pilots are therefore
cautioned not to fly beneath convective
clouds producing virga conditions when
below 1000 ft AGL in the takeoff or landing
configuration.

In this example, ak below a cloud base (up
to approximately 15,000 feet AGL) is very

I

i

Cloud Base
(As high as 15,CMI0 ft) >
1000 ft

A..pmg(
0 L-

lx;

1000ft
—

Figure 12.

Downdrafl

Dry microburst formation. Evaporation of rain below cloud base (virga) causes
intense cooling of rainshaftair and subsequentcold air plunge.
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2.3

LESSONS LEARNED FROM
WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

0

Analysis of past windshear accidents and
incidents has taught valuable lessons
regarding windshear reco=tition and flight
path control. Engineering studies and flight
simulator evaluations have been conducted
as well to gather additional information.
The resulting lessons learned form a basis
for the recommended precautions and
techniquesin this document.
The primary lesson learned is that the best
defense against windshear is to avoid it
altogether. This is especially important
because shears will exist which are beyond
the capability of any pilot or airplane. In
most windshear accidents, several clues-LLWAS alerts, weather reports, visual
signs--were present that would have alerted
the flight crew to the presence of a
windshear threat. In all instances, however,
these clues were eithernot recognized or not
acted upon. Flight crews must seek and
heed signs alenting them to the need for
avoidance.
Other lessons were also learned regarding
windshear recognition and pilot technique
should the avoidance process fail. These
lessons are summarizedas follows:

Pilot Techniclue
o

Flight path must be controlled with pitch
attitude falon~ with simultaneous full
thrustabdication). Unusual stick forces
may be required as a result.

o

Lower than normal airspeed may have to
be accepted. FIv&z at airspeeds below
normal reference speeds mav be required
at some time durhuz the recovem to
utilize the full Performance capability of
the airplane.

Jnreaching these conclusions, three types of
windshear encounters which have resulted in
an accident or incident were examined: an
encounter during takeoff after liftoff, an
encounter during takeoff on the runway, and
an encounter during approach. Details of
these encounters and the lessons learned are
described in Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.3.
Following this, Section 2.3.4 presents the
lessons learned regarding effects of
windshear on airplanesand airplane systems.
Section 2.3.5 describes the impact of these
lessons on simulatortraining.

Windshear Recognition
o

Recognition of windshear encounter is
diftlcult and is usually complicated by
marginalweather

o

Time available for recognition and
recovery is short (as little as 5 seconds;

Flight crew coordination is essential for
prompt windshear recognition and
recovery

Page 14

2.3.1

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF
- AFTER LIFTOFF

In a typical accident studied, the airplane
encountered an increasing tailwind shear

Figure 13.

shortly after lifting off the runway (Fi=we
13). For the first 5 seconds after liftoff the
takeoff appeared normal, but the airplane
crashed off the end of the runway about 20
seconds afterliftoff.

Windshear encounter during takeoff after liftoff. (1) Takeoff initially appeared
normal. (2) Windshear encountered just after liftoff. (3) Airspeed decrease resulted
in pitch attitudereduction. (4) Aircraft crashed off departureend of runway 20 sec
after liftoff.
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In many events involving after-liftoff
windshear encounters, early trends in
airspeed, pitch attitude, vertical speed and
altitude appeared normal. In this example,
the airplane encountered windshear before
stabilized climb was established which
caused difficulty in detecting onset of shear.
As the airspeed decreased, pitch attitudewas
reduced to regain trim airspeed (Figure 14).
By reducing pitch attitude, available
performance capability was not utilized and
the airplane lost altitude. As terrainbecame
a factor, recovery to initial pitch attitudewas
initiated. This required unusually high stick
force (up to 30 pounds of pull may be
required on some airplanes). Corrective

action, however, was too late to prevent
ground contact since the downward flight
path was well established.
Reducing pitch attitude to regain lost
airspeed, or allowing attitudeto decrease in
response to lost airspeed, is the resultof past
training emphasis on airspeed conirol.
Successful recovery from an inadvertent
windshear encounter requiresmaintainingor
increasing pitch attitudeand accepting lower
than usual airspeed.
Unusual and
unexpected stick forces may be required to
counter natural airplane pitching tendencies
due to airspeed and lift loss.

Normal
Flight
Path
.... .....-+.,,.y

e -

Normal Climb

‘i’ch DOwa

\
Micraburst
~

+

4 Lift

,,,ght

Path
‘:$( x
-;-.<<.>,- .2.._.__.:.,_ .......__. _-h
“
~tiz-:,... ... . ......-..-.-.<+ -.... ..... ...............

Windshear

Figure 14.

Descending

t

Encounter

Windshear effects on flight path. Microburst reduces airspeed and lift at normal
attitudewhich results in pitch down tendency to regain airspeed.
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To counter the loss of airspeed and lift
resulting from windshear,pitch attitudemust
not be allowed to fdl below the normal
range. Only by properly controlling pitch
attitude and accepting reduced airspeed can
flight path degradation be prevented (Figure

15). Once the airplane begins to deviate
from the intended flight path and high
descent rates develop, it takes additional
time and altitude to change flight path
direction.

Pitch Down
\
Micmburst-

Lack of Proper Pitch Control

ContrMed Pitch Attitude

Figure 15.

Pitch control effects on flight path. Control of pitch attitude and acceptance of
reduced airspeed results in improved flight path.
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*

In the windshear encounter cited earlier,
available airplane performance capability
may not have been used because of two
factors: lack of timely recognition and
inappropriate or inadequate response.
Rapidly deteriorating climb performance
may not be apparent to the crew unless all
appropriate vertical flight path instruments
are closely monitored.

Only 5 to 15 seconds may be available to
recognize and respond to a windshear
encounter (Figure 16). It is therefore of
greatimportance that a windshear encounter
be recognized as soon as possible. Timely
recognition of windshear requires effective
crew coordination and appropriate callouts
by thepilot not flying.

300
t
4
#
#
4
#

200

Normal

Altitude
(f’t)
*

*
*

100

,+’
t*
4
#

Typical Accidentsllncidents

P
— — ,-

-=9

0“
[

0
o

5

10

1!5

20

25

Time From Liftoff (see)

Figure 16.

Time available to respond to windshear encounter. Takeoff initially appeared
normal. Additional time is required to arrestdescent. Result: only 5 to 15 sec may
be available for recognition and recovery.
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2.3.2

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF
- ON RUNWAY

Analysis of a typical accident where an
increasing tailwind shear was encountered
during takeoff ground roll showed that
initial indications appeared normal (Figure

17). Due to the increasing ta.ikvind shear
however, the airplane did not reach VR until
nearing the end of the runway. As the
airplane lifted off, the tailwind continued
increasing, preventing any further airspeed
increase. The airplanecontacted an obstacle
off the departureend of the runway.

m

Runway
Figure 17.

Windshear encounter during takeoff on runway. (1) Takeoff initially appeared
normal. (2) Airspeed buildup slowed due to windshear. (3) Airplane reached VR
near end of runway, lifted off but failed to climb. (4) Airplane contacted obstacle off
departureend of runway.
*
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10

Less-than-normalairspeed, due to windshear
encounter, resulted in reduced available lift
at normal takeoff attitude (Figure 18). In

turn,inability to lift off soon enough to clear
obstacles resulted.

Runway
Normal

Takwff

\
L

Microburst~

Runway

Windshear

10

Figure 18.

Encounter

Windshear effects on liftoff. Microburst reduces airspeed and lift at normal attitude
thatresultsin inability to lift off.
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An additional factor is the difficulty of
airplane
deteriorating
recognizing
Timely recognition of a
performance.
windshear encounter on the runway may be
difficult since the only indication may be a
slower than normal airspeed increase. The
presence of gusts may mask abnormal
airspeed build-up. Time available to respond
effectively to a windshear may be as little as
5 seconds from the initial encounter.
Effective crew coordination, particularly
standard callouts, is essential in routine
operations to develop habit patternsrequired
to ensure timely recognition of degrading
performance.
Full thrust may be required to provide
additional performance, particularly if
reduced thrusttakeoff procedures have been
used.

If there is insufficient runway left to
accelerate to normal takeoff speed, and
inadequate runway to stop, liftoff and safe
climb may require rotation at speeds less
than normal rotation speed (VR). In this
case, additional pitch attitude may be
required to achieve sufficient lift (Fi=we
19). In traditional training, crews ‘ are
frequently cautioned not to rotate at speeds
less than VR to avoid high pitch attitudes
that could result in aft body contact. In a
windshearencounter,rotationtoward normal
takeoff pitch attitude at lower than normal
airspeed may be required to lift off in the
remaining runway. This may result in aft
body contact. To deal with an inadvertent
windshew encounter, the pilot must be
prepared to apply techniques which differ
from those ordinarilyused.

*

Runway

Normal Takeoff Attitude

Runway
Increased

Figure 19.

Pitch Attitude

Pitch attitude effects on liftoff. Increased pitch attitude generates MI required for
liftoff.
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2.3.3

ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

Analysis of a typical windshear encounteron
approach provided evidence of an increasing
downdraft and tailwind along the approach

flight path (Figure 20). The airplane lost
airspeed,dropped below the targetglidepath,
and contacted the ground short of the
runwaythreshold.

Glide Slope

2\\

Instruments
\
Visual

Figure 20.

Windshear encounter during approach. (1) Approach initially appeared normal. (2)
Increasing downdraft and tailwind encountered at transition. (3) Airspeed decrease
combined with reduced visual cues resulted in pitch attitudereduction. (4) Airplane
crashed shortof approach end of runway.

*
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Reduced
airspeed,
as
the
airplane
encountered the windshear, resulted in
decreased lift. This loss of lift increased the
descent rate (Figure 21). The natural nosedown pitch response of the airplane to
decreasimz airspeed caused additional
altitude loss. Proper Pitch attitude control
along with simultaneous full thrust
apd.ication were not used soon enough to
prevent ground contact.

recovery initiation. Gradual application of
thrustduring approach may have masked the
initial decreasing airspeed trend.
Poor
weather
conditions
caused
increased
workload and complicated the approach.
Transition from instruments to exterior
visual references may have detracted fi-om
instrument
scan.
Inadequate
crew
coordination may have resulted in failure to
be aware of flight path degradation. A
stabilized approach with clearly defined
callouts is essential to aid in recognition of
unacceptable flight path trends and the need
to initiaterecovery.

Lack of timely and appropriate response-affected by weather conditions, inadequate
crew coordination and limited recognition
time--was a si@lcant
factor in delaying

Glide Path

X

Urt
“,
..”’”., .....
\,..-.,.
- ,,,,.,... ‘“‘ ‘<<$$. -.~
●m
‘m
Normal

Approach

~lig~~on
Glide Path

‘%...way

Glide Path

Figure 21.

Windshear effects on flight path on approach. Microburst reduces airspeed and lift
at normal attitudewhich resultsin pitch down tendency to regain airspeed.
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2.3.4

WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON
AIRPLANES AND SYSTEMS

always be present,headwind shearsmust not
be relied upon to provide early indicationsof
subsequenttailwind shears. Be prepared!

WindshearEffects on Airplanes
o

HeadwincVTailwindShearResponse

The various components of windshear have
unique effects on airplaneperformance. In
addition, the magnitudeof the shear depends
on the flight path throughthe microburst.

In contrast to shears which increase
airspeed, an increasing tailwind (or
decreasing headwind) shear will decrease
indicated
airspeed
and
performance
capability. Due to airspeed loss, the airplane
may tend to pitch down to regain trim speed.
o

An increasing headwind (or decreasing
tailwind) shear increases indicated airspeed
and thus increases performance.
The
airplane will tend to pitch up to regain trim
airspeed. An additionalconsideration is that
this type of shear may reduce normal
deceleration during flare which could cause
ovemm.

e

Any rapid or large airspeed increase,
particularly near convective
weather
conditions, should be viewed as a possible
indication of a forthcoming airspeed
decrease. Thus a large airspeed increase
may be reason for discontinuing the
approach. However, since rnicrobursts are
often asymmetric and the headwind may not

\

Figure 22.

Vertical Windshear Response

Vertical winds exist in every microburst and
increase in intensity with altitude. Such
winds usually reach peak intensityat heights
geater than 500 feet above the ground.
Downdrafts with speeds greater than 3,000
feet per minute can exist in the center of a
strong microburst. The severity of the
downdraft the airplane encounters depends
on both the altitude and lateral proximity to
the center of the microburst.
Perhaps more critical than sus~ed
downdrafts, short duration reversals in
vertical winds can exist due to the horizontal
vortices associated with microbursts. This is
shown in Figure 22.
500
A;::ex

I

Nlicroburst

Encounter with microburst horizontal vortices. Rapid updraft downdraft variations
due to horizontal vortices can cause uncommanded pitch changes and may result in
momentary stick shaker activation well above normal stick shaker speeds.
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o

An airplane flying through horizontal
vortices as shown on the previous page
alternating U@EiftS and
experiences
downdrafts causing pitch changes without
pilot input. These vertical winds result in
airplane angle-of-attack fluctuations which,
if severe enough, may result in momentary
stick shaker actuation or ahfra.meshudder at
speeds well above normal.

Turbulence may be quite intense in weather
conditions associated with windshear.
Effects of turbulence can mask changing
airspeed trends and delay recognition of
severe windshear. Turbulence may also tend
to discourage use of available airplane pitch
attitude during a recovery by causing
random stick shaker activity. These effects
can significantly increase pilot workload and
distraction.

Vertical winds, like those associated with
horizontal vortices, were considered in
development of the recovery procedure. The
most significant impact of rapidly changing
vertical winds is to increase pilot workload
during the recovery. The higher workload
results from attention to momentary stick
shaker actuation and uncomrnanded pitch
attitude changes from rapid changes in
vertical wind.
o

Turbulence Effects

o

Crosswind Shear Response

A crosswind shear tends to cause the
airplaneto roil andlor yaw. Large crosswind
shears may require large or rapid control
wheel inputs. These shears may result in
workload
and
significantly increased
In addition, if an aircraft
distraction.
encounters a horizontal vortex, severe roll
forces may require up to full control wheel
input to counteract the roll and maintain
aircraftcontrol.

Rain Effects

Accident investigations and the study of
windshear have shown that some forms of
windshear are accompanied by high rates of
rainfall. NASA research is underway to
determine if high rainfall rates contribute to
a loss of airplane performance. The results
available to date are inconclusive. However,
because rain may serve as a warning of
severe windshear, areasof heavy rain should
be avoided. High rates of rainfall also cause
significant increases in cockpit noise levels,
making crew coordination and pilot
concentration
more
difficult.
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airplane up with increasing airspeed and
down with decreasing airspeed. Thrust
changes in response to these airspeed
variations may also affect stability. In
airplanes with underwing-mounted engines,
there is an additional tendency to pitch up as
thrust increases, and pitch down as thrust
decreases. This tendency may become more
pronounced at low speeds.

Basic Aerodynamics

The pilot has direct control over airplane
pitch attitude which in turn acts to change
the flight path. The angle-of-attack will
change with pitch attitude resulting in a
modiiied flight path angle. These three
angles are relatedas follows:
Pitch = Angle of + Flight
Attitude
Attack
Path Angle
o

o

Airplane stall occurs when fiu-therincreases
in angle-of-attack produce no further
increase in lift. In some cases, a significant
decrease in lift and an adverse effect on
controllability may occur at stall.
To
prevent inadvertent entry into this flight
region, stall warning devices (stick shakers,
stick pushers, stall warning horns) are
installed on airplanes. In addition, having
clean, smooth wing leading edges will help
prevent both early onset of stall buffet as
well as rolloff tendency prior to stall.

Airplane Performance

Transport
category
airplanes
have
considerable climb capability at speeds
below normal reference values. As seen in
Figure 23 for typical takeoff climb
performance, a rate-of-climb of 1500 FPM
I instill airi s possible even at stick shaker
] speeds.
o

Stall and StallWarning

Airplane Stability

As mentioned earlier, typical longitudinal
stabilitycharacteristicstend to pitch the

Rate-ofClimb
{ftlmin)

2500

1500

------

. .

1
I
1
1

----/
Stick>
Shaker

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I

130

150

i

I

Airspeed

Figure 23.

I

(kt)

Typical takeoff rate-of-climb capability. Significant climb capability exists even at
stick shaker airspeeds.
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Windshear Effects on Systems
o

vertical speed information.
Due to
instrumentlags, indications may be several
seconds behind actual airplane rate of
climb/descent and, in some situations, may
indicate a climb after the airplanehas started
descending (Fia-e 24).
Vertical speed
indicators driven by an Inertial Reference
Unit (IRU) show signillcant improvement
over other type instruments but still have
some lag.

Altimeters

During callouts and instrument scan in a
windshear, use of radio and/or barometric
altimeters must be tempered by the
characteristics of each. Since radio altitude
is subject to terrain contours, the indicator
may show a climb or descent due to falling
rising terrain, respectively.
or
The
barometric altimeter may also provide
distorted indications due to pressure
variations within the microburst.
o

Jn addition, gust-induced pitot static
pressure variations within the microburst
may introduce further VSI inaccuracies.
Due to such lags and errors, all vertical
flight path instruments should be crosschecked to verify climb/descent trends.

Vertical Speed Indicators

The vertical speed indicator (VSl) should
not be solely relied upon to provide accurate
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VSI error during takeoff windshear encounter. VSI may lag actual flight path
changes.
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2.3.5

Stick Shaker

DEVELOPMENT OF WIND
MODELS

Stick shaker is activated by angle of attack.
Consequently, rapidly changing vertical
winds or maneuvering will vary the attitude
and airspeed at which stick shaker occurs.
With a properly functioning stall warning
system and undamaged alpha vanes, stick
shaker will normally activate below the stall
angle of attack, thus providing a warning
prior to stall.

The lessons learnedfrom windshear accident
investigations, engineering analyses, and
flight simulator studies have provided
insight for development of simulator
windshear models for pilot training.
Through these efforts, it was determined that
the essential elements which must be taught
include:

o

1) Recognition of windshearencounter,

Cockpit Angle of Attack Indicators

Angle of attack indicators do provide usefi,d
indications of margin to stick shakeq
however, they may not provide effective
guidance in a windshear environment since
angle of attack is controlled indirectly
through pitch attitude adjustments. Jn an
actual windshear encounter where rapidly
changing vertical winds cause rapid angle of
attack fluctuations independent of pilot
input, a pilot mav be unable to control the
a.mzleof attackto a desired value.

2) Use of Pitch attitude (along with
simultaneous full thrust abdication)
rather than airspeed control to recover,
@
3) Flkht at .meeds si-lcantlv
less than
those speeds tvpicallv exposed to in
trainirw.
A simple model presenting a significant
windshear threat requiring use of prompt
corrective attitude control is sufficient to
teach these elements. Once the basics of
recognition and recovery are understood,
more complex models may be useful.

,,,.

“*
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2.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW
ACTIONS

reducing crew effectiveness in dealing with
the situation. The model of flight crew
actions must be incorporated into day-to-day
operations to ensure such actions are
available and easily recalled when needed.

Due to the serious threat imposed by
infrequent windshear encounters, an orderly
set of actions is necessary to increase flight
crew awareness of weather conditions that
windshear
(Figure
25).
produce
Additionally, certain operating practices
have been developed that improve the
chances of surviving a windshear encounter.
In past windshe~ accidents, certain of these
actions were frequently missing, thereby

I

The recommended procedures in this section
have been developed for Boeing, Douglas,
and Lockheed jet transportairplanes. Use of
these procedures for other types of airplanes
is not appropriate until verified with the
respective airframe manufacturer.

Evaluate the Weather
1

I

~
No

+
Follow Standard
OperstingTechniques

I

■
I

i

i
Windshear FlecoveryTeehniaues

— * —— -r -—.
Report the Encounter
————
L -———

I

]

Figure 25. Model of flight crew actions.
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Avoid Known Windshear

I

a

2.4.1
*

@

EVALUATE THE WEATHER

1) Terminal Forecasts

The weather evaluationprocess that follows
was developed after careful analyses of
several windshear-relatedaccidents. In each
accident that occurre~ several potential
windshear indicators were present, but a
clear, definitive choice to divert or delay was
not made. The windshear indicators are
meant to be cumulative.
The more
indicators present, the more crews should
consider delaying departure or approach.
Only through an increased awareness of
potential windsheru indicators and a proper
weather evaluation routine will flight crews
be best prepared to avoid microburst
windshear.
Every windshear accident has occurred on a
typical day, to a typical crew, on a typical
takeoff or approach. Too many times a
numberof clues were present, acknowledged
by the crew, but not accepted as potential
indicators of windshear.
The weather
evaluation process must continue during the
takeoff and climbout and throughout the
approach and landing. If some of the
indicators are present, this continual
searching may lead to early recognition of
the potential for a windshearencounter.
If convective cloud conditions are present
and/or if thunderstorms appear likely, the
potential for windshear and microburst
activity exists. Even if there are only subtle
signs of convective weather, such as weak
cumulus cloud forms, suspect the possibility
of microbursts, particularlyif the air is hot
and dry.
The following weather information should
be examined for any potential windshear
conditions affecting the flight
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An examination of terminal forecasts is
recomrnen~ed. Study of the following
two terminal forecasts demonstrates
what to look fon
YNG FT AMD 1 101815 1820Z C45
BKN 80 OVC 2018G35 LLWS OCNL
C20 OVC 3RW4’TRW-. 08Z C25 OVC
3214G25 OCNL C1O OVC 2RW-/TRW. 09Z IFR CIG RW TRW W_ND.
HUF FT AMD 2 COR 101815 1745Z
C30 BKN 2020G35 OCNL C12 OVC
3TRW CHC C4 X U2T+RW+AG55.
22Z C18 OVC 4TRW- 2420G30 SLGT
CHC C4 XV2TRW+G50. OIZ C16
OVC 2918G28 CHC 4=.
04Z C18
BKN 3016 BKN OCNL SCT.
09Z
VFR..
Note that for Youngstown, Ohio the
forecast is calling for LLWS--low level
windshea.t.
(altitude)
While
thunderstomnsexist in the forecast, pilots
are given an additional“LLWS” clue.
In the terminal forecast for Terre Haute,
Indiana, LLWS does not appear.
However,
the chance of
severe
thunderstorm, heavy rain showers, hail,
and wind gusts to 55 knots, suggest the
potential for microbursts if actual
thunderstorm
conditions
are
encountered.
Dry microbursts are somewhat more
dif15cuk to recognize. When flying in
regions of low humiditynear the surface,
any convective cloud is a likely
microburst producer. Examination of
the terminal forecast for convective
activity--rain, thunderstorms, etc.--is
good practice.

MSO SA 2152 50BKN 800VC 12TBD
007/83/45/17 15G30/974
VSBY
W3
s 1/2

2) Hourly Sequence Reports
Hourly sequence reports should be
windshear
for
clues-inspected
thunderstorms, rainshowers, or blowing
dust. The temperature and dew point
spread should be examined for large
differences, i.e. 30 to 50 degrees
Fahrenheit, indicating low humidity.
Additional signs such as warming trends,
gusty winds, cumulonimbus clouds, etc.,
should be noted.

3) Severe Weather Watch Reports

In the example shown below, evidence
dust,
large
of
blowing
ternperature/dewpoint spread, gusting
winds, and thunderstorms (without rain)
is present. These signs provide a strong
indication that windshear may be
present.
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A check for issuance of an aviation
severe weather watch should be made.
In the following example, a line of
thunderstormsapproaching severe limits
are forecast. Severe convective weather
is a prime source for microbursts.
TSTMS FCST TO APCH SVR LIMITS
THIS AFI’NAND ERYEVE TO THE
RTOFALN
FM YUMIPLRIVBUR
15 W SDB BFL IYKEED YUM.

*

,,.

4) LLWAS Reports

NORTHEAST
270 AT 24.

*

LLWAS (Low Level Windshear Alert
System) - Presently installed at 110
airports in the U.S., this system is
designed to detect wind shifts between
outlying stations and a reference
centefleld station (Figure 26). If an
LLWAS alert (triggered by wind speed
and/or direction differential) occurs, it
indicates the presence of something
shear-like, though not necessarily
indicative of magnitude or location.
However, the absence of an alert does
not necessarily indicate that it is safe to
proceed!

BOUNDARY

WIND

LLWAS in its present form has some
limitations:
A) shear magnitude may be seriously
underestimated,
B) trees, buildings and other surface
obstructions may disrupt or limit the
flow of air nearthe sensors,
c) location and spacing of sensors may
allow microburst development to go
entirely undetected--particularly in
the early stages(Figure 26),
D) because the sensors are on the
ground, rnicroburst development
which has not yet reached the surface
will not be detected, and
E) LLWAS coverage only exists near
the runways and typic-tiy does not
extend beyond the middle marker.

LLWAS information is available by
request anytime, but will be provided by
controllers whenever an LLWAS alert is
in progress.

wINDsHEAR

2
ALERTS.
QUADRANTS.
CENTERFIELD
*
210
AT
14.
WEST
BOUNDARY
WIND 140 AT 22.

Even with these limitations,LLWAS can
provide useful information about winds
aroundthe airport.

m
v

@—

U-WAS Stations

-

Runways

Figure 26. Undetectedmicroburst due to wide LLWAS stationspacing.
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5) SIGMETS

outflow, a ring of blowing dust or
localized dust in general, flying debris,
virga, a rain core with rain diverging
away horizontally from the rain core, or
tomadic
features
(funnel
clouds,
tomados). At night, lightning may be
the only visual clue. Pilots must become
aware that these visual clues are often
the only means to iden@ the presence
of severe windshear.

SIGMETS, particukuiy
CONVECTIVE
SIGMETS, may provide essential clues.
In the example, the CONVECTIVE
SIGMET warns of scattered embedded
thunderstorms, some reaching level 5
intensity, indicating a potential for
windshear.
ATTENTION
ALL
AIRCRAFT,
CONVECTIVE SIGMET CHARLIE
ONE FROM THE VICINITY OF
ELMIf&4
TO
PHILLIPSBURG.
SCATTERED
EMBEDDED
THUNDERSTORMS MOVING EAST
AT ONE ZERO KNOTS.
A FEW
INTENSE LEVEL FIVE CELLS,
MAXIMUM TOPS FLIGHT LEVEL
FOUR FIVE ZERO.

m

7) PIREPs

6) Visual Clues from the Cockpit
The value of recognizing microbursts by
visual clues from the cockpit cannot be
overemphasized. Pilots must remember
that microbursts occur only in the
presence of convective weather indicated
by cumulus-type clouds, thunderstorms,
rain showers, and virga. (Note thatother
types of windshear can occur in the
absence of convective weather.)
Microburst windshear can often be
identified by some obvious visual clues
such as heavy rain (in a dry or moist
environment). This is particularlytrue if
the rain is accompanied by curling
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PIREPS
are
extremely
important
indicators in microburst windshear
situations. Reports of sudden airspeed
changes in the airport approach or
landing corridors provide indication of
the presence of windshear.
“Miarn.i Tower, PIREP, Flight 126
encountered windshear on final, loss of
20 knots at 300 feet approaching middle
marker runway 27 right,. Douglas MD80.”
In
international weather
reports,
windshear observations or reports from
pilots may be included at the end of
routine and special weather reports.
“...WS WRNG B727 REPORTED MOD
WS ON APCH RWY 34 AT 1610
IiI the above example, a Boeing 727 on
approach to Runway 34 reported
moderate windshem at 1610 hours.

m

8) Airborne WeatherRadar
The use of airborne weather radar to
detect convective cells should be
considered a matterof routine. Weather
radar provides
extremely
useful
information for the avoidance of
thunderstorms in the airport terminal
are% but cannot directly detect
windshear. Pilots have become adept at
avoiding thunderstorms while euroute
and at altitude. However, relatively little
emphasis has been placed on their use
near the terminalarea. Most heavy rain
thunderstorms near the airport can be
detected with conventional weatherradar
by a carefid use of tilt control to scan
above the intended flight altitude
(15,000 to 20,000 feet). The subject of
the proper use of tilt control for this
purpose should be studied in available
radarmanualsand bulletins.
Pilots should understand that heavy
precipitation, as seen on their radar and
associated with convective clouds,
indicates the possibility of microbursts;
however, the absence of strong returns
must not be depended upon to indicate a
safe situation. Potentially hazardous dry
microburst conditions may only produce
weak radarreturns.

‘e
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Another significant aspect of weather
radar use is attenuation. Attenuation is
caused by heavy rainfall reducing the
ability of the radar signal to penetrate,
causing the radar to present an
incomplete picture of the weather area.
In the terminal area, comparison of
ground returns to weather echoes i’s a
useful technique to identi@ when
attenuationis occurring. Tilt the antenna
down and observe ground returnsaround
the radar echo.
With very heavy
intervening rain, ground returns behind
the echo will not be present. This area
lacking ground returnsis referredto as a
shadow and may indicate a largerarea of
precipitation than is shown on the
indicator. Areas of shadowing should be
avoided.
Turbulence Doppler radars starting to
become available to flight crews provide
an additional clue to the presence of
microbursts. If, in the departurehuzival
segment of
the airport vicinity,
turbulence indications are present in
mid-levels of convective cloud systems
(e.g., 15,000 to 20,000 feet) and low
humidity
conditions
exist
(large
temperature/dewpoint
spread),
the
situation is prime for rnicroburst
formation. Pilots should be particularly
cautious when they observe this
indication.

2.4.2

AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

The importance of
avoiding
severe
windshear and microbursts cannot be overemphasized. Microburst windshears have
been measured which are beyond the
capability of transportcategory airplanesand
the most highly skilled pilots. Recall from
Figure 11 that even windshears which were
within the performance capability of the
airplane have caused accidents. Avoidance
may only involve delaying departure or
approach for 10 to 20 minutes since this is
the typical time required for microburst
dissipation.
Even though significant emphasis on
simulator training is recommended in pilot
trainingcurricuhuns, avoidance must be the
first line of defense. Simulators are valuable
for teaching windshear recognition and
recovery. However, pilots are cautioned not
to develop the impression that real-world
windshear encounters can be successfully

negotiated simply because they have
received simulator training. In an airplane,
complicating
factors
(i.e.
turbulence,
precipitation noise, instrument errors, etc.)
may make shears much more difficult than
in a simulator. Jnaddition, simulatormotion
systems are limited in their capability to
reproduce all the dynamics of an actual
windshear encounter. Remember, some
windshears cannot be escaped using any
known techniques. Therefore, above all,
AVOID, AVOID, AVOID!
Unfortunately, there are no universal
quantitative windshear avoidance criteria
thatprovide unambiguous go/no-go decision
guidelines. There is no assureddetection and
warning system in operation which can
measure windshear intensityalong a specific
flight path. However, a summary of the
weather evaluation factors which can be
helpfid in avoiding windshear is shown in
Table 1 on the following page.
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TABLE 1
MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY GUIDELINES
PROBABILITY
OF WINDSHEAR

OBSERVATION

PRESENCE OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER NEAR INTENDED FLIGHT PATH:
- With localized strong winds (Tower reports or observed blowing dust,
rings of dust, tornado-like features,etc.).......................................................
- With heavy precipitation (Observed or radarindicationsof contour,
red or attenuationshadow) ...........................................................................
- With rainshower ..............................................................................................
- With lightning ..................................................................................................
- With virga ........................................................................................................
- With moderate or greaterturbulence (reportedor radarindications) ..............
- With temperature/dewpoint spreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Ftietieit ......................................................................................................

HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

ONBOARD WINDSHEAR DETECTION SYSTEM ALERT
(Reported or observed) .........................................................................................

HIGH

PIREP OF AIRSPEED LOSS OR GAIN:
-15 knots or greater .........................................................................................
- Less than 15 hots
.........................................................................................

HIGH
MEDIUM

LLWAS ALERTAVIND VELOCITY CHANGE
-20 knots or greater .........................................................................................
- Less than20 knots .........................................................................................

EUGH
MEDIUM

FORECAST OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER ........................................................

LOW

NOTE:

These guidelines apply to operations in the airportvicinity (within 3 miles of the
point of takeoff or landing along the intended flight path and below 1000 feet
AGL). The clues should be considered cumulative. If more than one is observed
the probability weighting should be increased. The hazard increases with
proximity to the convective weather. Weather assessment should be made
continuously.

CAUTION:

CURRENTLY NO QUANTITATIVE MEANS EHSTS FOR DETERMINING
THE PRESENCE OR INTENSITY OF MICROBURST W’INDSHEAR. PILOTS
ARE URGED TO EXERCISE CAUTION IN DETERMINING
G A COURSE OF
ACTION.
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Table 1, designed specillcally for convective
weather (thunderstorm, rainshower, virga),
provides a subjective evaluation of various
observational clues to aid in making
appropriate real time avoidance decisions.
The observation weighting is categorized
according to the following scale:

described in Table 1 above 1000 feet maybe
less critical in terms of flight path, such
encounters may present other significant
weather related risks. Pilots are therefore
urged to exercise caution when determining
a course of action. Use of Table 1 should
not replace sound judgement in making
avoidance decisions.

e

HIGH PROBABILITY:
Critical attention need be given to this
observation. A decision to avoid (e.g. divert
or delay) is appropriate.
MEDIUM PROBABILITY:
Consideration should be given to avoiding.
Precautionsare appropriate.
LOW PROBABILITY:
Consideration should be given to this
observation, but a decision to avoid is not
generallyindicated.
The guidelines in Table 1 apply to
operations in the airport vicinity (within 3
miles of takeoff or landing along the
intended flight path below 1000 feet AGL).
Although encountering weather conditions

Windshear clues should be considered
cumulative. The probability for each single
observation is given. However, if more than
one windshear clue is observed, the total
probability rating may be increased to reflect
the total set of observations.
Example:
Nearing destination, VIRGA
is seen
descending from high based clouds over the
PROBABILITY).
airfield
(MEDIUM
Commencing approach, a PIREP is received
indicating
that
another
flight
just
experienced a 10 knot airspeed loss on final
approach to the same airport (MEDIUM
PROBABILITY).
Therefore, it would be
appropriate to raise the total avoidance
decision
weighting
to
HIGH
PROBABILITY (indicating a decision to
avoid is appropriate).
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2.4.3 CONSIDER PRECAUTIONS
Avoidance is the best precaution. However,
there are situationswhen windshear clues do
not clearly dictate delaying, but can be
interpretedto mean that conditions are right
for windshear activity. In these instances,
pilots should consider the next step of flight
crew actions, the use of precautions.
A number of precautionarytechniques have
been developed which crews can take to
lessen the effect of windshear should an
unsuspected
severe
windshear
be
encountered on takeoff or approach. These
precautions include consideration of thrust
setting, runway selection, flap selection,
airspeed, use of autopilot, autothrottle and
flight director. They were developed by
detailed analysis and piloted simulation of
several microburstwindshear encounters. In
many cases, tradeoffs were involved and no
“best” recommendation for all conditions
could be developed.
Use of precautions along with even the best
recovery piloting skills cannot guarantee a
successful escape from many microburst
windshears. It is important to realize that
the recommended precautions each have a
relatively small effect on the outcome of an
inadvertentwindshearencounter. Therefore,
use of precautions should not replace sound
pilot judgment in deciding whether or not it
is safe to proceed. Use of precautions
should not bias a go/no-go decision in the go
direction.
2.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS
o

ThrustSetting

Maximum rated takeoff thrust should be
used for takeoff. This shortens the takeoff
roll and reduces overrun exposure. Full
thrust also provides the best rate of climb,

thus increasing altitude available for
recovery if required. Lastly, full thrust
takeoffs may eliminate resetting thrustin a
recovery, thereby maximizing acceleration
capability and reducing crew workload.
o

Runway Selection

Use the longest suitable runway that avoids
suspected areas of windshear. The choice of
a suitable runway involves consideration of
exposure to obstacles after liftoff and
crosswind and tailwind limitations. This
assures maximum runway available to
accelerate to rotation speed and may result
in more ground clearance at the end of the
runway and during the climb profile. Should
the decision be made to reject the takeoff,
more runway is available on which to stop
the airplane.
o

Takeoff Flap Selection

The choice of takeoff flap setting is
dependent on the airplane type.
The
following flap settings should be considered
unless limited by obstacle clearance and/or
climb gradienti
Airplane
m

Takeoff
Flap Setting

B727
B737
B747
B757
B767

15
5 to 15
20
20
20

DC-8
DC-9-1O
DC-9-20,-30,-40,-50
MD-80
DC-10

12 or 15
100r20
5 or 15
5 to 15
5 to 20
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L-1011

10 to 22

1) Determine Vl, VR and V2 speeds
for actual airplane gross weight and
flap setting. Set airspeed bugs to
these values in the normal manner.

Studies of available takeoff flap settings
showed that the greaterflap setting provided
best performance for windshear encounters
on the runway. However, lesser flap settings
showed the best performance for in-air
windshear encounters. The takeoff flap
settingsin the table offered somewhat better
performance over a wide range of
conditions; however, it must be pointed out
thatthe performance difference between flap
settingsis small.
o

e

field
length
limit
2) Determine
maximum weight and corresponding
VR for selected runway.
3) If field length limit VR is greater
than actual gross weight VR, use the
higher VR (up to 20 knots in excess
of actual gross weight VR) for
takeoff. Airspeed bugs should ~ be
reset to the higher speeds.

Increased airspeed

Increased airspeed at rotation improves the
ability of the airplane to negotiate a
encountered
after
liftoff.
windshear
Increased airspeed improves the flight path,
reduces potential exposure to flight near
stick shaker speeds, and reduces pilot
workload.
Delaying rotation to a higher airspeed may
appear to increase the risk of overrunning
available runway. However, because of the
manner in which increased rotation speed is
calculated, it is simply using the runway as if
the aircraft was loaded to the field length
limit weight for that runway. If the takeoff
is at field length limit conditions, the risk of
overrunning the available runway is
increased because there is no extra runway
available. The overrun exposure is also
increased if the windshear reduces the
airspeed below the minimum airspeed
requiredfor liftoff at the maximum available
(body contact) attitude. However, initiating
rotationno later than 2000 feet from the end
of the usable runway surface reduces the
probability of overrun and maximizes the
available energy after liftoff.

4) Rotate to normal initial climb
attitude at the increased VR and
maintain this attitude.
This
technique produces a higher initial
climb speed which slowly bleeds off
to the normal initialclimb speed.
WARNING:

If windshearis encountered at
or beyond the actual gross
weight (bug) VR, do @
attempt to accelerate to the
increased VR, but rotate
without hesitation. In no case
should rotation be delayed
beyond 2,000 feet from the
end of the usable runway
surface. (See Section 2.4.5
Recovery Techniques)

If increased airspeed was not used prior to
liftoff, accelerating to higher than normal
airspeed after liftoff is not recommended.
Reducing pitch attitude at low altitude to
accelerate might produce a hazard if
windshear is encountered.

If increased VR is to be used, the technique
for scheduling and using increased rotation
airspeedis:
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o

Flight Director

flight directors must be
disregarded if a recovery is
required and, time permitting,
switched off by the Pilot Not
Flying (PNF).

Do not use speed-referenced flight directors
unless they are equipped with windshear
recovery guidance.
WARNING:

A speed-referenced flight
director which does @ have
windshear recovery guidance
may command
a pitch
attitude change to follow
target airspeeds regardless of
flight path degradation. This
guidance may be in conflict
with the proper procedures
for windshear recovery. Such

Some flight directors are equipped with a
selectable pitch attitude mode. If norinal
procedures utilize this feature,the selectable
pitch attitudemode may be effectively used
in a windshear encounter provided the
selected attitude is within the acceptable
range. However, if an attitudeother then the
selected attitude becomes necessary, the
flight director should be disregarded and
time permitting,switched off by the PNF.

Takeoff Precautions

●

Use maximum rated takeoff thrust

●

Use longest suitable runway

●

Consider using recommended

●

Consider using increased rotation airspeed

●

Do not use speed referenced flight director
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2.4.3.2 APPROACH PRECAUTIONS
o

o

Stabilized Approach

During some normal operations, stabilized
approaches are not achieved prior to 500 feet
AGL. However, in a potential windshear
environment, a stabilized approach should
be established no later than 1,000 feet AGL
to improve windshearrecognition capability.
o

o

The choice ‘of landing flap setting is
dependent on airplane type. The following
flap settingsshould be considered:
Airplane
h
B727
B737
B747
B757
B767

ThrustManagement

Minimize thrust reductions. Rather than
immediately compensating for an airspeed
increase by reducing thrust,a brief pause to
evaluate speed trends is prudent since this
airmeed increase may be a result of the
headwind Rortion of a microburst. The
additional airspeed and earlieravailability of
thrust (due to engines accelerating horn a
higher RPM) will be advantageousrecovery if a tailwind shear is then
encountered. If autothrottles are engaged,
assureinappropriatethrustreductions do not
occur._~s procedure may resultin a higher
thannormal approach speed which may have
to be accounted for on landing.

Landing Flap Selection

*

Landing
Flap Setting
30
30
25 or 30
30
30
*
*

DC-8
DC-9
MD-80
DC-10

28
35

L-1011

33

Minimum flap setting authorized for
particularmodel.

Studies of windshear encounters using all
available landing flap settings showed that I
the flap settings recommended above
provided
the best overall
recovery
performance for a wide range of windshears.

Runway Selection

Use the most suitable runwaythat avoids the
area of suspected windshear and is
compatible with crosswind and tailwind
limitations. A longer runway provides the
greatestmaraginfor increased ground roll due
to unanticipated winds and possible
resulting high ground speed at touchdown.
A precision (instrument)approach and other
aids to glide path monitoring (VASI, etc.)
are also desirable as they can enhance
windshear recognition by providing timely,
accurate flight path deviation information.

o

IncreasedAirspeed

Increased airspeed on approach improves
climb performance capability and reduces
the potential for flight at stick shaker during
recovery from an inadvertent windshear
encounter.
If available landing field length permits,
airspeed may be increased up to a maximum
of 20 knots. This increased speed should be
maintainedto flare. Touchdown must occur
within the normal touchdown zone--do not
allow the airplaneto float down the runway.
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As many variables are involved, it is not
practical to provide exact guidance on the
effect of 20 knots extra speed on actual
stopping distance. Wind can be a major
factor since stopping distance is affected by
groundspeed rather than airspeed.
If
increased airspeed is used and an increasing
performance shear is encountered, a goaround may be necessary due to insufficient
landing fieldlength for the higher approach
speed.
Furthermore, if a pilot can be
reasonably certain that wind changes (due to
topography or unique local conditions) will
not result in decreasing performance, it may
be inappropriate to use increased approach
speed.
Other factors affecting stopping distance
such as availability and effectiveness of
thrust reversers, tire and brake condition,
runway surface conditions, etc., must also be
taken into consideration. On a dry runway
with no adverse factors presen~ landing field
length may accommodate 20 knots extra
speed at touchdown In other cases greater
field length may be required. If in doubt,
use the longest suitable runway which does
not expose the airplane to greater hazard
horn possible shear.

WARNING:

o

Increased touchdown speeds
increase stopping distance.
An additional 20 knots at
touchdown
Can increase
stopping distance by as much
as 25 percent and in some
cases may exceed brake
energy limits.

Flight Director and/or Autopilot and
Autothrottles

During approach it is desirable to utilize the
flight director, autopilot and autothrottlesto
the maximum extent practical.
These
systems may relieve pilot workload,
allowing the crew more time to monitor
instruments and
weather conditions.
However, use of autoflight systems, and in
particular the autothrottle, only provide
benefits if properly monitored.
In the
absence of proper monitoring, these systems
may mask onset of shear through lack of
pilot awareness of control” inputs being
made.
Furthermore, not all autoflight systems
perform well in gusty or turbulent
conditions.
The autopilot and/or the
autothrottle should be disconnected when
continueduse appears counter-productive.

Approach Precautions
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stabilize approach no later than 1000 ft AGL
Minimize thrust reductions
Use most suitable runway
Consider using recommended flap setting
Consider using increased approach speed
Use autoflight systems during approach
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2.4.4

FOLLOW ESTABLISHED
STANDARD OPERATING
TECHNIQUES

o

It is important for crews to remain alert for
any change in conditions, remembering that
windshear can be quick to form and to
dissipate. The shears thatproved to be most
deadly are those which caught crews by
surprise.

In an effort to aid crews with the early
recognition of a windshear encounter, a
series of recommendations were formulated
under the general heading of Standard
Operating Techniques (SOT’s).
These
SOT’s fall into two generalheadings of crew
awarenessand crew coordination.
The need for emphasis on SOTS came from
recognition that in most takeoff windshear
accidents, the airplane pitch attitude was
reduced below the attitude that would
maintain level flight. This was done when
the akplane was already descending toward
the ground and indicates lack of flight path
awarenesson the part of the crews involved.
This lack of awareness was also observed
during piloted
simulator studies of
windshear encounters. Traditional training
programs and routine flying may not have
reinforced proper flight path control and
concern for altitude loss. However, flight
path control should be the primary focus
when
with
dealing
windshear.
TECHNIQUES
SUCH
AS
STRICT
ADHERENCE TO AIRSPEED MUST BE
MODIFIED
IN
FAVOR
OF
CONTROLLING
PATH
FLIGHT
THROUGH PITCH ATTITUDE.
The SOTS that follow emphasize flight path
and pitch attitude for operations near the
ground. Following SOT’s results in better
crew
performance during day-to-day
operations, as well as during windshear
encounters. In both takeoff and approach to
landing, crew awareness and coordination
are vital for timely windshear recognition,
particularly at night or in marginal weather
conditions.

Crew Awareness

Crews should be aware of normal vertical
flight path indications so that windshear
induced deviations are more readily
recognized. On takeoff, this would include
attitude, climb rate, and airspeed buildup.
On approach, airspeed, attitude, descent rate
and throttle position provide valuable
information. Awareness of these indications
assures that flight path degradation is
recognized as soon as possible.
During takeoff and approach, be alert for
airspeedfluctuations. Such fluctuations may
be the first indication of windshear. Control
column forces significantly different than
those expected during a normal takeoff or
go-around may result if airspeed is below
target or airspeed buildup is low during
rotation and liftoff.
Vertical flight path
displays should be used to cross-check flight
director commands.

*

During takeoff while at relatively low
altitude(below 1000 feet), the SOT’s require
awareness and use of normal climbout pitch
attitudeand less em~hasis on strict airspeed
control. Know the all-engine initial climb
pitch attitude. Rotate at the normal rotation
rate to this attitudefor all takeoffs. Minimize
pitch attitudereductions in response to low
airspeed until terrain and obstruction
clearance is assured.
On approach, avoid large thrust reductions
or trim changes in response to sudden
airspeed increases as an airspeed decrease
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*

may follow. Closely monitor vertical flight
path instruments, such as vertical speed,
altimeters and glideslope displacement. liI
addition, comparison of groundspeed and
airspeed indications can provide additional
information
for
timely
windshear
recognition. When potential for windshear
exists, achieve a stabilized approach no later
than 1,000 feet AGL.

High workload and distractions in the
approach phase, particularly in marginal
weather, may divert attention away from
instrumentsthatprovide early recognition of
flight path deterioration. Additionally,
gradual application of thrust on approach
may mask a decreasing airspeed trend.
Crews should be prepared to execute the
recommended
recovery
procedure
immediately if deviations horn target
conditions in excess of the following occw
TakeoWApproach

assessing the situation and using sound
judgment to determine the safest course of
action.
o

Crew Coordination

The PF should focus attention on flying the
In a windshear encounter,
airplane.
appropriate action should be taken in
response to callouts.
The PNF should focus attentionon airspeed,
vertical speed, altitude, pitch attitude,
glidepath deviation and thrust. If any
si~lcant
deviations
from
normal
indications are detected, the PNF should
immediately call out the deviation. Callouts
in the cockpit should be standardized and
easy to understand to ensure timely
recognition.
EXAMPLE:
“Vertical speed 1200 down--airspeed 115
decreasing--glideslope one dot low.”

1) ~15 knots indicated airspeed
2) ~500 FPM vertical speed
3) ~5° pitch attitude

STANDARD 0PEFL4TING TECHNIQUES
suMMARY

Approach

o

Takeoff

1) Al dot glideslope displacement
2) Unusual throttle Position for
si@lcant period of time.

o

These values should be considered
guidelines only. Exact criteria cannot
established.
In certain instances where
significant rates of change occur, it may be
necessary to initiate recovery before any of
the above criteria are exceeded. Other
situationsmay exist where brief excursions,
particularly in airspeed, resulting from
known or anticipatedlocal wind effects may
not be an indication of significant hazard.
The pilot flying (PI?) is responsible for

0

0
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0
0
0

0

Know normal attitudes,climb rates,
airspeed build-up.
Know/use all-engine initial climb
attitude.
Make continuous rotation at normal
rate.
Cross-check flight director
commands.
Minimize pitch attitudereductions.
Monitor vertical flight path
instruments,call out deviations
(PNF).
Know recovery decision guidelines.

o

Approach
o
0
0
0

0
2.4.5

prominently displayed on attitude director
indicators.

Know normal attitudes, descent
rates, airspeeds, throttleposition.
Cross-check
director
flight
commands.
Avoid large thrustreductions.
vertical
Monitor
flight
path
instruments, call out deviations
(pm.
Know recovery decision guidelines.

Note:

2) Operators using pre-calculated
target pitch attitudessuch as allengine attitude for
normal
takeoffs and go-arounds may use
these attitudes in place of the
recommended
initial
target
recovery attitude.

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY
TECHNIQUE

The primary recovery technique objective is
to keep the airplane flying as long as
possible in hope of exiting the shear. A
wide variety of techniques were considered
to establish the one best meeting this
objective. The best results were achieved by
pitching toward an initial target attitude
while using necessary thrust. Several factors
were considered in developing
this
technique.
Studies show windshear encounters occur
infrequently and that only a few seconds are
available to initiate a successful recovery.
Additionally, during high stress situations
pilot instrumentscan typically becomes very
limited--in extreme cases, to only one
instrument. Lastly, recovery skills will not
be exercised on a day-to-day basis. These
factors dictated that the recovery technique
must not only be effective, but simple, easily
recalled, and have general applicability.
Extensive analysis and pilot evaluations
were conducted. Although a range of
recovery attitudes (including 15° and the
range of all-engine initial climb attitudes)
provides good recovery capability for a wide
variety of windshears, 15° was chosen as the
initial target pitch attitude for both takeoff
and approach. Additional advantages of 15°
initial targetpitch attitudeare that it is easily
recalled in emergency situations and it is

1) L-1011 targetattitudes:
Takeoff = 17.5°
Approach = 15°

While other more complex techniques may
make slightly better use of airplane
performance, these techniques do not meet
simplicity and ease of recall requirements.
Evaluations showed that the recommended
techniqueprovides a simple, effective means
of recovering from a windshearencounter.
A detailed discussion of the recommended
recovery technique follows. Recovery both
during takeoff after liftoff and during
approach is discussed together in the
following section since the technique for
both situations is identical. The recovery
technique for encounters during takeoff on
runway is presented later.
2.4.5.1/3

ENCOUNTER DURING
TAKEOFF- AFT’ER LIFTOFF
and ENCOUNTER ON
APPROACH

Windshear recognition is crucial to making a
timely
recovery
decision.
The
recommended recovery procedure should be
initiated any time the flight path is
threatenedbelow 1000 feet AGL on takeoff
or approach.
The guidelines for
unacceptable flight path degradation are
repeatedbelow:
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o

o

The pitch control technique for recovery
from a windshear encounter after liftoff or
on approach is as follows:

Takeoff/Approach
1) ~15 knots indicated airspeed
2) ~500 FPM verticals3) ~5° pitch attitude
Approach
1) ~1 dot glidesloue displacement
2) UnusualthrottlePosition for a
signiilcant period of time.

Again, these should be considered as
guidelines since exact criteria cannot be
In every case, it is the
established.
responsibility of the pilot flying to assess the
situation and use sound judgement in
determining
g the safest course of action. In
certain instances where significant rates of
change occur, it may be necessary to initiate
recovery before any of the above are
exceeded.

91P

At a normal pitch rate,[typically
2 degrees per second), begin
increasing or decreasing Ditch
attitudeto an initial targetattitudeof
15°. The autopilot/flight director
should be turned off by the PNF
unless specifically designed for
operations in windshear, or unless
using a pitch selectable flight
desired attitude
director with
commanded.

If windshearis inadvertentlyencountered
after liftoff or on approach, immediately
initiatethe recommended recovexy
technique. If on approach, do not attemptto
@@. (However, &normal go-around flap
seauence may be sued when an earlv
precautionary~o-around is initiatedin an
increasing~erformance shear or from a
normal auuroachairspeed condition).
The technique for recovery from a
windshear encounter after liftoff or during
approach is the same for both cases. This
technique is described as follows:

o

Always respect stick shaker. Use
intermittentstick shakeras the upper
pitch limit. In a severe shear, stick
shaker may occur below 15° pitch
attitude.

0

If attitude has been limited to less
than 15° to stop stick shaker,
increase attitude toward 15° as soon
as stick shakerstops.

0

If vertical flight path or altitude loss
is still unacceptable after reaching
15°, and stick shaker is not
encountered, further increase pitch
small
attitude
smoothly
in
increments.

o

When ma.khmadjustments from the
targetatti.~deor stick shaker,control
pitch in a smooth, steadv manner to
excessive
avoid
desired
overshoot/undershoot of
attitude.

o

Once the airplane is climbing and
ground contact is no longer an
immediate concern, airspeed should
be increased by cautious reductions
in pitch attitude.

o THRUST

*

Aggressively apply necessary thrust to
ensure adequate airplane performance.
Disengage the autothrottle if necessary.
Avoid engine overboost unless required to
avoid ground contact. When airplane safety
has been ensured, adjust thrust to maintain
engine parameterswithin specfled limits.
o PITCH
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CONFIGURATION

Maintain flap and gear position untd terrain
performance increase is available after
landing gear retraction, initial performance
clearance is assured. Although a small
degradation may occur when landing geax
doors open for retraction. While extending
flaps during a recovery after liftoff may
result in a higher minimum altitude, it is not
la recommended technicwe because:
1) Accidentally retractingflaps (the usual
direction of movement) has a large
adverse impact on performance.
2) If landing gear retraction had been
initiated prior to recognition of the
encounter, extending fiaps beyond a
takeoff flap setting might result in a
continuous warning horn which
distractsthe crew.
o

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

If
autopilot/fIight
director
systems
spectilcally designed for operation in
windshear are engaged during approach,
they should be used during the recovery
maneuver.
These systems may aid in
recovery from an inadvertent windshear
encounter. However, due to limited time
available to recognize and respond, do not
engage the autopilot or autothrottleif these
systems were not engaged prior to recovery.
WARNING:

A flight director ardlor
autoflight system which is
not specifically designed
for operation in windshear
may command a pitch
attitude change to follow
target airspeeds or a fixed
pitch attitude regardless of
flight path degradation.
This ~tidance may be in
conflict with the proper
procedures for windshear

recovery.
Such systems
must be disregarded
if
recovery is required and,
time permitting, switched
off by the PNF.
Use of autopilot control wheel steering
(CWS) has not been fully evaluated for its
effectiveness in a windshear encounter. One
consideration regarding CWS is that it is
usually a single channel autopilot mode and
as such has reduced control authority. In
any case, if CWS is used during a windshear
encounter, its use should be discontinued if
it produces difficulty in achieving the
desired attitude.
Some flight directors are equipped with a
selectable pitch attitude mode. If normal
procedures utilize this feature, the selectable
pitch attitudemode may be effectively used
in a windshear encounter provided the
selected attitude is within the acceptable
range. However, if an attitude other than the
selected attitude becomes necessary, the
flight director should be disregarded, and
time permitting,switched off by the PNF.
Avoid stabilizer trim changes in response to
short
term
windshear-produced
airspeed/stick force changes. However,
stabilizer trim should be used to trim out
stick force due to thrustapplication.
Throughout recovery, the IN? should call
out vertical flight path deviations using the
barometric altimeter, radio altimeter, or
vertical speed indicator as appropriate. For
example,
“sinldng 500, altitude 200, climbing 400,
altitude300, etc.”
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o

Operators of airplanes requiring a fIight
engineer may incorporate the second officer
into the callout process.

1) Maximum loss or gain of airspeed
2) Altitude at which shear was encountered
3) Location of shearwith respect to runway
in use

Rapidly changing winds may cause rapid
excursions in pitch and roll with little or no
pilot input as well as varying the attitudefor
stick shakeractivation.
As soon as possible, report the encounter to
the tower. The airplane following may not
have the performance required to recover
from the same windshem encounter.
The
windshear also may be increasing in
intensitymaking flight throughit even more
dangerous. Pilots and controllers must be
aware thattheir timely actions may prevent a
pending disaster--SECONDS MAY SAVE
LIVES! The pilot report for vvindshear
encounters should contain the following
information:

4) Airplane type
5) Use the term PIREP to encourage
rebroadcast of the report to other aircraft
Critical remarks are also helpful in
establishing windshear severity (e.g.
“...maximum thrust required, “...almost
contacted terrain”,etc.).
EXAMPLE:
“San Francisco Tower, PIREP, Flight 126
encountered windshear on final, loss of 20
hots at 300 feet approaching middle marker
runway 27 right, Douglas MD-SO.”

After Liftoff/On Approach Windshear
Recovery Technique

●

THRUST
. Apply necessary thrust

. PITCH
. Adjust toward 15°
. Increase beyond 15° if required to
ensure acceptable flight path
. Always respect stick shaker
●

CONFIGURATION
. Maintain existing configuration
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2.4.5.2

ENCOUNTER DURING
TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

Recognition of windshear is clifilcult during
takeoff roll since airspeed is changing
rapidly. In addition to visual clues described
previously, unusual airspeed fluctuations,
slow or erratic airspeed build-up may be
indications of a windshear encounter.

\\

The go/no-go criteria based on engine failure
decision speed(Vl) may not be valid for
windshear conditions since groundspeed can
be much higher than airspeed (Figure 27). It
therefore may not be possible to stop the
airplane on the runway during a rejected
takeoff. The ability to lift off is a function
of airspeed; the ability to stop is largely a
function of ground speed.

Indicated
Airspeed
ReachesVI

Microburst

lns~lcient
Stopping

-

m. Wki

Clistance
~~= ,~ti Remsins!

\~
J

wFkmway
GsLQnht

?
W3.tmk!

G.% = 17u R

Normal
VI Distsnce

Figure 27.

Windshear effects on go/no-go decision point. VI decision speed may not be
attaineduntil insufficient remains to abort takeoff.
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Prior to VI
The takeoff should be rejected if
unacceptable airspeed variations occur
below indicated V1 and the pilot decides
that there is sufficient runway remaining to
stop the airplane.
After V1
The takeoff must be continued if V1 has
been reached.
o

THRUST

Aggressively apply necessary thrust to
ensure adequate airplane performance.
Avoid engine overboost unless necessary to
ensureairplanesafety. When airplane safety
has been ensured, adjust thrust to maintain
engine parameterswithin specified limits.

Overboost thrust alone, however, is NOT
sufficient to offset the effects of an
inadvertent windshear encounter. Proper
pitch attitude control is the most important
factor in recovery from windshear.
o

PITCH

When VR is reached, rotate at normal
takeoff rotation rate (tvpically 2 to 3 degrees
per second) to 15° pitch attitude. In severe
windshear encounters, however, VR might
not be reached and the option to reject the
takeoff may not exist. If this is the case,
rotation must be initiatedno later than 2,000
feet 120m the end of the usable surface
(Figure 28).
Note: Transport
category
airplanes
typically can lift off 5 to 10 Imots
prior to VR (except 727, which
cannot lift off prior to VR).

\\\

Microburst\

@TostoP
Results in Overrun
Runway

Figure 28.

Indiceted Airepeed

Windshear effects on rotation decision. Windshear effects may force rotation at
speeds below VR. Rotation should begin no later than 2000 fl from runway
departureend.
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Once
lift off in the available runway.
airborne, follow the Mer Liftoff Recovery
Technique discussed earlier.

Pitch attitudeand rotation rate should not be
restricted to avoid aft body contact since all
available pitch attitude may be required to

Takeoff

(On Runway)

Recovery

Technique

o THRUST
. Apply necessary thrust
●

PITCH
Rotate toward 15° (no later than
2000 ft remaining)
●

●

Increase beyond 15° if required to
lift off

Note: After liftoff follow after liftoff recovery technique
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The runwayremaining during takeoff can be
identiled on runways having appropriate
marking and lighting. While the markings
discussed are usually to assist landing
aircraft, they can also be used to determine
runwayremainingduring a takeoff.
Figure 29 illustrates the markings and
lighting typical of FAA and ICAO precision
For an airplane
approach runways.
departingfrom left to right in the figure, the
frostpair of single hash marks on either side
of the centerline indicates 3,000 feet of
runway remaining (i.e. 1,000 feet until
rotation must be initiated). As takeoff
continues, the 2,000 feet remaining point is
denoted by the first pair of double hash
marks encountered. Note thatthe spacing of
all hash marks is in 500 foot intervalsfrom
the departureend threshold.

Nighttime

3000

o

h

000

Another indication of runway remaining
may be the runway lighting. FAA/ICAO
precision approach runways (Figure 29)
have edge lights which are yellow rather
than white for the last 2,000 feet of runway
when viewed in the takeoff direction. In
addition,centerline lighting can be used to
identify the amount of runway remaining.
The crew in an airplane taking off from left
to right in the figure would see white
centerline lights until 3,000 feet from the
end of the runway (1,000 feet until rotation
must take place). From 3,000 feet to the
1,000 feet remaining point the centerline
The
lights alternate white and red.
centerlinelights are all red for the last 1,000
feet of runway.
A line of red lights
perpendicularto the runway indicate the end
of usable runway surface.

- Approximate
2000
~*

Feet Remaining

Op)a)o

q,)

01000
3000
Daytime -

Centerline and
Edge Lighting
OWhite
ORed
0 Yellow

1000

00

h

Qaoo

o

0

0

2000
1000
Approximate Feet Remaining

Figure 29. FAA/ICAO precision approachrunway markingsand lighting.
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Figure 30 illustrates the markings on an
FAA non-precision approach runway. The
main indicator of distance remaining on
these runways is the freed distance markings
on either side of centerline approximately

1,000 feet from the runway threshold. For
runways with these markings, pilot
judgement and/or familiarity with specific
features along the runway are required to
estimate the 2,000 feet remaining point.
Centerline and
Edge Lighting
o White
● Red

Approximate

Feet Remaining
1000

010

0000000

0

0000000

oooc)oo~

c1

o

0

Figure 30. FAA nonprecision approach runway markingsand lighting.
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Runway markings and lighting on an ICAO
non-precision runway are shown in Figure
31. This figure represents tie optimum
configuration that might appear.
Most
ICAO non-precision approach runways
would include some, but not necessarily all
of these features.
ICAO non-precision runways have single
hash marks on either side of runway

Nighttime

- Approximate
2000
+

❞

❞

❞

❞

cl -b--o--o-+

-+++b*-t2&b
~

~

~

~

7000

t

t

3000

● Red

0 Yellow
OoQQoo@

❞

C)lcl

Centerline and
Edge Lighting
CIWhite

Feet Remaining

0000000

*

centerline at intervals of approximately 500
feet (150 meters) starting from the runway
threshold. Fixed distance markersmay also
be present approximately 1,000 feet (300
meters) from the threshold. Jn addition,
runway edge lights may be color coded
similar to precision approach runways with
yellow rather than white lights ‘for
approximately the last 2,000 feet (600
meters) of the runway.

o

0

c1

43000[

2000
Daytime - Approximate

~

=

●

✝

✚

=
=

~Q)

1000
Feet Remaining

Figure 31. ICAO nonprecision approach runway markingsand lighting.
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OtherRecovery Techniques

Many windshear recovery techniques were
evaluated while establishing the technique
recommended above. The techniques below
are NOT recommended since they may
reduce the chances for survivinga windshear
encounter.
o

Attempting to maintain target airspeed
does not utilize full climb capability of
the airplane.

0

Attempting to pitch directly to stick
shaker does not maximize use of
available airplane energy, and results in a
degraded flight path and increased
exposure to stall.

0

Attempting to fly at best LiWDrag angleof-attack does not utilize the short-term
maximum gradient capability of the
airplane. .

0

Retracting
flaps
during approach
recovery @er the normal go-around
procedure) mav reduce margins to stick

I

shakerand/or have an adverse impact on I
initialclimb capability of the airplane.

o

Use of inertial reference ground speed
emphasizes control of speed which is
contrary to the recommended recovery
technique. In addition, this technique is
oriented toward compensating for the
windshear and continuing the approach
rather than immediately initiating the
recovery maneuver.
While
this
technique is not appropriate for
microburst encounters,it maybe suitable
for use in other types of windshears.

o

Use of “dive” technique (lowering
airplane nose in attempt to accelerate
then pull up at some predetermined
minimum altitude) exposes the airplane
to potentially higher intensity horizontal
winds, produces
lower
minimum
recovery altitudes, requires high pitch
rates and complicates the recove~
procedure.

Again, best recovery results are achieved by
properly controlling pitch attitude in I
conjunction with thrustapplication.
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2.5

suMMARY

This document has presented the latest air
transport industry findings on windshear
education and training.
As with any
learning, however, it must produce changes
in attitude and behavior if it is to be
effective.
Changes in attitudeare necessary to heighten
crew awareness of clues which indicate the
presence of windshear. In past windshear
accidents, si@lcant clues apparently went
unnoticed. Recall again thatthe best defense
against the low altitude windshear hazard is
to avoid it altogether. This is especially
important since shears exist that are beyond
the capability of any pilot or airplane. Since
present weather information sources and
detection systems cannot infallibly detect
windshear, flight crews must be ever alert
for the signals which will permit avoidance.

*

Behavior changes are also necessary. These
changes involve appropriate pilot technique
should the windshearavoidance process fail.
As was discussed in this Pilot Windshear
Guide, some of the techniques presented
regardingpitch attitudeand airspeed control
differ from those ordinarily used. However,
the recommended techniques have been
rigorously studied and evaluated for their
effectiveness. Pilots must be prepared to
apply these techniques and take decisive
action should the need arise.
It is recognized thatthe value of this training
will be challenged given the infrequency of
its required use. Like many other piloting
skills, windshear training will not be
exercised daily and periodic recurrence
training will be required to maintain
proficiency.
Through this process the
knowledge
and skills pertaining to
windshear recognition, avoidance, and
recovery will be available and ready for use
when required.

e
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DEFINITIONS
ADI
AGL
ATC
Autopilot
Autothrottle
Derate Thrust

Doppler radar
Dot
Downburst
EPR
FAA
FPM (fpm)
Firewall Thrust
Flap setting
Flight Path
Flight director
ft

Glidepath
Glideslope
Go-around thrust
Horizontal vortex
I-As
Increased approach speeds

Attitude director indicator
Above ground level
Air Traffic Control
Control system which can automaticallyfly the airplane
Control system which can automaticallycontrol the airplane
engines
Thrust settingbelow maximum rateden=tie thrust(used to
extend en=tie life, reduce engine maintenanceand reduce
noise)
Radar system thatcan sense windshear
Glideslope displacement measure(0.35)
Strong downdraft which induces an outburstof damaging
winds on or near the ground
Engine pressureratio
Federal Aviation Administration
Feet per minute
Throttle levers positioned full forward (Maximum thrust)
Greater- More deflection; Lesser - Less deflection
Trajectory the aircraftfollows relativeto the ground
Electronic device thatprovides pitch attitudeguidance on the
ADI to the flight crew
Feet
Flight path of the airplaneon approach
Reference line extendingfrom the runway touchdown point
usually at a 3 glidepath
Maximum rated go-around thrust
Curling airflow associated with microburst outflow
Indicated airspeed
Instrumentlanding system
Reference speeds above normal VWF used as a precaution
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Increased takeoff speeds

Rotation speeds above minimum VR used as a precaution

Inertial

Gyroscopic or laserderived accelerations(as opposed to
pneumatic)

INs

Inertialnavigationsystem

Intermittentstick shaker

Flight at attitudesclose enough to the stick shakerattitude
to cause intermittentactivation

IVSI

“Instantaneous”vertical speed indicator

JAWS

Joint Airport Weather Studies

KL4s

Knots indicated airspeed

la (kn)

Knot(s)

LLWAS (LLWSAS)

Low level windshearalert system

Margins

Buffers to limiting values

Maximum ratedthrust

Maximum certiiled engine thrust

Maximum thrust

Maximum available engine thrust

Microburst

Small downburst with its outburstwinds extending only 2
nauticalmiles or less

@

Minimum unstick speed

Minimum airspeedat which the airplanecan lift off the
ground and continue the takeoff (VW)

N.M.

Nautical mile

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Overboost

Any thrustlevel above maximum ratedthrust

Overspeed

Use of increasedtakeoff speeds (VI, VR, V2) to improve
climb performance

PF

Pilot flying

PIREPs

Pilot reports

PNF

Pilot not flying

Pitch attitude

Angle between the longitudinal axis of the airplane and the
horizon
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DEFINITIONS
Placard

Airplane limitation or restriction

Respecting stick shaker

Using stick shaker attitudesas upper limit on pitch attitude

Rotation

Pitchingthe aircraftto a targetattitude

Severe windshear

Rapid change in wind direction and/or velocity thatresults
in airspeed changes greaterthan 15 kt or vertical speed
changes greaterthan 500 FPM

Shear

Rate at which the wind speed changes (e.g. kt/see, ktlN.M.)

SIGMETS

Significantmeteorological event reports

Simulator

Computer which reproduces the aerodynamic, aeroelastic and
inertialcharacteristicsof the airplane

stall

Point beyond which furtherincreases in angle of attack
produce no furtherincrease in lift

Stick (column) force

Force associated with either pulling or pushing on the control
column

Stick shaker

Stallwarning device which physically shakesthe control
column when approaching stall attitudes

T/W

Tbrust-to-weightratio

TOGA

Takeoff7go-around

Tail strike

Tail contact with the ground on takeoff or landing

Target (bug) speed

Reference speeds for various flight segments

VI

Takeoff decision speed (Airplane is committed to takeoff if
airspeedequals or exceeds VI)

V2

Reference climbout speed (Speed required for one engine
inoperativeminimum FAR climb gradient)
Minimum unstick (liftoff) speed
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Rotation speed
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v~F

Reference approach speed (Usually 1.3 x VSTALL)

VSI

Vertical speed indicator

Virga

Precipitationwhich evaporates before reaching the ground

Windshear

Any rapid change in wind direction and/or velocity

3.0

INTRODUCTION

The overall goal of the Windshear Training Aid is to reduce windshear related accidents and
incidents through appropriate pilot education. The Example Windshear Training Program is an
example of the type of training that should be conducted to meet that goal. The program is
primarily directed toward two aspects of the pilot-windshear problem avoidance and recovery.
THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL FOR ANY FLIGHT CREW IS TO AVOID KNOWN
WINDSHEAR WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
However, currenttechnology does not guaranteethat a severe windshear can always be predicted
or detected.

The proper recove~ technique must then be used to improve the chance of

surviving the inadvertentencounter.
The purpose of the Example Windshear Training Program is to provide flight crews with the
lmowledge and skills to:
o

Recognize the actual or potential presence of windshear from a variety of information
sources and clues.

0

Adhere to a policy of avoiding encounterswith windshearwhen possible.

0

Employ operating procedures and techniques desiagnedto enhance the possibility of survival
of an inadvertentencounter with windshearduring takeoff or approach for landing.

0

Understand the limitations of these procedures and techniques which preclude successful
penetrationof some real-workl severe widshear encountersand the rationale for avoidance
as the most importantpriority.
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Revision 1
December1, 1990
DISCLAIMERANDINDEMNITYNOTICE
document, Windshear Substantiating Data, and its companion documents, Windshear Overview For
Mana~ement,Pilot WindshearGuide,ExanmleWmdshearTrainingPromam, and videopresentations“AWindshear
Avoided and “Windshear- What the Crew Can Do” were prepared pursuant to Federal Aviation Administration
Prime ContractD~AOl -86-C-00005with The Boeing Companyas a training aid for i-lightin windshearconditions.
The informationcontainedhereinand in the companionmaterialswas derived from informationoriginallydeveloped
for the Boeing 727, and provides a base-line training program with additiourdrecommendations,developed and
approved by Boeing, Douglas or Lockheed for their respective aircraft, regarding how that program might be
adaptedfor use in specific commercial&ansport aircraft manufactured by Boeing [727, 737, 747, 757, and 767],
Douglas DC-8, DC-9, MD-80, and DC-10] and Lockheed [L-1011] ANY USE OF THIS WINDSHEAR
SU13STANTIATlNGDATA FOR ANY PURPOSE RELATED TO AIRCRAFT OR CONDITIONS OTHER
THAN THOSE SPECIFIEDABOVEIS NOT AUTHORIZEDAND MAY RESULTIN IMPROPERAIRCRAFT
0PER4TION, LOSS OF AIRCRAFTCONTROL,INJURY AND LOSS OF AIRCRAFTAND LIFE. ANY USE,
ADAPTATION AND/OR USE AFTER ADAPTATION OF THE MATERIAL IN THIS WINDSHEAR
SUBSTANTIATING DATA BY ANY ENTITY FOR ANY PURPOSE RELATED TO AIR~,
CONDITIONS OR TO TRAINING PROGRAMS OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFIED ABOVE SHALL BE
COMPLETELYAT THE RISK OF THE ENTTIY RESPONSIBLEFOR USING, ADAPTINGANIYORUSING
THE ADAPTATIONOF THIS WINDSHEARSUBSTANTIATINGDATA, AND SUCH ENTITY BY SUCH
USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE AFTER ADAPTATION ASSUMES SUCH RISK AND WAIVES AND
RELEASES-ALLCLAIMS IT MAY HAVE AGAINSTTHE BOEING COMPANY,McDONNELLDOUGLAS
CORPOIUiTION,LOCKHEEDCORPORATION,UNITED MlWINES, AVIATIONWEATHERASSOCIATES,
HELLIWELL, INC., THEIR DMSIONS, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES AND THEIR OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS, SUBCONTTLMXORS AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY IJABILITY WHATSOEVER,
WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED
WARW4NTY CLAIMS), TORT (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT
LIABILITY CLAIMS) OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM SUCH USE, ADAPTATIONAND/OR USE OF
SUCH ADAPTATION.
ANY SUCH ENTITY (INCLUDING WITHOUT Limitation
ANY
MANUFACTUREROF OTHER AIRCRAFTOR OPERATORWITH ANOTHERTRAININGPROGR4M BUT
NOT THE UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENT)WHICHUSES THIS WINDSHEARSUBSTANTIATINGDATA
OR ADAPTSAND/ORUSES AN ADAPTATIONTHEREOF WITH RESPECT TO SUCH OTHERADWRAFT,
CONDITIONSOR TRAININGPROGRAM THEREBY AGREES TO INDEMNIFYAND HOLD HARMLESS
=
BOEING COMPANY, ~c~()~IL
DOUGLAS CORPORATION, LOCKHEED CORPORATION,
UNITED AIRUNES, AVL4TION WEATHER ASSOCIATES, HELLJWELL, INC., THEIR DMSIONS,
SUBSIDIARIESAND AFFILIATESAND THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, SUBCONTRACTORS
AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT,
(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTY CLAIMS), TORT
(INCLUDINGBUT NOT LIMITEDTO NEGLIGENCEAND STRICTLIABILITYCLAIMS)OR OTHERWISE,
ARISINGFROMSUCHUSE, ADAPTATIONAJID/ORUSE OF SUCH ADAPTATION.
This

Notwithstandingany other provision of this contractto the contrary,the FAA shall accept the items delivered
hereunderwith the disclaimer affixed by Contractor and agrees not to remove such disclaimerfor any reason
whatsoever.
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INTRODUCTION

The Example Windshear Training Program consists of threemajor sections:
o Section 3.1 Ground TrainingProgram
o Section 3.2 Simulator TrainingProgram
o Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear Model lrnplementationGuide
Section 3.1 Ground Trainkuz Promun consists of a description and a suggested method for
applying the ground training modules found in the Example Windshear Training Program and
elsewhere in tie Windshear Training Aid.

For those pilots who are not provided simulator

windshear training,windshear training,these resources will constitute a comprehensive treatment
of both windshear avoidance and the windshear recovery technique. For those pilots who will
undergo simulator windshear training,these resources will constitute a necessarytreatmentof the
subject of windshear avoidance and prepare them for the subsequent simulator practice of the
windshearrecovery technique.
Section 3.2 Simulator Training Promam consists of a pre-simulatorbriefing outline and a set of
example simulator exercises for practicing the windshem recovery technique. Some of these
simulator exercises are suggested as the core of a basic simulator training syllabus. Other
exercises are suggested as optional based on specific trainingrequirements.
Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear Model Implementation Guide is provided as a guide for
incorporating appropriate windshearmodels in simulatorfor exercises chosen from the Simulator
Training Program. The Simulator WMshear Model Implementation Guide provides guidance
for changing the degree of di.fliculty of any simulated windshear encounter to meet specillc
trainingobjectives.

*
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The Example Windshear Training Program utilizes the B-727-200 with Pratt& Whitney JT8D15 engines to discuss and demonstratethe required windshear recovery technique. However, the
program can be adaptedto any airplanetype by following the procedures provided in Section 3.3
Simulator windshear Model Implementation Guide. Variations in piloting techniques required
for airplanes other thanthe B-727 are detailed in Section 2.0 Windshear Pilot tide

and Section

4.0 Windshear SubstantiatingData.
After completing the complete Example Windshear Training Program, or its equivalent, a pilot
or combined flight crew should be able to meet the Windshear Training Program Pilot
Performance Criteriain Appendix A.
The Example Windshear Training Program is designed specifically for pilots who have not
previously received such training. However, all the necessary components for designing a
recurrent training or checking program are also contained. Portions of the Ground Training
Program can be utilized at any time for a review of the information contained in each training
module. The exercises in Section 3.2 Simulator Training Program can be utilized in a recurrent
training program once the appropriate windshear models have been incorporated for initial
training. For example, those operators who utilize Line Oriented Flight Training (LOFT) can
effectively use the simulator exercises along with the appropriate weather as in the following
three examples:
Example 1:

a)

Weatherdoes not indicate a potential windshear.

b)

Airplane encountersan unexpected windshear.

c)

Flightcrew must execute correct recovery.
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Example 2:

a)

Weather not conclusive for windshearpresence.

b)

Airplane encountersan unexpected windshear.

c)

Flight crew will successfully recover if appropriate precautions are taken and
may not successfully recover if appropriateprecautions are not taken.

Example 3:

a)

Weather conclusively indicates windshear presence.

b)

Flight crew delays takeoff or approach until weather changes or flight crew
initiates takeoff or approach, encounters windshear, and cannot recover
despite using therecommended technique.

,,. .
*
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3.1

GROUND TRAINING PROGIL4.M

The Ground Training Program primarily addresses the most critical purpose of pilot trainingfor
windshear AVOIDANCE.

Education in the meteorology of windshear and weather exercises

using practical examples form the core of the ground training. However, the Ground Training
Program also addresses the windshear recovery technique to prepare a pilot for windshear
sindator training. This information may be substitutedwhen simulatortrainingis not available.
The use of all the material contained in the suggested Ground Training Program syllabus is
recommended speciilcally for those pilots who have not previously received such training.
Depending on past pilot training, portions will be applicable for initial or recurrentwindshear
trainingas required.
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3.1.1

TRAINING OBJECITVES

The objectives of the Ground Training Program are to provide the pilot with the knowledge to:
o

Recognize the actual or potential presence of windshearfrom a varietyof information sources
and clues.

o

Adhere to a policy of avoiding encounterswith windshearwhen possible.

o

Employ operating procedures and techniques designed to enhance the possibility of survival
of an inadvertentencounter with windshearduring takeoff or approach for landing.

The Ground Training Program consists of a number of ground trainingmodules contained in the
Example Windshear Training Program and elsewhere in the Windshear Training Aid.

The

Ground Training Program describes each of these modules and proposes a method of
e

implementation. A suggested syllabus is provided.

(No single training format is best for all

training situations. Therefore, a modiilcation of the suggested method of presentationmay be
required.)
All of the trainingmaterials have been designed to “stand alone”. As a resul~ some redundancy
of the subject materialoccurs. However, using these materialstogetherin the suggested sequence
will enhance overall trainingeffectiveness.
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GROUND TRAINING PROGRAM

3.1.2

GROUND TR41NING PROGRAM MODULES

The following ground trainingmodules are availableto prepare a ground trainingcurriculum:
Pilot Windshear Guide - The Pilot Windshear Guide (Windshear Training Aid, Section 2.0) is a
comprehensive treatmentof windshear weather, the lessons learned from past windshear related
accidents, and a model of flight crew actions to deal with the windshear phenomenon. These
actions include weather evaluation, windshear avoidance, precautions to be taken during
windshear threateningsituations,standardoperatingtechniques, and the recovery technique to be
utilized during an inadvertentencounter with windshear. The Pilot Windshear Guide is designed
as a home study document thatmay be reviewed by an individual pilot at any time prior to inhouse windshear ground or simulatortraining.
Pilot Windshear Guide Questions - A set of questionsbased on the material contained in the Pilot
Windsheti Guide is contained in Appendix B. These questions are desi=medto test the pilot’s
knowledge of each section of the Pilot Windshear Guide. In a windshear training curriculum
these questions may be utilizedin one of two ways:
1) As part of a pilot’s home study of the WindshearPilot Guide to direct his self study.
2) As a test to determinethe effectiveness of thepilot’s self study prior to subsequent ground
or simulatortrainingfor windsheax.

I
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3.1.2

GROUND TRAINING PROGRAM MODULES

Video 1, “A Windshear Avoided” - This video (Windshear Training Aid, Video 1) prirmq-ily
addresses the subject of windshear weather. The causes of severe windshear with special
emphasis on the microburst are discussed.

Information available to the pilot for drawing

conclusions on the likelihood of windshear presence are highlighted. A copy of the script is
provided in Appendix C. The videotape format lends itself best to eitherindividual pilot viewing
or group classroom presentation.
Video 2. “Windshear - What The Crew Can Do” - This video (Windshear Training Aid, Video 2)
primarily addressesthe subject of operational piloting techniques in dealing with the windshear
phenomenon.

Speciilc emphasis is placed on the model of flight crew actions: weather

evaluation, windshear avoidance, and precautionary, standard operating, and the windshear
recovery technique. A copy of the script is provided in Appendix D. Similar to the video “A
Windshear Avoided”, this format also lends itself to either individual pilot viewing or group
m

classroom presentation.
Weather Evaluation Exercises - A set of practical windshear weather evaluation exercises are
provided in Appendix E. Each of these exercises consists of the type of information that is
normally available to the pilot duringflight planning or in-flight in the airport area. Included are
weather forecasts and reports, ATIS, PIREPS, LLWAS reports and visual clues (narrative and
pictorial presentation). From this information the pilot must draw conclusions about the
possibility of windshear presence. The pilot must be familiar with the windshear weather
information presented in the Pilot Windshear Guide prior to completing these exercises. The
windshear weather information provided by the “A Windshear Avoided” video also could be
beneficial. The use of the slide pictorial presentationformat will requireindividual pilot viewing
or group classroom presentation.
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3.1.3

GROUND TRAINING SYLLABUS

Combining all of the previous ground training modules into a comprehensive training syllabus
resultsin the following suggested Ground Training Progranx
METHOD OF PRESENTATION

TIVdNING MODULE
Pilot Windshear Guide

Home Study

Pilot Windshear Guide Questions

Home Study or Test

Video 1, “A Windshear Avoided

Classroom

Weather Evaluation Exercises

Classroom

Video 2,’’Windshear - What The Crew Can Do”

Classroom
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3.1.4

ADDITIONAL GROUND TRAINING RESOURCES

*

In addition to the ground training modules described previously, the Windshem Training Ad
contains other resources which may be utilized as presentation material or as a source of
information for producing additional ground trainingmodules.
Windshear SubstantiatingData - The Windshear SubstantiatingData (Windshear Training Aid,
Section 4.0) is an excellent source of background information for an instructordesiring a more
detailed explanation of the material contained in the Windshear Pilot Guide or the videos, “A
Windshear Avoided

and “Windshear - What The Crew Can Do”. Additionally, the Windshear

Substantiating Data contains charts and graphs which could be utilized by an instructor to
emphasize specific points.
Annotated Simulator Exercises - Graphical flight path examples of the simulator training
exercises included in Section 3.2 Simulator Training Program are contained in Appendix F.
*

These flight path examples can be used to review both correct and incorrect pilot recovery
techniquesby those pilots not undergoing simulatortraining. These examples also maybe useful
to those pilots undergoing simulator training but whose simulator facilities do not have a
graphicaloutput capability.
Example Windshear Bulletin - An Example Windshear Bulletin in a format which might be
carriedby flight crewmembers for review and reference is contained in Appendix G.
Pilot Windshear Briefing - A set of graphics combined with descriptive narrativeis contained in
Appendix J. This material may be used as a briefing outline for classroom instruction of the
materialcontained in the Pilot Windshear Guide.
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3.2

SIMULATOR TILMNING PROGRAM

The Simulator Training Progmm primarily addresses the second major goal of windshear pilot
training: the windshear recovery technique. Training and practice are provided in the critical
pilot functions of operational precautions, use of standard operating techniques to improve
cockpit recognition of a windshear encounter, and the recovery technique for inadve~ent
windshear encounters.
The Simulator Training Program is designed speciilcally for pilots who have not previously
received such training. The introduction to the Example Windshear Training Program discusses
the use of this simulator syllabus materialfor recurrenttrainingpurposes. To be most effective,
the simulator training requires the studentpilot to be familiar with the material in the Ground
Training Program.
WARNING

The implementation of this Simulator Training Program syllabus without
emphasis on AVOIDANCE as the most critical action could mislead the student
pilot to believe these procedures will allow successful recovery from all severe
windshears.
Even though simulator trainingis recommended to train pilots in the windshear
recovery technique, avoidance must be the first line of defense. There are training
device limitations that affect the realism of training. Training devices do not
reproduce all the elements associated with an actual windshear encounter (e.g.
acceleration, turbulence, noise, and instrumenterrors). The element of surpriseis
also missing in a training situation. Training can only be used to teach basic
recovery responses. Negotiating an actual microburst may be extremely difficult
or impossible.
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3.2.1

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

The primarytrainingobjectives of the SimulatorTraining Program are to provide the flight crews
with the necessary experience and skills to:

o

Recognize the onset of a severe windshear encounterfrom available flight instrumentation

0

Coordinate cockpit activities to improve their ability to recognize and recover from an
inadvertentwindshearencounter

0

Make proper use of pitch, power and airplane configuration to recover from an inadvertent
windshearencounter

Two secondary trainingobjectives included in this SimulatorTrainingl%o=~

are to provide the

flight crews with the necessary experience and skills to:
e
o

Accomplish

certain non-routine precautionary measures when indicated by weather

conditions
o

Understand the difficulties of maintaining flight path control and recovering in realistic
severe windshearencountersto reinforce avoidance as the most importantpriority.
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3.2.2

SIMULATOR TRAINING SYLLABUS

Actual windshear-relatedaccidentlincidentsthathave occurred can generally be categorized into
one of three phases of flight. These three types of encounters which result in unique variations
on the primarytrainingobjectives are:
1) During Takeoff- After Liftoff
2) During Takeoff-On Runway
3) On Approach
One or more trainingexercises are provided for each of the above encounter types. When more
than one trainingexercise is available, exercise descriptions are provided to enable the operator
to choose the exercise or exercises appropriateto their trainingprogram.
A well structuredtrainingprogram will include at least one encounter in each of the above three
phases of flight. (See Table 3.2-1 for a basic simulator windshear program that meets these
primaryrequirements.)
In addition to the exercises which are provided in the basic simulator training syllabus, other
optional exercises are also provided.

These exercises may be used to further illustrate or

reinforce certain points, provide variations on the basic exercises or meet secondary training
objectives.

A list of these optional exercises is provided in Table 3.2-1.

description of each exercise see Section 3.2.4.)

3.2-5

(For a complete

TABLE 3.2-1. EXAMPLE SIMULATOR TRAINING PROGRAM

BASIC EXERCISES
EXERCISE

PHASE
OF
FLIGHT

EXERCISE DESCRIPTION

TRAINING
OBJECTIVES

1

Takeoff-After Liftoff

During initial climb (Section
3.2.4.1) or
During rotation*
(Section 3.2.4.2)

2

Takeoff-On Runway
Approach

Prior to VR
(Section 3.2.4.3)
ILS approach
(Section 3.2.4.4)

Demonstratewindshearrecognition
criteriaand the correct
use of
pitch, power,
airplanecorcilguration
and
crew coordination to
control flight path

3

* Airplane Liftsoff as shearis recognized.

OPTIONAL EXERCISES
EXERCISE DESCRIPTION
Takeoff (Complex)
(Section 3.2.4.5)
Approach (Complex)
(Section 3.2.4.6)
Stick ShakerPractice
(Section 3.2.4.7)
Increased VR Speed
(Section 3.2.4.8)

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
Demonstratereal-world application of
windsheartechniques
Demonstrate basic airplane response near stall
during windshearencounter and recovery
Demonstrate correct use of increased rotation speed
precautionarytechnique
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SIMULATOR TRAINING PROGRAM

3.2.3

PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

General Bnefmg
Pilots should be familiar with the material in the Ground Training Program prior to beginning
simulator windshear training. However, briefings on the following five flight crew actions
should be given, specifically as they apply to the simulatortrainingprogram.
1) Evaluate the weather for possible severe windshear presence to decide the proper course of
action (i.e. continue normally, use precautions, or avoid).
NOTE:

The majority of the simulator exercises are flown irrespective of simulated
weatherconditions (i.e. simulated weatherindicative of windshearpresence is not
included). Some optional exercises include weather thatproduces a more realistic
environment.

m
2) AVOID KNOWN SEVERE WINDSHEAR!
WARNING:

The windshear simulator exercises are designed to be survivable using the proper
recovery technique. Some windshears occurring in natureare of such magnitude
that survival is impossible.

Additionally, since flight crews are expecting

windshearduring the trainingsession, thereis no element of surprise. As a result,
recovery is automatically initiated to ensure a successful flight profile.

AII

element of surprise will be involved during an actual inadvertent windshear
encounter.
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PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

3) Consider precautions appropriateto the environmentalconditions.
NOTE:

The runway, airplane gross weight, and environmental conditions for each
windshear simulator exercise have been predetermined. One optional exercise
allows practice usingincreased airspeed techniques.

4) Follow standard operating techniques, including callouts, that improve the flight crew’s
capability to recognize and recover from an inadvertentsevere windshear encounter. (For an
example of this type of crew coordination, see Appendix H.)
5) Use the following windshear recovery technique if a windshear is inadvertentlyencountered
as evidenced by deviations horn targetconditions exceeding:
o

During takeoff (below 1000 ft AGL):
f15 knots airspeed
~5° pitch attitude
~500 fpm vertical speed

o

During approach (below 1,000 ft AGL):
*15 knots airspeed
*5” pitch attitude
*500 fpm vertical speed
Al dot from the glide slope
Unusual throttleposition for a significantperiod of time
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3.2.3

PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

THRUST
Aggressively apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane performance. Avoid engine
overboost unless necessary to avoid ground contact. %Vhenairplane safety has been ensured,
adjust thrustto maintainengine parameterswithin speciiled limits.
PITCH
The pitch control technique for recovery from a windshear encounter after liftoff or on approach
is as follows:

‘1

a) At a normal pitch rate (~ ica.llv 1 to 2 degrees per second), begin increasing or decreasing

*

pitch an Mtial targetattitudeof 15°.

b) Always respect stick shaker. Use intermittent stick shaker as the upper limit for pitch
attitude. In a severe shear, stick shaker may occur below 15° pitch attitude. Rapidly
changing vertical winds can also cause momentary stick shdcer at any attitude.
c) If attitudehas been limited to less than 15° to stop stick shaker,increase attitudetoward 15°
as soon as stick shaker stops.
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PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

PITCH
d) Pitch attitude should be controlled to maintain a positive climb or to minimize any altitude
loss. If a positive climb results at 15° pitch attitude, remain at 15° unless limited by stick
shaker. If altitudeis decreasing at 15° attitudeand the stick shakerhas not activate~ further
increase pitch attitudesmoothly in small increments until a positive climb results or the stick
shakeractivates.
e) Rapidly changing winds may cause rapid excursions in pitch and roll with little or no pilot
input. TVhenmaking adjustmentsfrom the tarwetattitudeor stick shaker, control uitch in a

I

smooth, steady mannerto avoid excessive overshootlundershoot of the desired attitude.
f)

Once the airplaneis climbing and ground contact is no longer an immediate concern, airspeed
should be increased by cautious reductions in pitch attitude.

If a Windshem is encountered on the runway during takeoff ad an abort is not practical, rotate
toward 15° at the normal takeoff rate of rotation [ typically 2 to 3 degrees ~er second) by no later I
than 2000 feet of usable runway remaining.
CONFIGURATION
Maintain the existing airplaneconfiguration.
o

Do not select the gear up

o

Do not trim the airplanefor speeds less than the appropriatereference speeds.

o

Do not retractor extend flaps to anotherflap setting.
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CREW COORDINATION
Pilot not flying make the appropriate crew callouts.

(For an example of the type of crew

coordination referred to above, see Appendix H.)
REPORT THE ENCOUNTER
As soon as possible, REPORT THE ENCOUNTER to the tower.

The pilot report for windshear

encountersshould contain the following information:
1) Maximum loss or gain of airspeed
2) Altitude at which shear was encountered
3) Location of shearwith respect to runway in use
4) Airplane type
5) Include the term PIREP to encourage rebroadcastof the report to other aircraft
Critical remarks

ae

also helpfkl

in establishing

windshear

severity

(e.g. “maximum

thrust

required”, “ahnost contacted terrain”, etc.).
EXAMPIJZ

“San Francisco Tower, Flight 126 with a PIREP, encountered windshear on final,
loss of 20 knots at 300 feet approaching middle marker runway 28 right, Boeing
727.”
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Exercise Briefings
Each exercise chosen for simulator trainingalso should be briefed individually. The briefing for
each exercise should include:
o

General description

o

Initial conditions

o

Piloting technique requirements

For specific Mormation, refer to Section 3.2.4 SimulatorExercises.
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SIMULATOR EXERCISES

The following sections contain detailed descriptions of simulator training exercises. Any or all
of these exercises may be combined into a simulator training syllabus as described in Section
3.2.2.
The Basic Simulator Training Syllabus - InstructorHandout (Appendix I) provides an example
combination of exercises with other materialpreviously referenced to produce such a syllabus.
This type of handout would be used by an instructorto conduct the trainingprogram shown in
Table 3.2-1.
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EXERCISES

3.2.4.1

DURING INITIAL

PROGRAM

CLIMB EXERCISE

GeneralDescription
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #2 which incorporates both a tailwind and a
downdrtit as shown in Figure 3.2-1

(See

Section

3.3

Simulator Windshear Model

ImplementationGuide). The windshear commences at 200 feet AGL. At this point, the airplane
should be stabilized at the desired climb airspeed (V2+1O KL4S). This exercise is specifically
designed to practice the complete windshear encounter recovery procedure. Pitch attitudesabove
15° are required to attemptto prevent descent due to a strong downdraft. Pitch attitudesbelow
15° are eventuallyrequiredto respect stick shaker.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight palh results which occur in
this windshearexercise, see Appendix F.
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Figure 3.2-1 Example “During Initial Climb” Wind Model
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3.2.4

SIMULATOR EXERCISES

3.2.4.1

DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

InitialConditions
Runway: SFO RW OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weighti 185,300 pounds (runway limit weight)
Takeoff Flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrust: Max ratedEPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
V1/VR: 144 KT.AS
V2: 156 KIAS
Ceiling and Visibility: VFR
Wind: Calm
Temperature: 90T
Turbulence: No
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3.2.4.1

DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

Piloting Technique Requirements
1) The pilot will conduct a normal takeoff. After the airplaneis airborne:
o

PNF monitor the airspeed, pitch attitudeand rate of climb and call out any deviations
from normal.

2) When the severe windshear encounteris recognized:
o

PF simultaneously advance the throttles to maximum rated (or overboost as necessary)
and rotate toward 15° pitch attitude.

o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

3) Initially,

15°

pitch attitudewill produce a positive rate of climb. However, a rate of descent

will begin shortly.
o

PF attemptto increase the pitch attitudeabove 15° in an attemptto stop the descent. The
stick shakerwill activate.

o

PF respect the stick shakerby initiallyreducingpitch and then smoothly pitching into and
out of the stick shaker.

4) The averagepitch attitudewill continue to decrease due to stick shakerlimiting as the descent
continues. The radio and barometric altimeters and then the VSI will indicate that the
descent has stopped. As the performance capability improves,
o

PF increase the pitch attitudeto produce a positive climb rate.
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SIMULATOR EXERCISES

3.2.4.1

DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

5) As the airplaneregains performance and is clear of the ground,
o

PF continue normal climb profile.
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SIMULATOR EXERCISES

3.2.4.1

DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

Exercise Variations
Based on training objectives, this exercise may be used to demonstrate other aspects of the
takeoff windshear situation.

o

Naturalairplaneresponse

Rather thanrequire the flight crew to recover from the windshearencounter, have the PF release
the flight controls. The flight crew should note the naturalairplaneresponse to seek the trimmed

9

airspeed. - This naturaltendency is what the flight crew must overcome during the windshear
recovery procedure.

o

Basic flight director response

Depending on the type of flight director system installe~ it maybe beneficial to allow both use
and non-use of this system during the windshear exercise. This variation will demonstrate the
advantages and disadvantagesof this equipmentto the pilot.
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3.2.4.2

DURING ROTATION EXERCISE

90

GeneralDescri~tion
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates a tailwind only as shown in
Figure 3.2-2 (See Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear Model Implementation Guide).

The

windshear commences at 3° nose up during airplane takeoff rotation which makes shear onset
difficult to recognize. The shear produces higher than normal stick forces to continue rotation
and/or maintain initial climb attitude. The situation presents a significant threat of ground
contact.

This windshear is typical of

those which have caused several windshear

accidents/incidents.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight path results which occur in
this windshearexercise, see Appendix F.
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Figure 3.2-2 Example “During Rotation” Wind Model
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3.2.4.2

DURING ROTATION EXERCISE

Initial Conditions

‘

Runway: SFO RW OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weighfi 185,300 pounds (runwaylimit weight)
Takeoff Flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrush Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
Vl~R:

144 KIAS

V2: 156 KIM
Ceiling and Visibility: VFR

wind calm
Temperature: 90”F
Turbulence: No
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3.2.4.2

DURING ROTATION EXERCISE

Piloting Technique Requirements
1) As the airplaneis rotatedfor takeoff, the onset of the windshearwill make the control column
forces seem heavier than normal. An indicated airspeed hesitation may be apparent. The
airplanewill not lift off at the normal pitch attitude(9° to 10°) when this occurs.
o

PNF call out the airspeed deviation

o

PF advance the throttles to max rated thrust (or overboost as necessary) and continue
rotationtoward 15°

a

2) Iidtially 15° pitch attitudewill produce a small positive rate of climb. Stick shakeractivation
will occur almost immediately.
o

PF smoothly maintainintermittentstick shaker

o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

3) As the airplaneregains performance and is clear of the groum$
o

PF continue normal climb profile

I

,’

@
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3.2.4.2

D~G

ROTATION EXERCISE

Exercise Variations
Based on training objectives, this exercise may be used to demonstrate other aspects of the
takeoff windshearsituation.

o

Naturalairplaneresponse

Rather thanrequire the flight crew to recover from the windshear encounter, have the PF release
the flight controls. The flight crew should note the naturalairplaneresponse to seek the trimmed
airspeed. This natural tendency is what the flight crew must overcome during the windshear
recove~ procedure.

o

Basic flight director response

Depending on the type of flight director system installed, it may be beneficial to allow both use
and non-use of this system during the windshear exercise. This variation will demonstrate the
advantages and disadvantagesof this equipment to the pilot.
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PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

PROGRAM

GeneralDescription
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates a tailwind only as shown in
Figure 3.2-3 (See Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear Model Implementation Guide).

The

windshear commences at VR-8 KIAS. By the point at which the windshear is recognized, an
abort should not be feasible on the runway remaining. Rotation for takeoff will be required at
speeds below normal VR to lift off in the available runway remaining.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight path results which occur in
this windshearexercise, see Appendix F.
a
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Figure 3.2-3 Example “Prior to VR” Wind Model
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3.2.4.3

PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

Initial Conditions
Runway: SFO RW OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weight: 185,300 pounds (runway limit weight)
Takeoff Flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrust: Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
vl/’vR:

144 KT.AS

V2: 156 KIAS
Ceiling and_Visibility:
Wind: Calm
Temperature: 90”F
Turbulence: No
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3.2.4.3

PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

piloting Technicwe Remrirements
1) Prior to VR, the airspeed which had been increasing normally will slow appreciably.
o

PNF call out the airspeed deviation.

o

PF advance the throttlesto fidl thrust(overboost).

2) Prior to acceleratingto VR, and with only 2,000 feet of usable runway remaining,
o

PF rotate at the normal rate toward 15° pitch attitudeto produce a positive rate of climb
before ovemuming usable runway surface.

3) Intermittentstick shakeractivation will occur near 15° pitch attitude
o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

4) As the airplane regains performance and is clear of the ground,
o

PF continue normal climb profile.
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3.2.4.4

ON ILS APPROACH EXERCISE

GeneralDescrbtion
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates a tailwind only as shown in
Figure 3.2-4 (See Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear Model Implementation Guide).
windshear commences at 300 feet AGL.

The

This exercise introduces the windshear on an ILS

approach in limited visibility during transition from instrument to visual conditions.

The

exercise illustrates the dif.t3cultyin recognizing the onset of a windshear when attention is
diverted outsidethe cockpit to establishvisual reference for landing.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight path results which occur in
this windshem exercise, see Appendix F.
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Figure 3.2-4 Example “On ILS Approach” Wind Model
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3.2.4.4

ON ILS APPROACH EXERCISE

Initial Conditions
Runway: SFO RW 28R
Airplane:

B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)

Airplane Gross Weighfi 154,500 pounds (max structurallanding weight)
Landing Flaps: 30
Go-around Thrust: Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
Target Approach Speed: 138 KIAS (V~@5

KL4S)

Ceiling and Visibility: 400 overcast 1 1/3 F
Wind: Calm
Temperature: 90!F
*

Turbulence: No

‘o

,,
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ON ILS APPROACH EXERCISE

Piloting Technique Requirements
1) The pilot will conduct a normal ILS approach. The airplane is to be stabilized in the final
approach configuration prior to 1,000 feet AGL. Below 1,000 feet AGL:
o

PNF monitor the flight instruments and call out any deviations from the stabilized
approach criteria:
a) Airspeed on targetapproach speed.
b) Pitch appropriateto the approach configuration.
c) Rate of sink normal
d) Power stabilized appropriateto approach configuration.
e) Within 1 dot of glideslope.

2) When the severe windshear encounteris recognized:
o

PF simultaneously advance the throttles to maximum rated (or overboost as

necessary) and rotatetoward 15° pitch attitudeto establish a positive rate of climb.
3) Intermittentstick shaker activation may occur as a fimction of the airplane speed when
recove~ was initiated.
o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

4) As the airplaneregainsperformance and is clear of the ground
o PF continue normal go-around procedures.
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Exercise Variations
Based on trainingobjectives, this exercise maybe used to demonstrate or practice other aspects
of the approachto landingwindshear situation.

o

Basic flight director/autopilot/autothrottleresponse

Depending on the type of flight director and or autopilot system installed, it maybe beneficial to
allow both use and non-use of these systems during the windshear exercise. This variation will
demonstratethe advantagesand disadvantagesof this equipment to the pilot.
m

o

Nonprecision approach

Ratherthanallow a full precision ILS approach, the use of the same windshear for a nonprecision
approach can significantly increase pilot workload and make recognition and recovery more
difficult. The initial conditions remain unchanged except that the glideslope will be inoperative
and the weatherset to a ceiling of 600 overcast and a visibility of 2 miles in fog.

*
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3.2.4.5

DURING TAKEOFF (COMPLEX) EXERCISE

General Description
This exercise utilizes Wind Model #3 which incorporates a tailwind and rapidly varying
crosswinds and vertical winds as shown in Figure 3.2-5 (See Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear
Model Implementation Guide). The windshear commences at 100 feet AGL. Airspeed loss is
accompanied by substantialpitching and rolling moments.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight path results which occur in
this windshear exercise, see Appendix F.
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Figure 3.2-5 Example “During Takeoff (Complex)” Wind Model
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3.2.4.5

DURING TAKEOFF (COMPLEX) EXERCISE

Initial Conditions
Runway: SFO runway OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weight: 185,300 pounds (runway limit weight)
Takeoff Flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrust: Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
V1/VR:

144 KIAS

V2: 156 KIAS
Ceiling and Visibility: 2,000 feet overcast, 1 1/2 TRW
Wind 20° to 50° at 15 to 25 knots
Temperature: 90”F
Turbulence: Yes
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Piloting Techniaue Requirements
1) The pilot will conduct a normal takeoff. After the airplaneis airborne:
o

PNF monitor the airspeed, pitch attitude and rate of climb and call out any deviations
from normal

~

2) When the severe windshearencounteris recognized:
o

PF simultaneously advance the throttlesto maximum rated (or overboost as necessary)
and rotate toward 15° pitch attitude

o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts

3) The airplanewill pitch and roll. The stick shakerwill be encounteredfrequently.
o

PF control pitch attitude and maintain wings level (substantialcontrol inputs may be
required).

4) As the airplaneregains performance and is clear of the ground
o

PF continue normal climb profile
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3.2.4.6

ON APPROACH (COMPLEX) EXERCISE

General Description
This exercise utilizes Wind Model #4 which incorporates an initial headwind followed by a
tailwind and rapidly varying crosswinds and verticaIwinds as shown in Figure 3.2-6 (See Section
3.3 Simulator Windshear Model Implementation Guide). The windshear commences at 1,200
feet AGL. Airspeed variationsare accompanied by substantialpitching and rolling moments.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight path results which may occur
in this windshearexercise, see Appendix F.
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Figure 3.2-6 Example “On Approach (Complex)” Wind Model
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3.2.4.6

ON APPROACH (COMPLEX) EXERCISE

InitialConditions
Runway: SFO runway 28R
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weight: 154,500 pounds (maximum structurallanding weight)
Landing Flaps: 30
Go-Around Thrust: Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
Target Approach Speed: 156 KIAS (V~3+5

KL4S + wind correction)

Ceiling and Visibility: 600 feet overcast, 1 1/2 TRW
Wind: 260° to 300° at 15 to 25 knots
Temperature: 90T
Turbulence: Yes
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Piloting Technique Requirements
1) The pilot will conduct an ILS approach and configure the airplaneplanningto be stabilized in
the final approach configuration prior to 1,000 ft AGL.
o

PNF monitor the flight instrumentsand call out any deviations from normal.

2) The airspeed initially will increase over approximately30 seconds. The normal pilot reaction
will be to continue reducing power to remain nearapproach speed and on glide path.
o

PF may note the increasingperformance trendand maintainsome excess airspeed.

m
3) When the severe windshear encounteris recognized:
o

PF simultaneously advance the throttles to maximum rated (or overboost as necessary)
and rotatetoward 15° pitch attitudeto attemptto establish a positive rate of climb

o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

4) The airplanewill pitch and roll. The stick shakerwill be encounteredfrequently.
o

PF control pitch attitude and maintain wings level (substantial control inputs may be
required).
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5) As the airplaneregains performance and is clear of the ground,
o

PF continue normal go-around procedures.
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3.2.4.7

STICK SHAKER PRACTICE EXERCISE

*

GeneralDescription
This exercise allows pilot practice flying at intermittentstick shaker and would be used when
such practice is required. A windshearmodel is not required for this exercise. The exercise may
be introduced prior to actual windshear encountersor used for remedial purposes. This exercise
also may be of some benefit in developing pilot skills when windshear model simulation is not
available.
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3.2.4.7

STICK SHAKER PRACTTCE EXERCISE

Initial Conditions
This exercise does not require a fixed gross weight. The weights recommended below are the
same values derived from Section 3.3 Simulator Windshear Model ImplementationGuide for the
takeoff and landing windshear exercises. The airplane is initialized at 1,000 ft AGL in level
flight.

o

Takeoff

Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross WeighR 185,300 pounds
Takeoff Flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrwt Max ratedEPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
V2: 156 KIAS at sea level
Level Flight Thrust(V2+1O KIAS): EPR -1.46, 1.46, 1.46
Ceiling and Visibility: VFR
Wind: Not applicable
Temperature: 90”F at sea level
Turbulence: No
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O

Landing

Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weighfi 154,500 pounds (max structurallanding weight)
Landing Flaps: 30
Go-around Thrust: Max ratedEPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
Target Approach Speed 138 KIAS (V~7+5
Level Flight Thrust (V~~5

KIAS)

KIAS): EPR -1.6, 1.6, 1.6

Wind Not applicable
Temperature: 900F at sea level
Turbulence: No

4P
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Piloting Techniaue Requirements
o

Takeoff

The airplane thrustand trim will be set and remain at the level flight V2+1O lCIAS condition.
The pilot will then increase pitch attitudeto 15° allowing the airplaneto decelerate until the stick
shaker activates. Pitch attitude should be adjusted smoothly to intermittentlyengage the stick
shaker. Altitude will be allowed to vary. Maintainintermittentstick shaker until the exercise is
complete.

O

Landing

The airplane thrust and trim should be set and remain at the level flight V~p5

KIAS

condition. The pilot will then increase pitch attitudeto 15° allowing the airplane to decelerate
until the stick shaker activates. Pitch attitude should be adjusted smoothly to intermittently
engage the stick shaker. Altitude will be allowed to vary. Maintain intermittentstick shaker
until the exercise is complete.
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General Description
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates a tailwind only as shown in
Figure 3.2-7 (See Section 3.3 Simulator Wmdshem Model Implementation Guide).

This

windshear is the same as used for the During Rotation exercise but increased in intensity for a
lower takeoff gross weight. The windshear commences at 3° nose up during airplane takeoff
rotation. This exercise is designed to allow practice of the increased VR speed precautionzuy
technique.
For a graphic representationof the type of flight control and flight path results which occur in
e

this windshear exercise, see Appendix F.

I
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Figure 3.2-7 Example “Increased VR Speed” Wind Model
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*

InitialConditions
Runway: SFO RW OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weight: 150,000 pounds
Takeoff Flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrust: Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
V1/VR (actual gross weight): 127 KIAS
V2 (actualgross weight): 141 KT.AS
Ceiling and Visibility: VFR

wind calm
Temperature: 90”F
Turbulence: No
Runway limit weight (Flaps 15 takeoff): 185,300 pounds
VR @laps 15 takeoff, runway limit weight): 144 KIM
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Piloting Technique Requirements
1) PF and PNF set their airspeed bugs to V1/VR and V2 for the actual gross weight takeoff
speeds.
o

PNF will call V 1 at the normal V 1 speed but call VR at the runway limit weight VR
speed

o

PF will rotate the airplane at the runway limit weight VR at the normal rotation rate
toward the climb pitch attitudeappropriatefor the actual gross weight

2) The windshear will occur at 3° of pitch attitude.
o

PNF call out any deviations from normal

o

PF advance the throttles to fid.1thrust (or overboost as necessary) and continue rotation
toward 15°

3) A pitch attitudeof 15° will produce a positive rateof climb.
o

PF fly at intermittentstick shakerif necessary

o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts

4) As the airplane regains performance and is clear of theground,
o

PF continue normal climb profile.
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SIMULATOR WINDSHEAR MODEL IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE

section

is

designed

to

be

programminglcheckout department.

separated and

shipped

to

the

simulator

The condensed background that follows

will

acquaintthese personnel with the program and objectives.
Windshear accidents and incidents have accounted for over 600 fatalities since 1964. Ih
recent yearn,research has revealed thatmany of these accidents could have been avoided
altogether, or the adverse effects reduced substantially,if the Imowledge we have today
had been avaiIabIe to and used by the pilots. In response to a recommendation to the
FAA by the National Research Council, a coordinated program of pilot training for
avoidance of windshear and recovering fkom inadvertentencounters has been prepared.
This model implementation guide is a partof thatprogram.
Recognition and avoidance of windshear is best taught in a classroom situation.
However, the flight simulator provides an incomparable tool for teaching standard
operating techniques, application of windshear precautions, and the recovery technique
the pilot can use to lessen the adverse effects of windshear. To this end, a series of four
simulator wind models designed for use in the exercises is offered. Each operator is
responsible for selecting those models appropriateto theirtrainingprogram and simulator
capability. Earlier sections of this document have presented objectives and means of
achieving those objectives.

This material may be used by operators as a guide for

tailoring a trainingprogram to their specific needs.
●
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3.3.1

SIMULATORFIDELITYCHECKS

The operator/programmer

must evaluate the simulatorand identify areas of variance from

simulators used in the design of the wind models to ensurerealistic, effective training. In
particular, the simulatormust have realistic flight characteristicsat airspeeds lower than
/

normal. Adjustment of wind models usually will be possible to achieve desired effects.
In the most severe instances, some reprogramming of the simulator may be required.
This need must be balanced against simulator certitlcation requirements and recertification considerations.
9
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3.3.1

SIMULATORFIDELITYCHECKS

Stick ShakerOnset
Since flight at intermittent stick shaker is involved in teaching the basic windshem
recovery procedure, the stick shaker must activate at approximately the correct angle-ofattack. Table 3.3-1 throughTable 3.3-21 maybe used as guides for checking stick shaker
activation in level, 1-g flight while reducing speed as slowly as is practical. The table
contains the body attitude and wing angle-of-attack (unless otherwise noted) at which
stick shakermay be expected for a variety of airplanes. Since stick shakerin all airplane
types is primarily related to angle-of-attack, the simulator program maybe examined in
lieu of a piloted test.
NOTE:

When examining the program, stick shaker may be more accurately
programmed as a “vane” angle-of-attack which may differ greatly from wing
angle-of-attack.

This datais provided as an engineering reference should piloted tests determinethatthe
publishedrecovery technique cannot be taughtdue to suspected simulationinaccuracies.
The tolerance to which the datamust be matched is necessarily an issue for the users to
resolve.

3.3-4
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TABLE 3,3-1. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
727-200 TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
JT8D-9 ENGINES/ A/C OFF/ 25% C.G, / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

5

190

38300 (Max.R)

151

13.9

5

1200

18

190

23400 (PLF)

152

13.9

0

0

14

162

38600 (Max,R)

138

13.9

7

1700

21

162

19800 (PLF)

140

13.9

0

0

14

190

38500 (Max.R)

142

13.9

4

1100

18

190

24800 (PLF)

143

13.9

0

0

14

162

38700 (Max.R)

130

13.9

6

1500

20

162

21000 (PLF)

132

13.9

0

0

14.

177

38800 (Max.R)

129

13.6

4

1000

18

177

25800 (PLF)

130

13.6

0

0

14

162

39000 (Max.R)

123

13.6

6

1200

19

162

23500 (PLF)

124

13.6

0

0

14

100 LBS

1 KT

0,1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

15

25

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 303-3. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
737-200TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
JT8D-9 ENGINES/ A/C OFF/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIBS
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
{DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

1

104

24100 (Max.R)

128

15.6

8

1800

24

104

10100 (PLF)

133

15.6

0

0

16

90

24400 (Max.R)

118

15,6

10

2200

26

90

8700 (PLF)

124

15.6

0

0

16

104

24300 (Max.R)

121

15.7

8

1600

23

104

10900 (PLF)

125

15.7

0

0

16

90

24500 (Max.R)

111

15.7

10

2000

26

90

9500 (PLF)

117

15.7

0

0

16

104

24500 (Max.R)

113

15.7

7

1400

23

104

12000 (PLF)

117

15.7

0

0

16

90

24700 (Max.R)

104

15.7

9

1800

25

90

10400 (PLF)

109

15.7

0

0

16

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

5

15

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 3.3-4. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
737-200 APPROACH CONFIGURATION
JT8D-9 ENGINES/ AIC OFF / 25% C.G, / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
AI”I’ITUDE
(DEG)

30

103

24700 (Max,R)

104

14.8

6

1200

21

103

13500 (PLF)

107

14.8

0

0

15

90

24900 (Max.R)

96

14.8

9

1500

24

90

11800 (PLF)

100

14.8

0

0

15

103

24700 (Max.R)

104

12.9

5

1000

18

103

15800 (PLF)

106

12.9

0

0

13

90

24900 (Max.R)

96

12.9

8

1300

20

90

13800 {Max.R)

99

12.9

0

0

13

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

40

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

TABLE 3.3-5. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
737-300 TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
CFM56-3-B 1 ENGINES / A/C 0% / 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALB3,
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

1

123

34000 (Max.R)

126

17.2

8

1800

25

123

16200 (PLF)

133

17.2

0

0

17

100

34500 (Max.R)

116

15.7

12

2600

28

100

13200 (PLF)

120

17.2

0

0

17

123

34200 (Max,R)

124

16.6

8

1800

25

123

16500 (PLF)

130

16.6

0

0

17

100

34600 (Max.R)

114

14.8

13

2600

27

100

13400 (PLF)

117

16.6

0

0

17

123

34400 (Max.R)

119

15.3

8

1800

23

123

17400 (PLF)

122

16.2

0

0

16

100

34800 (Max.R)

110

13,3

13

2500

26

100

14100 (PLF)

110

16.2

0

0

16

100 LBS

1 KT

0,1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

5

15

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 3.3-6. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
737-300 APPROACH CONFIGURATION
CFM56-3-B 1 ENGINES / A/C OFF/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIBO
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
{DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

30

114

34700 (Max.R)

112

11.9

9

1900

21

114

18400 (PLF)

108

15.6

0

0

16

100

34900 (Max.R)

106

10.6

12

2400

23

100

16200 (PLF)

101

15.6

0

0

16

114

34800 (Max.R)

109

10.6

9

1700

19

114

19900 (PLF)

106

14.3

0

0

14

100

35000 (Max.R)

104

9.3

12

2200

21

100

17500 (PLF)

99

14.3

0

0

14

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

40

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

o

3.2
e
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ATTITUDE
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TABLE 3.3-7. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
747-200TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
JT9D-3A ENGINES/ A/C OFF/ 18% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

10

710

138000 (Max,R)

152

14.1

4

1000

18

710

92900 (PLF)

156

14.1

0

0

14

600

141600 (Max.R)

137

14.1

6

1500

20

600

77200(PLF)

142

14,1

0

0

14

710

140200 (Max.R)

143

14.1

3

900

17

710

99800 (PLF)

146

14,1

0

0

14

600

143500(Max.R)

129

14.1

6

1400

20

600

82900 (PLF)

133

14.1

0

0

14

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

20

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 3.3-8. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
747-200APPROACH CONFIGURATION
JT9D-3A ENGINES/ A/C OFF/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB,
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG’)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

30

564

144300 (Max.R)

115

13.5

5

1100

18

564

96900 (PLF)

117

13.5

0

0

14

450

147600 (Max.R)

101

13.5

9

1700

23

450

76500(PLF)

104

13.5

0

0

14

100 LBS

1 KT

0,1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

TABLE 3.3-9. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
757-200 TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
RB211-535C ENGINES / A/C OFF/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
0000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATI’ITUDE
(DEG)

5

220

56600 (Max.R)

128

16.8

8

1800

24

220

26500 (PLF)

133

16.8

0

0

17

180

58100 (Max.R)

112

16,8

11

2300

28

180

21700 (PLF)

120

16.8

0

0

17

220

57000 (Max.R)

123

15.8

8

1700

24

220

26900 (PLF)

128

15.8

0

0

16

180

58400 (Max.R)

109

15.6

12

2300

27

180

22000 (PLF)

116

15,8

0

0

16

220

57600 (Max.R)

117

15.2

8

1600

23

220

28400 (PLF)

122

15.2

0

0

15

180

58800 (Max.R)

106

14.2

12

2200

26

180

23300 (PLF)

110

15.2

0

0

15

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

15

20

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 303-10. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
757-200 APPROACH CONFIGURATION
RB211-535C ENGINES / A/C OFF/ 25% C,G, / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALB3.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
{DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

25

198

58500 (Max.R)

106

15.9

9

1700

25

198

29000 (PLF)

109

16.7

0

0

17

170

59200 (Max.R)

99

14.4

12

2200

27

170

24000 (PLF)

103

15.4

0

0

15

198

58600 (Max,R)

105

14.2

8

1600

22

198

30800 (PLF)

108

14.9

0

0

15

170

59200 (Max.R)

98

12.7

12

2100

24

170

25500 (PLF)

102

13.6

0

0

14

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

30

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

*

TABLE 3.3-11. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
767-200 TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
JT9D-7R4D ENGINES/MC OFF/ 24% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

1

310

77500 (Max.R)

128

16.3

8

1800

24

310

36600 (PLF)

135

16.3

0

0

16

280

78300(Max,R)

120

16.3

9

2000

26

280

33100(PLF)

128

16.3

0

0

16

310

78000 (Max.R)

123

16.0

8

1700

24

310

37300 (PLF)

129

16.0

0

0

16

280

78900(Max,R)

116

16.0

9

2000

25

280

33800(PLF)

123

16.0

0

0

16

310

78200 (Max.R)

122

14.7

7

1600

22

310

40500 (PLF)

127

14,7

0

0

15

280

79000 (Max.R)

115

14.7

9

1800

24

280

36600(PLF)

120

14.7

0

0

15

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

5

15

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 3.3-12. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
767-200TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
JT9D-7R4D ENGINES/ A/C OFF/ 24% C,G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATI’’ITUDE
(DEG)

20

310

78500 (Max.R)

119

14.5

7

1600

22

310

39600 (PLF)

124

14.5

0

0

15

280

79300(Max.R)

112

14.5

9

1800

24

280

35900 (PLF)

118

14.5

0

0

15

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

TABLE 3.3-13. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
767-200 APPROACH CONFIGURATION
JT9D-7R4D ENGINES/ A/C OFF/ 24% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
{LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

BODY ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

25

270

80100 (Max.R)

105

16,4

9

1700

25

270

38300 (PLF)

110

16.4

0

0

16

250

80600 (Max.R)

101

16.4

11

1900

27

250

35500(PLF)

106

16.4

0

0

16

270

80600 (Max.R)

101

16.0

9

1600

25

270

40600(PLF)

105

16.0

0

0

16

250

81100(Max.R)

97

16.0

10

1800

26

250

37600(PLF)

101

16.0

0

0

16

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

30

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 3.3-15. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
DC-9 TAKEOFF AND APPROACH CONFIGURATIONS
JT8D-9 ENGINES/ A/CON/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL NET
THRUST
(LBS)

CALIB.
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)

RATE OF
CLIMB
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

5

98

26800(Max,R)

117

18.1

10

2000

28

98

12700 (PLF)

115

21.7

0

0

22

15

98

27100 (Max.R)

114

17.2

9

1800

26

25

98

27400 (Max.R)

105

17,5

9

1600

26

98

15300(PLF)

104

18.3

0

0

19

98

27300 (Max.R)

104

14.3

8

1500

22

98

16500(PLF)

104

14.9

0

0

16

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

50

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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TABLE 3.3-16. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
MD-80 TAKEOFF AND APPROACH CONFIGURATIONS
JT8D-217 ENGINES/ A/CON/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 l?l’ MSL / STANDARD DAY
ANGLE CLIMB RATE OF
ANGLE
CLIMB
(DEG)
{FPM)

BODY
A1’TITUDE_

FLAP
DETENT
(1000 LBS)

GROSS
WEIGHT
(LBS)

TOTAL
THRUST
(KTS)

NET
AIRSPEED
(DEG)

CALIB,
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

5

128

32900 (Max,R)

127

14.3

11

2500

25

128

12100 (PLF)

126

16.3

0

0

17

128

33000 (Max.R)

122

13.4

11

2500

25

128

10200 (PLF)

123

15.7

0

0

16

128

33100 (Max.R)

116

12.8

9

1800

21

128

15600 (PLF)

116

13.6

0

0

14

128

33300 (Max.R)

111

13.1

7

1400

20

128

20000 (PLF)

111

14.8

0

0

15

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

15

28

40

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

TABLE 3.3-17. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
DC-10-1O TAKEOFF AND APPRQACH CONFIGURATIONS
CF6-6 ENGINES/ A/CON/ 25% C,G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL
THRUST
(LBS)

NET
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

CALIB.
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

5

400

90200 (Max,R)

154

12.5

6

1700

19

400

41400{PLF)

152

14.8

0

0

15

400

91100 (Max.R)

144

12.2

7

1600

19

400

49500(PLF)

145

12.8

0

0

14

400

92200 (Max.R)

131

11.7

6

1300

18

400

68600(PLF)

131

12.4

0

0

14

400

92500 (Max.R)

127

11.0

5

1000

16

400

75000(PLF)

127

11.0

0

0

12

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

15

35

50

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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ANGLE CLIMB RATE OF
ANGLE
CLIMB
(DEG)
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

TABLE 3.3-18. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
L-101 1-1 TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION
RB211-22B ENGINES / A/C OFF/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL
THRUST
(LBS)

NET
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

CALIB.
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

10

450

93300(Max.R)

138

19,5

4

900

23

450

93300 (PLF)

140

19.5

0

0

20

400

94400(Max.R)

129

19.5

5

1100

24

400

94400(PLF)

132

19.5

0

0

20

438

94400 (Max.R)

128

19.2

4

800

23

438

94400 (PLF)

130

19.2

0

0

19

400

95400(Max,R)

122

19.2

4

1000

24

400

95400(PLF)

124

19.2

0

0

19

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

22

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

ANGLE CLIMB RATE OF
CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEG)
(FPM)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)

TABLE 3.3-19. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
L-101 1-1 APPROACH CONFIGURATION
RB211-22B ENGINES /AK OFF / 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
ANGLE CLIMB RATE OF
CLIMB
ANGLE
(FPM)
(DEG)

BODY
ATTITUDE
{DEG)

FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL
THRUST
(LBS)

NET
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

CALIB.
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

33

350

97500 (Max,R)

110

18.8

6

1200

25

350

97500(PLF)

112

18.8

0

0

19

300

99100(Max.R)

100

18.8

8

1500

27

300

99100{PLF)

104

18.8

0

0

19

350

97500 (Max.R)

107

18,6

6

1100

24

350

97500(PLF)

109

18.6

0

0

19

300

98700(Max.R)

98

18.6

8

1500

27

300

98700(PLF)

101

18.6

0

0

19

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

42

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:
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0
0
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m

0

0
0
a

m

0

0

dC-J

0
0

m

0
0

E

ID
TABLE 3.3-21. SIMULATOR TRIM DATA AT STICK SHAKER ATTITUDE
L-101 1-500(ACS) APPROACH CONFIGURATION
RB211-524B4 ENGINES / A/C OFF/ 25% C.G. / GEAR DOWN
2000 FT MSL / STANDARD DAY
FLAP
DETENT

GROSS
WEIGHT
(1000 LBS)

TOTAL
THRUST
(LBS)

33

350

117700(Max.R)

108

18.8

8

1600

27

350

117700(PLF)

112

18.8

0

0

19

100 LBS

1 KT

0.1 DEG

1 DEG

100 FPM

1 DEG

ROUNDED TO NEAREST:

NET
AIRSPEED
(KTS)

3.3-25

CALIB.
OF ATTACK
(DEG)

ANGLE CLIMB RATE OF
CLIMB
ANGLE
(FPM)
(DEG)

BODY
ATTITUDE
(DEG)
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3.3.1

SIMULATOR FIDELITY CHECKS

SimulatorFlight Characteristics
Climb capability and certain other characteristicsof the airplanemust be reasonably modeled in
the simulator. Accurate modeling airplaneperformance will ensure thatthe adverse performance
effects of the simulatedencounterare correct as well as the response to speed changes and thrust
application. Typically the fidelity of flight simulators in these areas will already be acceptable.
These tests are provided as preliminarydiagnostic tools which can be used when the simulation
quality is in question.
NOTE

All datawas obtained in simulatorsthati
1) Were used in the development of this document
2) Contained data packages approved to Phase I or better by the FAA, or data from
the manufacturer’sflight tests.

Static trim conditions at climb and level flight thrustsettings are provided in Table 3.3-1. The
trim airspeeds and attitudes are near stick shaker values for each airframe at the specified
weights. Climb thrustsettings and gross weights will generally not representmaximum values.
(For maximum utility of this section, flight conditions obtainable for all engine and weight
combinations of a given airframewere sought.)
This data is intended to be used as a tool to isolate possible causes of difficulty should the
instructor/usersconclude that simulatorfidelity has adversely affected trainingcapability. Body
attitude at stall warning is the key element in determining whether the pitch techniques will
match the airplane. For example, if simulator stick shaker attitudes are low, difficulty may be
experienced in pitching toward 15°. Conversely, if simulator stick shaker attitudes are high,
more pitch capability may be seen in the simulator than actually is available.

3.3-26

To avoid
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3.3.1

SIMULATOR FIDELITY CHECKS

certification problems, the primary method of resolving such problems may be the adjustmentof
shear magnitude using the factor described in Section 3.3.4.1.
adjustmentsto theirsimulator aerodynamic data.
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Other users may elect to make
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3.3.1

SIMULATOR FIDELITY CHECKS

Overboost ThrustAvailability
The amount of overboost thrust capability at the condition chosen for windshear training may
play a significantrole in the severity of windshear required to ensureproper training(particularly
if an unrealistic excess of overboost thrust occurs). Approximately 110 percent of maximum
takeoff thrustis achieved typically if the throttles are advanced to the fwewall in a 727 with new
engines.
Since pilots may make use of fmewall thrust, the simulator should be checked against the
manufacturer’sinstalled engine cumes which were provided with the simulator,or which maybe
obtained from the airframemanufacturerfor the particularairframe-enginecombination.
Excessive overboost capability should be adjusted since too great a difference in performance
with and withoutoverboost creates a negative trainingsituation:pilots will believe thatoverboost
has a greaterbenefit thanit really does.
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SIMULATOR

FIDELITY CHECKS

Limitations of Simulator Training
Although the simulator is an excellent trainingdevice for windshear recove~, there are training
device limitations that affect the realism of training. For simplicity of programming, realistic
turbulence associated with windshear is not expected. The trainingdevices do not reproduce all
the elements associated with an actual windshear encounter (e.g. g-loading, turbulence, noise,
and instrumenterrors).
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3.3.2

WINDSHEAR TIWINING MODELS

The training approach presented suggests that linearized wind models based on accident wind
characteristics are sufficient to provide the necessary windshear training. The same basic pilot
control strategiesare required to control flight path deviations whether they are caused by threedimensional wind fields thatfully representmicroburstsor basic horizontal shears. The objective
of the simulatorexercises is to teach the generalprinciples of pitch attitudecontrol in windshear.
The proposed wind models support this objective as discussed in Section 4.3.4 of the Windshear
Substantiating Data.

These models have the additional advantage of providing repeatable

training; a key requirement where simulator time constraints are important.

Full tbree-

dimensional windshear models can be useful in demonstratingthe variety of shear encounters
that could be met by the pilot, but should be used only after the basic recove~ principles
thoroughly understood using the simplerrepetitivemodels.
The wind models used for this training must be able to account for airplane performance
capability to ensure an adequate pilot trainingtask. The trainingwind model for any airplaneis
derived from “reference” wind models, used by all airplanes,and a wind factor which is used to
account for differing airplane performance capabilities and ambient conditions. The reference
wind model velocities are multipliedby the wind factor to determinethe trainingwind model.
The

first

two

reference wind models are based on analysis of accident data and the lessons

learned. They do not include a headwind preceding the tailwind because such a phenomenon
was usuallynot present and some pilots have exhibited a tendency to expect an airspeed increase
as a major clue of windshear. The models are simple, as accident winds have often been
uncomplicated. Most importantly, the models address the “pilot action” lessons learned: the
benefits of fhght path control and power application duringinadvertentwindshearencounters.
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WINDSHEAR TRAINING MODELS

e

Reference Wind Model #1 was developed from estimated wind data associated with windshear
related accidents/incidents. These data were compared with Doppler radar measurements of
microbursts (JAWS Program) to confirm the shear rate, shear magnitude, wind duration, and
overall shape of the wind model.

Piloted simulator studies have shown that the windshear

recovery technique can be taughtadequately using only the tailwind component of the microburst
encounter. This result allows reference wind models to be simplified as the user may desire.
Reference Wind Model #1 is presented as a tailwind shear only.
Reference Wind Model #2 builds upon the substantiating data on shape, duration,

and

magnitude. This wind model is more severe, but still within the range of data obtained. The
purpose of this model is to give the pilot extended practice using the complete recovery
procedure defined elsewhere in this document.

The addition of a moderate downdraft is

consistent with the altitudeat which it occurs.
Two complex wind models, Wind Model #3 and #4, incorporate crosswinds, vertical gusts, and
horizontal vortices.

These wind models demonstrate the complexity of actual windshear

encountersand serve to confirm the lessons learned horn the reference wind models.
Wind factors were developed from simulator studies of B-727, B-737, B-747, B-757, B-767, DC9, MD-SO, DC-10, and L-1011 commercial jet transports. These factors were determined to
ensure an equivalent pilot training task for all airplanes, runway pressure altitudes, ambient air
temperatures,and windshearonset locations.
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WINDSHEAR TR41NING MODELS

Ecwationsof Motion
Values of wind components in up to three axes must be inserted in the airplane equations of
motion. The wind magnitudes should be calculated in a separatemodule or inserted in the table
lookup section of your software with an independent distance variable calculated elsewhere
(similar to any other aerodynamic function). To prevent the pilot from flying away from the
windshear,care must be takento eliminateany heading dependency.
Wind values may be incorporated in a number of locations depending upon the simulator
manufacturer. The first place to look would be the location at which steady winds from the
instructorfacility are inserted. In some installations,however, wind speed is directly added to

*

ground speed equations such that an instructorinitiatedchange will simply change ground speed
without disturbingthe flight. Since a disturbanceis precisely what is desired, this location is not
appropriate. Instead,look for wind values added directly into airspeed components.
If the simulator has previously incorporated windshears,the job is especially easy. Simply find
where the calculatedvalues were added to the equations and either add the new shearvalue terms
at that location, or use the old name (core location) for values of the new shears such that they
will alreadyadd properly into the airplaneequations.
For example, one manufacturercreates equations labelled “Wind velocities in airplane body
axes”.

Shear values were previously inserted at this location after undergoing trigonometric

manipulation. New wind shearmodels were added to the simulator and the following additional
coding was necessary:

o
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WINDSHEAR TR41NING MODELS

Given:

HWS = calculated headwind component of shear wind
CWS = calculated crosswind component of shear wind
VWS = calculated vertical component of shear wind
UW = X-body axes wind velocity already calculated
VW= Y-body axes wind velocity already calculated
WW = Z-body axes wind velocity already calculated

In

a

right

orthogonal axis system (+X out the nose, +Y out the right wing, +Z vertically

downward) the added code may look like this:
UW = UW + HWS * cos(pitch angle) + VWS * sin(pitch angle)
VW= VW+ CWS * cos(roll angle) - VWS * sin(roll angle)
WW = WW + VWS * cos(pitch angle) + HWS * sin(pitch angle)
- CWS * sin(roll angle).
programming tip:

Watch out for units.
feetisecond.

Simulators will usually be programmed in

The data is supplied in knots (1 knot = 1.6889 ft/see) for

headwind and crosswind, and feethninute (1 fpm = 0.016667 i?tkec) for
conversational ease only.
Calculation of wind components must be interpolated from the tabulated data presented in the
next section. The simulator must be programmed to create the independent variable and an
interpolation routine must be supplied.

Once again, it is highly recommended that the

interpolation routine already in use for aerodynamic functions be used for this purpose as well.
Typically, an index digit denoting the number of functions requiring interpolation will need
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WINDSHEAR TRAINTNG MODELS

to be incremented and the data table(s) added. To provide maximum flexibility and capability
for programming complex shears, three tables of numbers will be supplied with as many as 25
values of distance and corresponding magnitudes.
The independentvariable may be calculated as follows:
1) Initialize the distance argument to zero
DIST = O.
2) Following a triggering value of airspeed or altitude, execute the following code during
each cycle:
DIST = DIST + DT * ground speed
Where: DT = Cycle time of the software (usually an existing, often used term in the
program)
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WIN-DSHEAR TWUNING MODELS

Reference Wind Model #1
The reference wind model shown in Figure 3.3-1 describes a horizontal wind variation only as a
function of ground distance traveled. The reference ground distance is calculated along the
ground track of the airplanebeginning at zero at the point the wind is to start. This startingpoint
will vary depending upon the training exercise selected. A tabular listing of Reference Wind
Model #1 is contained in Table 3.3-2. This wind is used in conjunction with the wind factor to
adjust the wind for airplane and ambient condition differences.
Exercise

pIiOr

tO

VR

VR-8 Imots

During Rotation

3“ pitch attitude

On Approach

Descending through 300 ft AGL
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Figure 3.3-1 ReferenceWind Model
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TABLE 3.3-2. REFERENCE WIND MODEL #1

VWVERT

XREF

WWHOR

XREF

o

0

0

4500

-45

7500

-45

12000

0

12000

0
0

XREF - Reference ground distance (ft)
VWHOR - Horizontal wind velocity (Ms); tailwind is negative
VWVERT - Vertical wind velocity (ftlsec); downdraft is negative
VWCROSS - Crosswind velocity (kts); left crosswind is negative
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XREF
0
12000

VWCROSS
0
0
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Reference Wind Model #2
Figure 3.3-2 presents the second reference wind model. A downdraft, indicated by a negative
vertical wind velocity, is defined in addition to the tailwind. A tabularlisting of Reference Wind
Model #2 is contained in Table 3.3-3. This wind is used in conjunction with the wind factor to
adjust the wind for airplaneand ambient condition differences.
Exercise

u

During InitialClimb

Climbing through 200 ft AGL

‘,:,.,

s,

L..
,;

‘m
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Figure 3.3-2 Reference Wind Model #2
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TABLE 3.3-3. REFERENCEWIND MODEL #2

XREF
o

VWHOR
0

XREF

VWVERT

XREF

0

0

0

0

12000

0,

7000

-60

2250

-16.67

11200

-60

4500

-16.67

16800

0

7000

0

XREF - Reference ground distance (ft)
VWHOR - Horizontal wind velocity (Ms); tailwindis negative
VWVERT - Vertical wind velocity (ft/see); downdraftis negative

m

VWCROSS - Crosswind velocity (kts); left crosswind is negative

Ii
,’,

.

‘:,
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Wind Model #3
Figure 3.3-3 presents a complex wind model for use during takeoff which includes horizontal
vortices similar to observed accident winds.

Significant disturbances in all three axes are

present, although the primary component is a 52 knot tailwind shear. A tabular listing of Wind
Model #3 is contained in Table 3.3-4. This wind is not used in conjunction with the wind factor.
This wind is used without change for all airplanes.
Exercise
During Takeoff (Complex)

Climbing through 100 feet AGL. (Location
may be adjusted to achieve the desired training
result)
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Figure 3.3-3 Wind Model #3
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TABLE 3.3-4. WIND MODEL #3

XREF

VWHOR

XREF

VWVERT

XREF

VWCROSS

o

o

o

o

o

o

2500

-24

2500

-48

2500

+20

3000

-28

3000

-lo

3000

-5

3400

-33

3400

+22

3400

-5

4100

-40

4100

-22

4100

+2

4800

-47

4800

+12

4800

+11

5200

-52

5200

-20

5200

+6

7800

-52

5600

-42

5600

+1

12800

0

6600

+17

6600

-11

7800

0

7800

0

XREF - Reference ground distance (ft)
VWHOR - Horizontal wind velocity (kts); tailwind is negative
VWVERT - Vertical wind velocity (ftlsec); downdraft is negative
VWCROSS - Crosswind velocity (j&s); left crosswind is negative
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WINDSHEAR TRAINING MODELS

*

Wind Model #4
Figure 3.3-4 presents a complex wind model for use on landing approach.
performance

An increasing

segment is added to Wind Model #3 providing a complete microburst

similar to accident winds.

transition,

A tabular listing of Wind Model ## & contained in Table 3.3-5. This

wind is not used in conjunction

with the wind factor. This wind is used without change for all

airplanes.
Exercise
On Approach (Complex)

m
Descending through 1,200 ft AGL

*

,,.,

!’

e
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Figure 3.3-4 Wind Model #4
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TABLE 3.3-5. WIND MODEL #4
*

XREF

*

VWHOR

XREF

VTWERT

XREF

VWCROSS

o

o

o

o

o

o

1000

-4

1000

0

1000

-lo

5000

+8

5000

+16

5000

+1

7000

+27

-18

7000

+5

8300

+22

8300

-24

10000

+5

9200

+12

9200

-9

11200

+15

10000

+1

10000

-36

11700

+20

11200

+18

11200

-14

12200

-5

11700

o

11700

-48

12600

-5

12200

-18

12200

-lo

13300

+2

12600

-6

12600

+22

14000

+11

13300

-20

13300

-22

14500

+6

14000

-34

14000

+12

14800

+1

14500

-40

14500

-20

15800

-11

17000

-40

14800

-42

17000

0

21000

0

15800

+17

17000

0

XREF - Reference ground distance (ft)
VWHOR - Horizontalwind velocity (kts); ta.ilwind is negative
VWVERT - Vertical wind velocity (ft/see); downdraft k negative
VWCROSS - Crosswind velocity (kts); left crosswind is negative

*
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Non-Survivable

WINDSHEAR
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GUIDE

Wind Models

Some potential users of the training program have expressed a desire for an exercise using a nonsurvivable wind model.

Each model previously described is of a magnitude and duration known

to have caused accidents.

The training environment

reinforce the serious threat of windshear

may not challenge pilots sufficiently nor

(especially due to factors of pre-knowledge).

A non-

survivable situation may be ensured for each wind model by either increasing the simulated gross
weight or by applying a larger wind factor to the horizontal wind magnitudes.
such exercises should experiment

to determine

Users desiring

the gross weight increase or wind factor that

produces the desired result.
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TRAINING MODELS

Initialization and TriRRering
Each exercise will incorporate the following programming elements:
1) Airport, runway, and corresponding

altitude

2) Airplane gross weight and center of gravity
3) Weather conditions (Ceiling, visibility, and temperature)
4) Automatic setting of the appropriate “flag” to select the proper wind model
5) Wind factor
For ease of use, as many of these elements as possible should be programmed into a single switch
for each exercise.

Not only does this simpl@ setup for the instructor, it ensures consistency of

the training since inappropriate

conditions

cannot be selected.

simulator should allow the manual setting of the environmental

At the very least, the flight
and airplane conditions (except

wind model selection). The ability to group all parameters together will depend upon available
progr amrning space and desires of the instructor group.
Weather conditions will be dictated by the desires of the pilot training staff.
should be programmed to automatically

These conditions

activate upon selection of the exercise via the instructor

facility.
Triggering of each exercise should involve the toggling of a bit which begins the integration of
the independent table lookup calculation.

This bit should be switched upon passing the trigger

value (e.g. airspeed, pitch attitude during takeoff, altitude).
when the simulator is frozen or repositioned.

The bit should then only be reset

The wind model selection “flag” should also be

deactivated at this time to avoid TRULY inadvertent

windshear encounters!

during the recovery sequence, the airplane flight condition
“trigger” point.)
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may once again pass through the
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W-INDSHEAR TFKtNING MODELS

An example of a trigger at a desired altitudeduring climb using FORTRAN notation follows:
IF (ALTITUDE

.GT. TRIGGER .AND. PASTVALUE

TIUGGER) FLAG=
W ( REPOSITION
PASTVALUE

.LE.

.TRUE.

.OR. FREEZE ) FLAG=

.FALSE.

= ALTITUDE

In this example of code executed each simulator cycle, the current altitudeis compared against
the past value of altitude. If the flight condition is above the trigger altitudeand was not in the
previous frame, the flag is set. If the simulatoris frozen or repositioned, the flag is deactivated.
Finally, the past value for the next cycle is calculated.
Similar triggers may be constructed for descent through an altitude (reverse the logic), passing
either way through an airspeed or a pitch attitude.
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3.3.3

TUNING FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The desired training objectives can only be achieved if the models have been adjusted to ~the
flight characteristics of each simulator. Data are presented for the gross changes required by
airplane type, engines, conf@ration

and airport altitude. Specii3c desired flight characteristics

are presented and suggestions for further fine tuningof the simulator are included. IIIaddition,
guidance in the selection of an appropriate runway (crucial for the shear occurring prior to
rotation) is presented.

m
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TUNING FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES

Wind Factors
Figure 3.3-5 presentsthe wind factors to be used as multipliers to the reference wind models as a
function of thrust-to-weightratio and number of engines. Note again thata reduction of 0.1 from
the calculated wind factor will provide a good startingpoint for the “Prior to VR” encounter
using Reference Wind Model #1. Reference Wind Model #2 should be factored using the line
labelled “Three and Four Engine Airplanes” in all cases.
The trainingwind is calculated using the wind factor and the reference wind models as follows:
=VWREF*KW
where:

= the trainingwind velocity
VWREF

= the Reference Wind Model velocity
= the wind factor for the training condition

The training wind should use the same distance breakpoints as the reference wind model,
adjustingonly the wind magnitudethroughthe wind factor.
NOTE:

The calculated KW wind factor shouId be regarded as a starting point. Each user
should expect to make adjustmentsfor simulators vaxying significantly from the trim
data provided in Section 3.3.2. The wind factor must be adjusted until the desired
flight path profiles shown are consistently repeated by pilots.
Pitch excursions and pitch rates required to fly at intermittent stick shaker during
recovery may become excessive (for training purposes) at lighter gross weights
(higher T/W).

Use of maximum allowable gross weights (lower T/W)

recommended.
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Figure 3.3-5 Wind Factor Chart
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Selection of Amxomiate Airport/Runway for Training
The training goals of the “Prior to VR” encounter require selection of a runway, gross weight,
flap setting,and ambient temperaturecombination which assuresthat the pilot will not be able to
reject the takeoff.

A flow chart for determining
g such a runway/gross weight combination is

shown in Figure 3.3-6.

EXAMPLE (using a 727-200):
1) For trainingat SFO, select the runway, OIR.
2) The normal operating flap setting (Flaps 15) will be used.
3) Ambient air temperatureof 90”F
4) Zero runway tailwind component
5) The field length limited takeoff gross weight is 185,300 pounds
6) Yes, 185,300 pounds is the field length limited weight. (If it had not been, adjustment of
tailwind would have been required.)
7) Using 185,300 pounds, the all engine thrust at VR is found to be 12,800 pounds per
engine.
8) The thrustto weight ratio is calculated to be 0.207, resulting in a wind factor of 1.05 horn
Figure 3.3-5.
This combination of airportand runway can then be used for all exercises to provide consistency
and ease of training situation setup. If possible, the operator’s normal takeoff flap setting should
be used so that studentssee thatthe trainingis applicable to normal operations.
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Fig. 3.3-6 SELECTION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS FORTHE WINDSHEARSIMULATIONTRAININGEXERCISE
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TUNING FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES

If an increased tailwind component is indicated, changing the wind model is not recornrnended.
Instead, a steady wind should be inserted along the runway using the normal controls of the
simulator (or directly through the software associated with selection of the modellexercise). This
wind will not be noticeable to the pilot except for an extended takeoff roll.
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TUNING FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES

Pilot Acceptance Criteria
The wind factor in each exercise may be adjusted if difficulty is encountered in obtaining the
desired characteristics. If the adjustmentis large or seemingly ineffective, there is probably an
implementationproblem (see Section 3.3.2).
Each exercise should be tested using maximum rated and overboost thrust. Overboosting a midlife engine should not produce a large enough change to disrupttraining. While overboost in any
amount provides some benefit, the training program stresses flight path control as the most
effective factor in recovery. Thrustadjustmentsare only allowed to ensure tha~
o

Reduced thrustsettingsare not maintainedinadvertently,or

o

Overboost will only be used if necessary to avoid ground contact during recovery.

If a dramatic difference is observed, some method should be devised to limit the available
overboost.

Software limiting is preferred, however some physical limitation of power lever

travel or special instructions to the students may be substituted. If special instructions are
required, instructorshould explain the simulator limitation and assure the students that they are
receiving realisticflight training.
The desired characteristics for the “Prior to VR” exercise are shown in Figure 3.3-7.
described in the instructorguide, Reference Wind #1 is used for this exercise.
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The desired characteristics for the “During Rotation” exercise are shown in Figure 3.3-8. As
described in the instructorguide, Reference Wind #1 is used for this exercise.
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The desired characteristicsfor the “On ILS Approach” exercise are shown in Figure 3.3-9. ~As
described in the instructorguide, Reference Wind #1 is used for this exercise.

II
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TUNING FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The desired characteristicsfor the “During Initial Climb” exercise are shown in Figure 3.3-10.
As described in the instructorguide, Reference Wind #2 is used for this exercise.
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APPENDIX A

PILOT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

This appendix is intended to provide guidelines for evaluating the effectiveness of a windshear
training program designed to meet the tm&ing objectives of the Example Windshear Training
program. Specifically, this appendix outlines what a flight crew should be able to accomplish
with respect to a potential windshear situationor an inadvertentwindshearencounter.
The areas in which flight crews must have knowledge and/or skill derive directly from the model
of flight crew actions: evaluation of weather, taking appropriate precautions, use of standard
operating techniques and the windshearrecovery technique
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PILOT PERFORMANCE

APPENDIX A. 1

TAKEOFF

CRITEIUA

Evaluation of Weather
Objective: Determinethatthe student,
1) Adequately assesses appropriateweatherinformationfor the presence of severe windshear

a

o

Weather reports and forecasts

o

ATIS

o

PIREPs

o

visual cues

o

LLWAS reports

o

Airborne weatherradar

2) Makes a sound decision to takeoff normally, use precautions, or delay.
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PILOT PERFO~CE

APPENDIX A.1

TAKEOFF

CR?XERJA

Takhw APPromiatePrecautions
Objective: Determine thatthe student,
1) Takes the appropriateprecautionarymeasuresin the absence of conclusive evidence of severe
windshearpresence
o

Uses maximum rated thrust

o

Uses longest suitable runway away from windshear

o

Considers using recommended flap setting

o

Considers using correct increased VR speed technique

o

Does not use speed referenced flight director systems
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APPENDIX A. 1

TAKEOFF

Use of StandardOperatinszTechniques
Objective: Determinethatthe student,
1) Exhibits adequate knowledge of the correct airspeed, target pitch attitudeand rate of climb
for normal takeoffs as a function of gross weight, airplane conilguration, and ambient
conditions.
2) Rotates the airplaneto the desired takeoff targetpitch attitudeat the proper rotationrate
- Afler liftoff w icalh 1 to 2 demees Per second
~Takeoff rotation: tw icallv 2 to 3 de~ees per second
3) Identiiles deviations from targetconditions exceeding:
~15 knots airspeed
~5° pitch attitude
~500 fpm vertical speed
4) As PNF, calls out any such deviations from targetconditions to alertthe PF to a deteriorating
performance situation.

o
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TAKEOFF

Windshear Recovery Technique
Objective: Determine thatthe student,
1) Initiatesthe recommended windshearrecoveg technique below 1000 feet AGL if deviations
from targetconditions exceed:
*15 knots airspeed
~5° pitch attitude
~500 fpm vertical speed
2) Makes appropriate use of thrustcapability
o

Maximum rated

o

Overboost

3) Controls flight path with appropriateuse of pitch attitude
o

Rotates the airplanetoward 15° pitch attitudeat theproper rate
-

After liftoff. tvuicallv 1 to 2 demees per second

~

Takeoff rotation: tmicallv 2 to 3 degrees uer second

o

Attempts to maintain a positive rateof climb or minimize altitudeloss

o

Respects stick shaker

4) Maintains appropriate airplaneb

flap, and landing gem cordi=wt.ion until ground contact

is no longer a factor
o

No change in trim

o

No change in landing gear position

o

No change in flap position
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APPENDIX A. 1

TAKEOFF

5) As PNF, makes appropriatecallouts to aid in therecovery
6) Makes a pilot report to the tower including the maximum airspeed loss or gain, altitudeand
location of the encounterand airplanetype

,,.0
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APPENDIX A.2

APPROACH

Evaluation of Weather
Objective: Determinethat the student,
1) Adequately assesses appropriateweatherinformation for the presence of severe windshear
o

Weatherreports and forecasts

o

ATIS

o

PIREPS

o

visualcues

o

LLWAS reports

o

Airborne weatherradar

2) Makes a sound decision to continue the approach norrnally,use precautions, or delay.
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Taking Amxouriate Precautions
Objective: Determinethatthe student,
1) Takes the appropriate precautionary measures in the absence of conclusive evidence of a
severe windshearpresence

*

o

Stabilizes approach by 1000 ft AGL

o

Minimizes tlrust reductions and trim changes

o

Uses longest suitablerunway away from windshearthreat

o

Considers using recommended flap setting

o

Considers using correct increased approach airspeed technique

o

Uses autopilotand autothrottleequipment as an aid to windshear reco=tition.

1
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APPROACH

a

Use of StandardOperatingTechniques
Objective: Determine thatthe student,
1) Exhibits adequate knowledge of the correct airspeed, targetpitch attitudeand rate of descent
for normal approaches as a function of gross weight, airplane contlguration, and ambient
conditions.
2) As PNF, monitors the flight instrumentation to iden~

deviations fkom the stabilized

approach criteria
o

Airspeed on targetapproach speed

o

Rate of sink normal

o

Pitch attitudeappropriate to approach configuration

o

Within 1 dot of glideslope (ILS available)

o

Power stabilized appropriateto approach contlguration

3) As PNF, calls out any deviations horn the stabilized approachcriteria.
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APPROACH

WindshearRecovem Technique
Objective: Determine thatthe student,
1)

Initiates

the recommended windshearrecovery techniquesbelow 1000 feet AGL if deviations

from targetconditions exceed:
~15 knots airspeed
~500 fpm vertical speed
~5° pitch attitude
Al dot glideslope deviation (ILS available)
Unusualthrottleposition for a significantperiod of time
2) Makes appropriateuse of thrustcapability
o

Maximum rated

o

Overboost

3) Controls flight path with appropriateuse of pitch attitude
o

Rotates the airplane toward 15° pitch attitudeat the proper rate @D icalh 1 to 2 de~ees
per second]

o

Attempts to maintaina positive rateof climb or minimize altitudeloss

o

Respects stick shaker

4) Maintains appropriateairplanetrim, flap, and landingge~ conf@ration until ground contact
is no longer a factor

e

o

No change in trim

o

No change in landing gear position

o

No change in flap position
A-n
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APPROACH

5) As PNF, makes appropriatecallouts to aid in the recovery
6) Makes a pilot report to the tower, including the maximum airspeed loss or gain, altitude and
location of encounterand airplanetype
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APPENDIX B

PILOT WINDSHEAR GUIDE QUESTIONS

Included in the following appendix are 38 questions designed to test a pilot’s knowledge of the
materialcontained in the Pilot Windshear Guide. The questions are one of three types: multiple
choice, fill in the blank or true/false.
The frostpart of this appendix is the StudentHandout of the Pilot Windshear Guide Questions.
Instructionsfor answeringthe questions areprovided with the questions.
The second part of this appendix is the Instructor Handout of the Pilot Windshear Guide
Questions. This part contains the information in the Student Handout, the correct answers to
each question and the section in the Pilot Windshear Guide where the correct answer may be
found.
●
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PILOT WINDSHEAR GUIDE QUESTIONS

APPENDIX B.1

STUDENT HANDOUT

Instructions
This handout contains 38 questions based on the material in the Pilot Windshear Guide. The
answersto each question can be found in thatdocument. The questions are one of threetypes:
Multiple choice:

Where a choice of four answers to a statementare given, chcle the one
answer which is most correct

Fill in theblank:

Where blanks are offered in the answer, fill in the appropriatenumbers
or words

True/false:

Where a true or false choice is offered, select one

●
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APPENDIX B. 1 STUDENT HANDOUT

Q!!!m@E
1)

2)

The best defense againstthe hazards of low altitudewindshear could be described as:
A)

increased thrustto weight ratio available throughthrust“overboost” techniques.

B)

pilot precautions when a windshearis suspected

C)

avoidance of windshear whenever possible

D)

correct windshearrecovery technique

In a windshear related sumey, what fraction of windshear-relatedincidents/accidents were
attributedto convective storm conditions?
A)

less thanone quarter

B)

less thanone half

C)

more thanone half

*

D)all of them
3)

In the typical thunderstorm, the diameter of the downdraft area would usually be
approximately:
A)

100 to 300 feet

B)

a few hundredfeet to 3000 feet

C)

1 to 5 miles

D)5 to 10 miles
4)

Scientists do not fully understand why some thunderstorms produce microbursts, but
observations indicate that
A)

nearly 7590 of thunderstormsproduce microbursts

B)

almost 5070 of thunderstormsproduce microbursts

C)

25% of thunderstormsproduce a rnicroburst.

D)approximately five percent of thunderstormsproduce microbursts.
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5)

6)

Downdrafts associated with microburstswould usuallyhave a diameterof
A)

100 to 300 feet

B)

a few hundred feet to 3000 feet

C)

1 to 5 miles

D)

5 to 10 miles

When a microburst downdraft reaches the ground, it always spreads out symmetrically in
all directions.

7)

8)

A)

True

B)

False

A horizontal wind speed change across a microburstis greatest:
A)

Prior to the microburst ground contact

B)

When the microburst just contacts the ground

C)

Five minutes after the microburstground contact.

D)

Fifteen minutes after the microburstground contact.

All microbursts can be flown through successfully using the recommended windshear
recovery technique.

9)

A)

True

B)

False

One would expect to fmd microbursts occurring:
A)

only in rain shafts occurring in thunderstorms

B)

in dry air having light rain or virga falling throughit

C)

below low stratusclouds

D)

on the lee side of a mountain slope

*
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In the course of analyzingpast windshear accidents, the first and foremost “lesson
learned” is:
A)

that virtually all windshear encounters are survivable when the proper technique is
utilized.

11)

B)

the need to avoid windshearwhenever possible

C)

thattechnical devices to combat windshear are now available.

D)

pilot error is always to blame.

During a windshear encounterin the air:
A)

airspeed mustbe controlled precisely to fly throughthe shear.

B)

altitudemustbe tradedto restore airspeed to the appropriatereference airspeed

C)

unusualcontrol forces would not be expected

D)

pitch attitudemust be controlled to produce the required flight path
m

12) Regarding windshearencounterson the runway:
A)

these are themost easily handled type, since one need only abort the takeoff.

B)

while these may be easy to recognize, they require specific and unique recovery
techniques.

C)

these may be difficult to reco=@ze since the only indication

may be slower than

normal airspeedincrease.
D)
13)

these result in the highest accident rate.

When encountering a windshearon the runway with insufficient runway left to accelerate to
normal takeoff speed and inadequaterunway to stop:
A)

liftoff may require rotation at less than normal

speeds and lower than normal

attitudes
B)

avoid rotatingto a pitch attitudewhich causes aft body contact

C)

full thrust should not be used

D)

liftoff may require rotation at less than normal speeds and hgher

than normal

attitudes
*
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14)

One way to improve flight crews’ ability to recognize and respond quickly to a windshear
encounteris to:
A)

equip all airplaneswith angle-of-attack indicators

B)

develop effective crew coordination, particularly standard callouts, for use in
routineoperations

C)

assignthe pilot-not-flying the duty to closely monitor airspeed

D)

assign the pilot-not-flying to watch the runway during an approach in marginal
weatherconditions

15)

A rapid or large magnitude airspeed increase, particularlyin areas of convective weather
should:

16)

A)

indicatethe possibility of a forthcoming airspeed decrease

B)

always precede a tailwind shear

C)

be controlled by large thrustreductions

D)

indicatethatyou are out of the windsheararea

In addition to horizontal windspeed and direction changes, downdrafts in the center of a
strongmicroburstmay exist with speeds greaterthan:
A)

3000 @m

B)

2000 fpm

C)

1000 @m

D)

500 @m
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17)

18)

Strong vertical winds within a microburst usually reach theirpeak intensity:
A)

at ground level

B)

below 500 feet AGL

C)

above 500 feet AGL

D)

between 15,000 and 20,000 feet AGL

When encountering
A)

a microburst:

airspeed increases or decreases will always be relatively smooth and unaccompanied
by turbulence

B)

large aileron inputs will not be required to maintain wings level

C)

heavy rain will not be a factor

D)

random stick shakeractivity may occur due to rapid vertical wind changes

19) The use of stick shakeras a guide to airplaneperformance limits presumesthat
A)

the input from the stabilizer to the stick shakercomputer is functioningcorrectly

B)

wing leading edges are clean and smooth and alpha vanes undamaged

C)

the angle-of-attack vane is heated

D) dual stick shaker systems are installed
20)

During a windshear encounter, the vertical speed indicato~
A)

shouId be used as the only source of vertical flight path information

B)

may significantly lag actual airplanerateof climb/descent

C)

is an accurateindicator of actual airplanerate of climbklescent

D)

will not indicate a climb when the aircraftis descending
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21)

22)

The greatestpotentialfor microburst windshearexists:
A)

if the air is hot and dry

B)

if convective clouds are present

C)

when cold moist stable air is forced upward over rising terrain

D)

during gusty wind conditions

When evaluatingavailable weather data, clues to possible windshearmight best be
found by:
A)

examining terminal forecast for potential thunderstorms,rainshowers, gusty winds
and low level windshear (LLWS)

B)

reviewing sequence reports for thunderstorms, rainshowers, blowing dust, large
temperature/dewpointspread, and gusty winds

23)

C)

checking for CONVECTIVE SIGMETS

D)

all of the above

With regard to a Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS) installedat many
airports:

24)

A)

the absence of an alertmeans thatwindshearis not presentat the airport

B)

microburstswill always be detected

C)

detected windshearmagnitudesmaybe underestimated

D)

the magnitudeof a detected windshearcan be easily calculated

Airborne weatheravoidance radarcan detecti
A)

windshear

B)

precipitation associated with convective clouds

C)

microburst outflow winds near the ground

D)

downdrafts
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25)

SimuIatortrainingin the windshearrecovery technique:
A)

will ensure successful recovery from all inadvertentwindshear encounters

B)

cannot reproduce all the elements associated with actual wiudshear encounters

C)

reduces the requirementfor avoidance of windshear

D)

accurately reproduces all the elements associated with an actual windshear
encounter

26)

To properly calculate increasedVR speed as a precautionarytechnique:
A)

Add the value of any reported windshear airspeedloss to your actual weight VR

B)

Add 10% of the actualweight VR speed, not to exceed 20 knots

C)

Add 20 knots to the actualweight VR speed

D)

Use the field length limit maximum weight VR (up to 20 knots over actual weight
VR)

27)

e

When commencing an approach into suspected windshear conditions and
I

precautions are being taken:
A)

never use the auto throttles

B)

auto throttlesshould be monitored closely for inappropriatethrustreductions

C)

the auto throttlesshould not be disconnected in gusting or turbulentconditions

I

D)

auto throttle usage increases pilot workload reducing time available for instrument

I

monitoring
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28)

When calculatingyour approach speed for suspected windshearconditions which
indicateprecautions should be taken:
A)

approach speed maybe increased up to the amount of any reported windshear

B)

any increased approach speed mustbe bled off in the flare prior to touchdown

C)

do not add any extraspeed

D)

an additional 20 knots at touchdown can increase your stopping distance by as much
as 25 percent

29)

To effectively recognize a windshearencounterafter Mt.ofi
A)

standardizedcrew callouts indicatingdeviations from normal instrumentindications
are not required

30)

B)

crews must develop an awareness of normal instrumentindications

C)

the pilot-not-flying must monitor airspeed exclusively

D)

both pilots must look for visual clues outside the cockpit

Below 1000 feet AGL duringtakeoff, flight crews should be preparedto execute the
windshearrecovery techniqueif deviations from targetconditions exceed:
i)

knots indicatedairspeed

ii)

fpm vertical speed

iii)

degrees pitch attitude
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Below 1000 feet AGL during approach, flight crews should be preparedto execute
the windshearrecovery technique if deviations from targetconditions exceed:
i)

knots indicated airspeed

ii)

fpm vertical speed

iii)

degrees pitch attitude

iv)

dot(s) glideslope displacement

v)
32)

unusual

for a significant period of time

The most effective technique for recovering from a windshear encounterwhen
airborne is:
A)

reducing airplanedrag by raising flaps if possible

B)

maintainingthe maximum lift/drag airspeed

C)

increasing thrust to maximum rated and increasing pitch attitude until the stick
shakeris encountered

D)
33)

applying necessary thrustand rotating initiallytoward 15° pitch attitude

Proper pitch control technique for recovery from a low altitudewindshearencounter
after lWoff is to rotate initially toward 15° pitch attitudeand then:
A)

adjustpitch attitudeto maintain an acceptable vertical flight path using intermittent
stick shaker as the upper pitch limit

B)

maintaina constant 15° pitch attitude untilout of the windshearcondition

C)

reduce pitch as necessary to minimize airspeed loss

D)

immediately rotateto the pitch attitudethatproduces stick shakeractivation
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34)

During recovery from an airborne windshearencounterthe correct use of power is
to:

35)

A)

automatically select full “overboost” engine thrust

B)

aggressively apply thrustas necessay to ensureadequateairplaneperformance

C)

engage the autothrottles

D)

use only maximum rated thrust

Regarding the flight director during a windshearencounte~
A)

all flight directorsprovide optimum guidance to recover from a windshear

B)

select the go-around mode for the best recovery guidance

C)

some flight directors may follow targetairspeedsdespite flight pathdegradation

U)

an airspeed referenced flight director should be left on to provide the pilot useful
information

36)

37)

During a windshearencounterrecovery, stick shakeractivation may resulthorn.
A)

low airspeed induced by the windsheartailwind

B)

pilot control of pitch inputs to maintaina positive climb

C)

rapidly changing vertical winds

D)

all of the above

After a successful windshearrecove~, the next step is to:
A)

congratulateyour crew for their exceptional performance

B)

calm the passengers

c) contact your company to report the incident
D)

make a PIREP to ATC as quickly as possible
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38)

When a windshear is encounteredon the runway afterV1 but before VR:
A)

overboost thrustwill ensurethatthe airplaneaccelerates to liftoff speed

B)

delay rotation as long as possible in an attemptto attainVR

C)

avoid aft body contact duringrotation

D)

rotatetoward 15” pitch attitudeby 2000 feet of runway remaining

B-14
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Instructions
This handout contains 38 questions based on the material in the Pilot Windshear Guide. The
answers to each question can be found in thatdocument. The questionsare one of threetypes:
Multiple choice:

Where a choice of four answers to a statementare given, circle the one
answer which is most correct

Fill in the blank

Where blanks are offered in the answer, fill in the appropriatenumbers or
words

True/false:

Where a true or false choice is offered, select one

The correct answers are listed after each question along with the section in the Pilot Windshear
Guide where the correct answer may be found.
●

‘!

,’
I~’
1:
,,:,
>,,
,,

*
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Qmims
1)

The best defense againstthehazardsof low altitudewindshear could be described
as:
A)

increased thrustto weight ratio available throughthrust“overboost” techniques.

B)

pilot precautions when a windshearis suspected

C)

avoidance of windshearwhenever possible

D)

correct windshearrecovery technique
Answen C (Section 2.1)

2)

In a windshearrelated survey, what flaction of windshear-related
incidents/accidents were attributedto convective stonrnconditions?
A)

less than one quarter

B)

less than one half

C)

more than one half

D)

all of them
Answer C (Section 2.2)

3)

In the typical thunderstorm,the diameterof the downdraft area would usually be
approximately:
A)

100 to 300 feet

B)

a few hundredfeet to 3000 feet

C)

1 to 5 miles

D)

5 to 10 miles
Answer: C (Section 2.2)

●
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4)

Scientistsdo not fully understandwhy some thunderstormsproduce microbursts,
but observationsindicate that:
A)

nearly75% of thunderstormsproduce microbursts

B)

almost 50% of thunderstormsproduce microbursts

C)

25% of thunderstormsproduce a microburst.

D)

approximatelyfive percent of thunderstormsproduce microbursts.
Answe~ D (Section 2.2)

5)

Downdrafts associated with rnicroburstswould usually have a diameterok
A)

100 to 300 feet

B)

a few hundredfeet to 3000 feet

c)

1 to 5 miles

D)

5 to 10 miles
&swer: B (Section 2.2)

6)

When a microburstdowndraftreaches the ground, it always spreadsout
symmetricallyin all directions.
A)

True

B)

False
Answer: B (Section 2.2)

9
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7)

A horizontal wind speed change across a microburst is greatest:
A)

Prior to the microburst ground contact

B)

When the microburstjust contacts the ground

C)

Five minutes after the microburst ground contact.

D)

Fifteen minutes after the microburst ground contact.
Answec C (Section 2.2)

8)

All microbursts can be flown throughsuccessfully using the recommended
windshearrecovery technique.
A)

True

B)

False
Answer B (Section 2.2)

9)

One would expect to fmd microbursts occurring:
A)

only in rain shaftsoccurring in thunderstorms

B)

in dry air having light rainor virga falling throughit

C)

below low stratusclouds

D)

on the lee side of a mountainslope
Answer: B (Section 2.2)
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10) In the course of analyzing past windshear accidents, the frostand foremost “lesson

~

learned’ is:
A)

that virtually all windshear encounters are survivable when the proper technique is
utilized.

B)

the need to avoid windshear whenever possible

C)

thattechnical devices to combat windshearare now available.

D)

pilot erroris always to blame.
Answe~ B (Section 2.3)

11)

I

,0

.

During a windshearencounter in the ak
A)

airspeedmust be controlled precisely to fly through the shear.

B)

altitudemust be traded to restore airspeedto the appropriatereference airspeed

C)

unusualcontrol forces would not be expected

D)

pitch attitudemust be controlled to produce the required flight path
Answec D (Section 2.3.1)

12)

Regarding windshear encounters on the runway:
A)

these are the most easily handled type since one need only abortthe takeoff.

B)

while these may be easy to recognize, they require spec~lc and unique recovery
techniques.

c)

these may be difficult to recognize since the only indication may be slower than
normal airspeed increase.

D)

these resultin the highest accident rate.
Answer: C (Section 2.3.2)
●
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13)

When encounteringa windshearon the runway with insufficient runway left to
accelerate to normal takeoff speed and inadequaterunway to stop:
A)

liftoff may require rotation at less than normal speeds and lower than normal
attitudes

B)

avoid rotatingto a pitch attitudewhich causes aft body contact

C)

Ml thrustshould not be used

D)

liftoff may require rotation at less than normal speeds and higher than normal
attitudes
Answec D (Section 2.3.2)

14)

One way to improve flight crews’ ability to recognize and respond quickly to a
windshear encounter is to:
A)

equip all airplaneswith angle-of-attack indicators

B)

develop effective crew coordination, particularly standard callouts, for use in
routine operations

c)

assign the pilot-not-flying the duty to closely monitor airspeed

D)

assign the pilot-not-flying to watch the runway during an approach in marginal
weather conditions
Answe~ B (Sections: 2.3.1,2.3.2, 2.3.3)
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15)

A rapid or large magnitudeairspeedincrease, particularlyin areasof convective
weathershould
A)

indicate the possibility of a forthcoming airspeeddecrease

B)

always precede a tailwind shear

C)

be controlled by large thrustreductions

D)

indicate thatyou are out of the windsheararea
Answer: A (Section 2.3.4)

16)

In additionto horizontal windspeed and direction changes, downdrafts in the center
of a strongmicroburstmay exist with speeds greaterthan:
A)

3000 fpm

B)

2000 fpm

C)

1000 fpm

D)

500 fpm
Answer: A (Section 2.3.4)

17)

Strong vertical winds within a microburst usually reach their peak intensity:
A)

at ground level

B)

below 500 feet AGL

C)

above 500 feet AGL

D)

between 15,000 and 20,000 feet AGL
Answer: C (Section 2.3.4)
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18) When encountering a microbursc
A)

airspeed increases

or

decreases will

always be

relatively smooth

unaccompanied by turbulence
B)

large aileron inputs will not be required to maintainwings level

C)

heavy rainwill not be a factor

D)

random stick shaker activity may occur due to rapid vertical wind changes
Answe~ D (Section 2.3.4)

19)

The use of stick shaker as a guide to airplane performance

limits presumes that:

A)

the input from the stabilizer to the stick shaker computer is functioning correctly

B)

wing leading edges are clean and smooth and alpha vanes undamaged

C)

the angle-of-attack

D)

dual stick shakersystems are installed

vane is heated

Answe~ B (Section 2.3.4)
20)

During a windshear encounter, the vertical speed indicator
A)

should be used as the only source of vertical flight path information

B)

may significantly lag actual airplanerate of climb/descent

C)

is an accurateindicator of actualairplane rate of climb/descent

D)

will not indicate a climb when the aircraft is descending
Answe~ B (Section 2.3.4)
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21)

The greatestpotential for rnicroburstwindshear exists:
A)

if the air is hot and dry

B)

if convective clouds are present

C)

when cold moist stable air is forced upward over rising terrain

D)

duringgusty wind conditions
Answe~ B (Section 2.4.1)

22)

When evaluatingavailable weatherdata, clues to possible windshearmight best be
found by:
A)

examin.ing terminal forecast for potential thunderstorms,rainshowers, gusty winds
and low level windshear (LLWS)

B)

reviewing sequence reports for thunderstorms, rainshowers, blowing dust, large
temperature/dewpointspread,and gusty winds

C)

checking for CONVECTIVE SIGMETS

D)

all of the above
Answe~ D (Section 2.4.1)

23)

With regardto a Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS) installedat many
airports:
A)

the absence of an alertmeans that windshear is not present at the airport

B)

microburstswill always be detected

C)

detected windshearmagnitudesmaybe underestimated

D)

the magnitudeof a detected windshear can be easily calculated
Answe~ C (Section 2.4.1)

●
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24)

Airborne weather avoidance radarcan detect:
A)

windshear

B)

precipitation associated with convective clouds

C)

microburst outflow winds near the ground

D)

downdrafts
Answer: B (Section 2.4.1)

25)

Simulator trainingin the windshearrecovery technique:
A)

will ensure successful recovery from all inadvertentwindshew encounters

B)

cannot reproduce all the elements associated with actual windshearencounters

C)

reduces the reauirernent
for avoidance of windshear
.

D)

accurately reproduces all the elements associated with an actual windshear
*

encounter
Answe~ B (Section 2.4.2)
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To properly calculate increased VR speed as a precautionarytechnique:
A)

Add the value of any reportedwindshearairspeed loss to your actual weight VR

B)

Add 1O$ZO
of the actual weight VR speed, not to exceed 20 knots

C)

Add 20 knots to the actualweight VR speed

D)

Use the field length limit maximum weight VR (up to 20 knots over actual weight
VR)
Answe~ D (Section 2.4.3.1)

27)

When commencing an approach into suspectedwindshearconditions and
precautions are being taken:

*

A)

never use the auto throttles

B)

auto throttlesshould be monitored closely for inappropriatethrustreductions

C)

the auto throttlesshould not be disconnected in gusting or turbulentconditions

D)

auto throttleusage increases pilot workload reducing time available for instrument
monitotig
Answer: B (Section 2.4.3.2)
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When calculating your approach speed for suspected windshear conditions which
indicateprecautions should be taken:
A)

approach speed maybe increased up to the amount of any reported windshear

B)

any increased approach speed must be bled off in the flare prior to touchdown

C)

do not add any extraspeed

D)

an additional 20 knots at touchdown can increase your stopping distance by as much
as 25 percent
Answe~ D (Section 2.4.3.2)

29)

To effectively recognize a windshearencounterafter liftofi
A)

standardizedcrew callouts indicatingdeviations from normal instrumentindications
are not required

B)

crews must develop an awareness of normal instrumentindications

C)

the pilot-not-flying must monitor airspeed exclusively

D)

both pilots must look for visual clues outside the cockpit
Answec B (Section 2.4.4)
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30)

Below 1000 feet AGL during takeoff, flight crews should be prepared to execute the
windshear recovery technique if deviations from target conditions exceed:
i)

knots indicated airspeed

ii)
. .

@m vertical speed
degrees pitch attitude
Answe~ *15, 5500,55 (Section 2.4.4)

31)

Below 1000 feet AGL during approach, flight crews should be preparedto execute
the windshearrecovery technique if deviations from targetconditions exceed:

e

i)

knots indicated airspeed

ii)
. .

fpm vertical speed

iv)

dot(s) glideslope displacement

v)

degrees pitch attitude
unusual
Answec

32)

for a signillcant period of time
*15, tiOO, H, +1, throttle position (Section 2.4.4)

The most effective technique for recovering from a windshearencounterwhen
airborneis:
A)

reducing airplanedrag by raisingflaps if possible

B)

maintainingthe maximum liftidrag airspeed

C)

increasing thrust to maximum rated and increasing pitch attitude until the stick
shakeris encountered

D)

applying necessary thrustand rotatinginitially toward 15° pitch attitude
Answer: D (Section 2.4.5.1/3)
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33)

Proper pitch control technique for recove~ from a low altitudewindshearencounter
after liftoff is to rotateinitially toward 15° pitch attitudeand then:
A)

adjust pitch attitudeto maintainan acceptable vertical flight path using intermittent
stick shaker as the upperpitch limit

B)

maintain a constant 15° pitch attitudeuntilout of the windshear condition

C)

reduce pitch as necessary to minimize airspeedloss

D)

immediately rotateto the pitch attitudethatproduces stick shakeractivation
Answer: A (Section 2.4.5.2)

34)

During recovery from an airbornewindshearencounterthe correct use of power is
to:
A)

automatically select full “overboost” engine thrust

B)

aggressively apply thrustas necessary to ensureadequate airplaneperformance

C)

engage the auto throttles

D)

use only maximum ratedthrust
Answe~ B (Section 2.4.5.1/3)
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35)

Regarding the flight director during a windshearencounte~
A)

all flight directorsprovide optimum guidance to recover from a windshear

B)

select the go-around mode for thebest recovery guidance

C)

some flight directors may follow targetairspeeds despite flight path degradation

D)

an airspeed referenced flight director should be left on to provide the pilot useful
information
Answe~ C (Section 2.4.5.1/3)

36)

During a windshear encounterrecovery, stick shakeractivationmay resultfrom:
A)

low airspeed induced by the windsheartailwind

B)

pilot control of pitch inputs to maintaina positive climb

C)

rapidly changing vertical winds

D)

all of the above
Answe~ D (Section 2.4.5.1/3)

37)

After a successful windshearrecovery, thenext step is to:
A)

congratulateyour crew for theirexceptional performance

B)

calm the passengers

C)

contact your company to report theincident

D)

make a PIREP to ATC as quickly as possible
Answer: D (Section 2.4.5.1/3)
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38)

When a windshearis encountered on the runway after VI but before VR:
A)

overboost thrustwill ensure thatthe airplaneacceleratesto liftoff speed

B)

delay rotation as long as possible in an attemptto attainVR

C)

avoid aft body contact duringrotation

D)

rotatetoward 15° pitch attitudeby 2000 feet of runway remaining
Answer: D (Section 2.4.5.2)
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APPENDIX C VIDEO 2 SCRIPT “A WindshearAvoided”

NARRATION SCRIPT

Time...as Mr. Webster defines it...a measurable interval...or...a period between two events in
which somethins happens.
Time...Aviation runs to its beat....ln fact, its success is often rated in terms of being “on-time”.
Sometimes however, being “on-time” is not eitherpossible or prudent...and more often than not,
you’ll find thatat least one of the reasons is weather.
How do time and weather fit together? Well, one particularly dangerous weather phenomenon
that must be avoided is severe windshear...And in the next few minutes we want to demonstrate
how, a flight crew can improve its ability to avoid this hazardous condition...
~d...about

that critical time...maybe no more than ~ seconds...in which flight crews must react

quickly and correctly if they do encounter an unexpected windshear on takeoff or landing...
But let’s startby understandingthatthe only safe windshear is...
A WTNDSHEAR AVOIDED...
Severe windshear, as far as aviation is concerned, is most often defined as a rapid change in wind
velocity andor direction that results in an airspeed change of more than 15 knots... or a vertical
speed change of 500 feet per minute.
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A severe windshear encounter on takeoff... or on approach should be considered ~
serious..since a pilot has less altitude @

time in which to recover...as well as takeoff and

landingbeing the times at which the flight deck workload is heaviest.
The statisticsspeak dramaticallyas to @

lethal they can be...

In the decade from 1976 to 1986, windshear related accidents accounted for nearly40 percent of
the fatalitiesresultingfrom accidents in major air carrieroperations in the United States.
With air trfilc in the U.S. on the increase...the exposure to signiilcant windshearconditions will
also increase as more flights arrive and depart at times and places where the potential for a
windshearencounterexists...
Windshear can result from a variety of conditions...However the most severe and dangerous
shearsare produced by eithernon-convective frontal conditions or convective air masses such as
thunderstorms.
Thunderstormsdevelop as a result of either localized heating at the earth’s surface...or warm
moist air, moving up and over cool air in both warm and cold fkonts...causingconvection.
As the moist air rises and is cooled,...precipitation develops creating a vertical downflow which
spreadsout horizontally...in all directions.
In

a

typical thunderstorm the down-draft area is fairly large, from one to five miles in

diameter...andalthough the outflow may produce a large change in wind speed, it occurs over
enough distanceto reduce the effect on aircraft.
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However, the smaller in diameter, and potentially more dangerousconvective windshears,known
as microbursts,~

a serious threatto aircraft.

The downdrafts associated with a microburst are generally only a few hundredfeet to a half-mile
in diameter.
‘Ilk

rare time lapse film shows the life cycle of an actual microburst...’l%e time span is

compressed from almost seven minutes to thirtyseconds...At the onset, the heavy rain core from
a thunderstorm can be seen..and as the microburst develops, the downflow diverges into an
intenseoutflow near the ground.
In addition to sustaineddowndrafts, shortduration reversalsin vertical winds can exist due to the
horizontal vortices associated with microbursts.
To the left of the microburst, a cloud formed by an updraft associated with the vortex is also
o

visible.
Microbursts may@

be symmetrical...andthe outflow on one side of a microburst might be less

severe thanthe outflow ilom the other side.
“Wet” or “thunderstorm”microbursts are most often associated with heavy rain...whereas “dry”
rnicroburstsoccur in situations where there is virga which is precipitationthatevaporates before
it reaches the ground.

The virga associated with microbursts originates horn high-based

convective clouds.
Research indicates that the average wind speed change in a mical
intensityis nearly ~

microburst at its peak

knots. The typical microburst will intensifyfor about five minutes after it

fust touches the ground...and during thattime may increase up to threetimes its original stren=@
before it startsto dissipate.
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*

It’s very important

to understand that some microbursts cannot be successfully traversed using

any lmown piloting technique, so it is CRITICAL TO AVOID ALL KNOWN SEVERE

WINDSHEARS.
Unfortunately, there is ~

deftitive detection and warning system capable of measuring the

existence or intensitvof windshear along the intendedflight path.
However, there ~

some very important clues that indicate the potential exists for microburst

windshear.
For instance, we know where a microburst encounter is most likely....this shows, from high to
low, the frequency pattern of U.S. thunderstorm activity...and since some microbursts are
associated with these storms..the areas with the highest probability of a thunderstormrelated

o

microburst can be identiled.
We also know thatthe relatively arid conditions in the “inter-mountain”and “high “plains”regions
of the United Statesincrease the potentialfor “dry” microburstsin those areas.
Pilots should also evaluate the weather at their departure @

destination airports for any

indication of windshear.
Weather reports calling for gusty winds...heavy rain...or thunderstormsshould alert pilots to the
potentialfor “wet” rnicroburstconditions...
And a report of a thirty to ftity degrees Fahrenheittemperature/dewpoint spread should be a
warningthatconditions are “right” for microbursts.
In some cases terminal weather forecasts may also include a low level, meaning low-altitude,
windshearforecast derived from National Weather Service observations.
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A pre-flight weather evaluation should also include a check of CONVECTIVE SIGMETS.
These reports concentrateon weatherconditions thatare particularlyhazardousto aviation...
An equally importantpart of the weather evaluationroutine must be done by flight crews prior to
departureor approach...since there~

also visual clues as to the presence of windshear.

For example, thunderstorms...Virgafrom high based clouds...hcalized

blowing dust...especially

in a circular or elliptical pattem...Rain shafts with rain diverging away from the core in all
directions...Or any indication of tornado-like activity such as funnel shaped clouds ...or actual
tornadoes.
Since, with the exception of lightning , these clues are not visible at night, special care should be
taken during non-daylight operations because microbursts can occur wherever there are
convective storms.
In addition to visual clues other sources of information about potential windshear activity ~
available...One of these, the Low Level Windshear Alert System...called LLWAS...is in use at
over one-hundredU.S. airports...
The system is designed to detect wind speed and direction variances between five or more
outlying sensors and a reference sensor located at, or near, centetileld.
Since some microbursts are so small in diameter they can pass between sensor stations...The
system is not as effective in detecting this type of windshear.
However, if preset limits ~

exceeded air traffic control will report the relevantwind information

to aircraft in the terminal area..which should be considered by pilots as an indication of the
presence of windshear.
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urged to use their on-board radars to scan for convective weather echoes in the

immediate terminalareaas a potential indicator of windshear...
Although in some cases such as the “dry” environment microburst, a hazardous windshear may
reflect weak echoes or...no echoes at all...And as you can see here even if the radar is
monochromatic its use is equally effective in identifying convective storm cells that could
indicate potentialmicroburstactivity.
One final point about windshear

avoidance...One

of the best sources of information

is pilot

reports...or PIREPS as they’re called...
A windshearPIREP should cover...the location where the shear was encountered...an estimate of
it’s ma=titude...andthe type of airplaneinvolved.
Pilots are also encouraged to include a plain language description of what occurred...since this
can often be a more clear warning thananythingelse of exactly what to expect.
A windshear PIREP should alert other approach and departure traffic since it is Imown that
microburstscan intensfi very quickly.
These clues should be kept in perspective...since some are obviously of greaterimportance than
others and in most cases, the greater the distance any of these clues occur Ilom the departureor
destinationairport,the less relative importancethey have.
However it is also important to understand that each piece of windshear evidence is
cumulative...and if more than one of these indicators is present the potential for rnicroburst
windshearactivityis higher.
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and@ inadvertentlyfmd themselves in significant windshearsituations...and

it is importantto understandexactly what effect severe windshearhas“onan airplane.
In this instance the windshear ~ symmetrical

so the headwind at the onset of the encounter and

would act to increase airspeed, however in the downdraft and tailwind producing outflow area of
the windshear, the decreasing airspeed may produce a high rate of descent...
Windshear has been recognized as being a threat to aviation to the extent that a major industrywide study was undertaken in 1986 to analyze past windshew accidents and incidents.
A team of pilots, engineers and meteorologists investigated all elements that could have
conceivably contributedto the accidents.
The frost step in the process was to review accident and incident data so models of the wind

o

components could be re-created.
These wind models were then used in piloted simulations
which ordinary flight techniques were employed...In

of routine takeoffs and landings in

almost every case the pilot’s reactions were

nearly identical to information recovered from the flight data recorders.
This accident and weather data was then used to reconstruct each event to determine.-.WHAT
OCCURRED? ...WAS SUFFICIENT AIIWIANE PERFORMANCE AVAILABLE TO HAVE
PREVENTED

THE

ACCIDENT? ...and.

if

SO...WHY

WAS

THE

POTENTIAL

PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY NOT USED?
The two most important conclusions were that the onset of a windshear encounter was often
quite dil%cult to reco=tize...and there was very limited time available...often no more than @
seconds, to react appropriately.

a
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The analysis of after-liftoff windshear encounters...showed that, although initial trends in
airspeed, pitch attitudevertical speed and altitude may have appeared normal...if the windshear
was encountered before a stabilized climb was established,it was more difficult to detect.
And without immediate reco=tition, as the airspeed decreased, the loss of lift and naturalpitchdown tendency of the airplaneto regain trim airspeedresultedin a reduced climb rate...anda loss
of altitude...
In some cases pitch attitude was allowed to decrease 5 to 10 degrees below the normal value
before the crew took corrective action to control the flight path.
In many cases this required using unusual stick forces. However, if pilots took this action...and
accepted the low airspeed...cntical flight path degradation,in most cases, could be prevented.
It was also found that training emphasizing a reduction in pitch attitudeas the response to the
decreasing airspeed,delayed the appropriateaction.
In their analysis of windshears encountered ON THE RUNWAY, they observed that timely
recognition was also a problem. ..since the only indication might be a slower thannormal airspeed
increase, which could be difficult to recognize as windshearif therewere gusty winds.
If a reduced thrusttakeoff was used, an immediate increase in thrustwas necessary to provide
increased performance potential.
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It was also noted that if insufficient runway remained to accelerate to the normal takeoff
speed...or stop safely...Pilots should initiate rotation at less than the normal rotation speed.
However, lift-off under these conditions required the use of higher-than-normalpitch attitudes
and control forces.
Survival in an on-the-runway encounter could depend on a pilot’s ability to overcome previous
trainingand use a higher thannormal pitch attitude.
On amx-each...hehe
researchersnoted thatin some cases, a decreasing performance trend could be
masked by gradualincreases in thrust.
They also speculated that poor weather conditions often associated with windshear, caused an
increased workload...and detracted from proper instrument monitoring, which contributed to a
delay in reco.tition of a windshearencounter.
The last phase of the research focused on determining if there was a recovery technique or
procedure thatwould aid pilots in the event of an inadvertentwindshear encounter...
Many different techniques were evaluated and tested, taking into consideration microburst
characteristics...airplane performance and the need, from a human standpoint, to keep the
technique as practical as possible ....The resultwas a technique, which although not best in evem
situation, was most effective in a wide variety of situations. Simply stated, the recovery
technique involved the use of pitch attitudeand thrustto restore or maintainflight path control.
The final conclusion of the studywas thatfright crews needed to plan or process to assist them in
dealing with the possibility of windshear.
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The resultis a simple seriesof flight crew actions thatcan be applied on every flight.
The fust step is to EVALUATE THE WEATHER...and ask the question “are there any sires of
windshear?”

1

This action recognizes thatAVOIDANCE must be regarded as the absolute frostline of defense

1

against severe windshear.

I

The second phase of the process is to ask the question...”Is it safe to continue?” A takeoff or
approach mustbe delayed untilthe answer is...YES.
The next action is to consider the use of precautionaryprocedures when no serious threat of
windshear actually exists, but some of the indicators~

9

present.

They include using maximum rated thrust levels...considering the use of recommended flap
settings..using the longest suitablerunway...considering the use of increased takeoff rotation and
approach speeds..and whetheror not to use automatedsystems.
The next step...theuse of standardoperating techniques, should be practiced on every takeoff and
landing since they increasecrew awareness@

coordination.

Crew awareness involves developing a knowledge of normal flight instrumentvalues of pitch
attitude...rateof climb or descent...and airspeed...so deviations from normal values that might
indicate the early onset of a windshearcan be recognized.
Crew coordination involves understandingcrew roles and the use of clear, standardized ca.1.louts
by the non-flying pilot to indicateflight path deviations...
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In this way the entire crew is involved in the all important task of looking for cockpit indications
of windshear.
Should an inadvertent windshear encounter occur...imrnediately on reco=tition the crew must
perform the final phase of the flight crew actions...THE RECOVERY.
The key points in the recovery procedure are...
THRUST must be applied immediately @

aggressively...Avoiding engine overboost unless

necessary to ensureai.q?lanesafety.
PITCH ATTITUD E shouid initially be adjusted toward an attitude of approximately fifteen
degrees...
~ the resultingflight path at ftiteen degrees to not acceptable, a pitch attitudein excess of fifteen
degrees may be required. However, to avoid stick shaker and maintain adequate margin over
stall, the pitch attitudemay need to be reduced below fifteen degrees.
AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION, flaps and landing gear, should be maintained until an
acceptable flight path is restored.
One final point, MAKE A PILOT REPORT OF THE ENCOUNTER

to air traffic control as soon

as Possible.
This is important since microbursts
encounter a non-survivable
Remember...THE

are known to intensify rapidly ...and a following flight may

shear.

ONLY SAFE W13VJXHEAR IS...A WINDSHE#@
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NARRATION SCRIPT

The problem thatyou have watched this crew attemptto manage in a simulator,is a good
example of what can happen in an actual windshear encounter to any of you. They were given no
indication thatthey would be working in a windshear environment...SOto be fair, they didn’t have
what should be your first option...AVOIDANCE...
Because most often, the decision to delay and avoid is the result of an accumulation of clues that
come from meteorological reports..in-flight observations..on-board weatherradar....terminal
information...and PIREPS.
Keep in mind thatre~ardlessof the fact thatthe probability of a severe windshearencounteris
admittedlylow...
THERE HAVE BEEN SHEARS RECORDED THAT EXCEED THE PERFORMANCE
Capability

OF ~

COMMERCIAL

JET TRANSPORT

AIRPLANES...AVOID

SEVERE

WIN-DSHEAR.
To aid pilots flying at times and places where the potential for windshearexists...a set of flight
crew actions has been developed thatcan be use done every flight...
The first step is to EVALUATE WEATHER CONDITIONS for any clues thatindicate the
potential for windshear exists at eitherthe departureor destinationairport...This evaluationwill
assist crews in making a difficult decision thatis rarely clear-cut, and almost always subjective...
Unless the question “is it safe to continue?” can be answered YES...the departureor landing must
be delayed until conditions improve.
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*

If the weather evaluationyields w clues of potential windshear,flight crews should proceed,
using standardoperatingtechniques thatpromote the early recognition of the onset of an
unexpected windshear...
There are situationshowever, when there ~

clues that,while not clearly enough defined to

dictate delay, can be interpretedas indications thatconditions are “right” for windshear
activity...In these instances,pilots should consider the ~

step of the flight crew actions...the

use of PrecautionaryTechniques.
Although avoidance is unquestionably the best precaution...usingthe PRECAUTIONARY
TECHNIQUES, developed throughpiloted simulationsof actualmicroburstwindshear
encounters,can reduce the effect of an unexpected windshearencounter. They are...On
takeoff...Use maximum rated takeoff thrust..and consider use of recommended flap
settings...consideruse of increased rotation speed...and DO NOT use speed referencedflight
directors unless ecmippedwith windshear recovery swidance, and use the longest suitable
runway.
On approach...Establisha stabilized approach no laterthan 1,000 feet AGL...Minirnize thrust
reductions..use the longest suitablerunway...consider the use increased approach speed...and
consider the use of auto flight systems and the flight director.
Using these precautions should not bias a pilot’s go/no-go decision in thego direction...since they
each have a relatively small effect on the outcome of a windshearencounter.
The next phase in the process is the use of STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES thathelp
crews to recognize the onset of windshear.
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These procedures which emphasize crew awarenessand the use of standardcallouts, should be
used on a regularbasis...SOthatthey become a part of the crew’s routine. In the event of a
windshear encounter they will increasethe likelihood of early recognition.
In addition, crews must monitor verticalflightpathvalues on a day-to-day basis, so they have a
clear understandingof normal conditions...
On takeoff...pilots should know@

use the all-engine initial climb pitch attitudeand give less

emphasis to strictairspeed control untilterrainclearance is assured.
On auproach, the flight crew should monitor airspeed...attitudaltitudetverticalrtical
speed...glidepath...and thrust;for abnormalreadings or settingthatindicate vertical flightpath
deg-radation. It is particularlyimportantto crosscheck flight director commands with vertical
flightpath displays which are the primaryflightpathreferences.
The recognition of a windshear encounterduringthe takeoff roll also may be very ‘difficult since
the only indications may be unusualairspeedfluctuations or a slow or en-aticairspeed increase.
On takeoff g approach the callouts should inform the pilot flying of any signiilcant deviations
from normal...And the pilot flying should be prepared to initiaterecovery immediately if there
are unusualchanges in excess of...
plus or minus 15 knots indicated airspeed...
or plus or minus 500 feet-per-minute

vertical speed...

or plus or minus 5 degrees pitch attitude...
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and additionally...on approach plus or minus 1 dot glideslope displacement...
~ an unusualthrottleposition for a significantperiod of time...
Keep in mind however, these are@

exact criteriasince other factors including rate-of-change

must be takeninto consideration. Pilots must make the final determinationwhen and M to move
to the last step of the flight crew actions, which is...USING THE RECOMMENDED
WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUE...
Simply stated,the technique involves...the use of THRUST...controlling the flight path with
pitch, with an initialtargetPITCH ATTITUDE of 15 DEGREES...and NIMNTAINING THE
EXISTING AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION ...
It is very importantthatpilots understandthatthe purpose of the technique is NOT to enable
them to FLY THROUGH windshears...BUTratherto RECOVER ftom situationswhere they
have INADVERTENTLY encountereda severe shear.
Let’s look at the specifics of the recovery procedure applied on a windshearencountered-r

lift-

off. ..
SYNC-SOUND SEC)UENCE
THRUST mustbe applied immediately@

aggressively...Avoiding overboost unless necessary

to ensure airplanesafety...
PITCH ATITTUDE should be increased~ decreased at a normal rate, toward an initial target
attitudeof 15 degrees.
If the flight path is acceptable at 15 degrees maintainthis pitch attitude.
If it is unacceptablecontinue to adjustpitch smoothly, in small increments,until an acceptable
vertical flightpath~ attained.
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The upper pitch limit is stick shaker activation...If

this occurs...reduce

stick shaker is no longer activated and continue to fly at intermittent

the pitch attitude until the
stick shaker...In severe

shears stick shaker may occur at pitch attitudes below 15 degrees.

REMEMJ3ER...itis necessary to maintainan adequate stall margin in addition to minimizing
altitudeloss. If a pitch attitudebelow 15 degrees is required to deactivate the stick shaker,pilots
should again increase pitch toward 15 degrees as soon as possible.
Pilots may also find thatunusuallyhigh stick forces are required to control the pitch attitude...but
by takingthis action and accepting the low airspeed they have a better chance of avoiding a
critical altitudeloss.
Finally, MAINTAIN the flap and gear CONFIGURATION until clear of the encounter..lf a
windshearis encountered duringthe takeoff roll and there is not sufficient runway left to
accelerate to normal takeoff speed...0J stop...pilots must increase thrustand initiatea normal
rotationtoward 15 degrees no laterthan 2000 feet before the end of the usable runway even if the
airsueedis low.
In this situation, the increase pitch attituderequired to lift off may result in a tail strike with some
airplanes.
After lift-off, continue to adjust the aircmft pitch attitudeto control the flightpath.
On approach the recovery procedure is the same. Let’s watch this crew as they apply the
procedure in a highly turbulentwindshear encounter...pay particularattentionto the
complications superimposed on an already difficult situation.
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Notice how, althoughturbulenceincreases the pilots work load...it does not change thebasic
recovery technique...Forinstance maintainingpitch within plus or minus two degrees maybe the
best a pilot can do...Also, listen to how the callouts aid the pilot flying in takingthe appropriate
actions.
SYNC SOUND SEC)UENCE
The message here is simple...if you do inadvertentlyencountera severe windshearPITCH
ATTITUDE and THRUST may be your only remainingoption...
And remember SEVERE WINDSHEAR IS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS@

difil-icultto

recognize, be alertfor the warning signs... and AVOID IT, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE...
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WEATHER EVALUATION EXERCISES

APPENDIX E

T’& appendix contains 12 operational weather evaluation exercises designed to increase a pilot’s
understanding

of weather information,

ordinarily at his disposal, from which he may be able to

determine the possible presence of microburst windshear which can threaten flight operations
during takeoff or landing.
The format of these exercises follows the weather evaluation process described in Section 2.4.1
of the Pilot Windshear Guide.
Each weather evaluation exercise is desigaed to present a situation(e.g. in dispatch, taxiing for
takeoff, commencing approach) and weather information from which the pilot must rate the
probability of microburst windshear presence. To aid the pilot in making this determination,
each exercise provides a set of specific weather questions, called evaluation factors. Some of
these factors apply to the given weather information. Based on these evaluation factors, the
probabil@ of a microburst windshear can then be assessed. In some questions, the pilot then is
asked to decide on a course of action based on his assessmentof the weather.
*
The first part of this appendix is the StudentHandout of the Weather Evaluation Exercises. All
the necessary instructions, information and questions necessary for rating the probability of
rnicroburst windshear presence are contained. (Except for those exercises utilizing pictorial
information as visual clues. The appropriatesource for this information is noted.)
The second part of this appendix is the liMructor Handout of the Weather Evaluation Exercise.
The same information as in the Student Handout is contained as well as the answers to the
exercise questions.
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STUDENT HANDOUT

Instructions
Included in this handout are 12 operational weather evaluation exercises designed to aid you in
your understandingof weather information that may be used to determine the possible presence
of microburst

windshear.

The format of these exercises follows the weather evaluation process

described in Section 2.4.1 of the Pilot Windshear Guide.
Each weather evaluation exercise presents you with a situation (e.g. in dispatch, taxiing for
0 takeoff or commencing approach) and weather information from which you can rate the
probability of rnicroburstwindshear presence. To aid you in making this determination, each
exercise provides a set of specific weatherquestions, called evaluation factors. Based on these
evaluation factors, the probability of microburst windshear presence can then be assessed. In
some of the questions, you then are asked to decide on a possible course of action based on your
assessment of the weather.
CAUTION:

CURRENTLY NO QUALITATIVE MEANS EXIST FOR DETERMINING THE

PRESENCE OR INTENSITY OF MICROBURST WINDSHEAR.
Suggested answers to each weather evaluationexercise have been provided to your instructor, as
well as a discussion of the factors that tend to support that answer, based on the weather
evaluation process found in the Pilot Windshear Guide. This process is not intended to replace
good pilot judgement but is intended to help you make betterjudgments.

To gain the maximum

benefit from these weatherevaluation exercises, discuss them fidly with your instructoror fellow
studentsas appropriate.
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Exercise 1
0

Situation

You are a crewrnemberof a flight which is scheduled to depart from Kansas City for Cleveland
at 19002. Prior to departure,you are given the following Kansas City weatherinformation in the
dispatch office.
o

WeatherInformation

MCI 1752 CLR 50 169/83/42/1305/026/808 110058
MCI 1650 CLR 50 173/83/45/1206/028/SML CU OMTNS S-NW
MCI 1551 CLR 45 175/78/46/1805/028/FEW CU DVLPG S-SW
MCI IW27 271616 CLR. 20280 SCT 250 SCT. 032 CLR. 10Z VFR NO CIG.. ‘

●
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Kansas City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your planned takeoff.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intended fight path ................................. YES /NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES I NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. ~S / NO
- a rtishower ............................................................................................................ YES / NO
- fi@tig
.................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- vkga ........................................................................................................................ =S I NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... ~S / NO
- temperature/dewpointspreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES /NO
2) h

onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YES I No

3) A PIKEP of airspeed loss or gain
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. ~S / NO
- less than 15 tiots .................................................................................................... YES / NO
4) An LLWAS alerthvindvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. ~S
- less than 20 bets .................................................................................................... ~S

/ NO
/ NO

5) A forecast of convective weather ............................................................................. YES /NO
c
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encounteringrnicroburst
windshearduring your planned takeofi
NONE

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH
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Exercise 2
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is scheduled to depart from Salt Lake City for San
Francisco at 2000Z.

Prior to departure, you are given the following Salt Lake City weather

information in the dispatch office.
o

Weather Information

SLC 185090 SCT 250 -SCT 60 091/84/45/2907/004/CU S-W-NW
SLC 1750250 SCT 60 103/79/43/2807/O07/CU S-W-NW/ 714110661
SLC 1650 CLR 60 108/77/42/3106/008/CU S-W-NW SC SE-SW
SLC FT18 181616 CLR. 17Z 150 SCT 1808 TRW- VCNTY. 03Z 250 -SCT.
10Z VFR..

,’

,“
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Salt Lake City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your planned takeoff.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintended flight path ................................. YES / NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weather associated witi.
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES I NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES /NO
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- virga........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES /NO
- temperatnre/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES /NO
2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YES / NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than 15 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
4) An LLWAS alertbind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than20 Imots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YES i NO
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o Probability of Microburst Windshear
Based on your answersto the evaluationfactors, ratethe probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduringyour planned takeoff
NONE

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

●
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Exercise 3
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is scheduled to departChicago for a scheduled arrivalin
Denver at 23 19Z. Prior to departure,you me given the following Denver weather information in
the dispatch office.
o

Weather Information

DEN 185080 SCT 120 SCT 250 -BICN60 087/85/40/3610/003
DEN 175080 SCT 120 SCT 250 SCT 60 034/85/40/0213/O03/ACCAS NE-SE/ 500118159
DEN 165080 SCT 120 SCT 60 081/82/44/3205/002
DEN FT19 19161670 SCT 250 SCT. 20Z C70 BKN 2312 CHC TRW-A G35
04Z 120 SCT 250 SCT OCNL 0415. 10Z MVFR CIG..
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your planned arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintendedflight path ................................. YES / NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is thisconvective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipi~tion .................................................................................................. YES /NO
- a rtishower ............................................................................................................ YES / NO
- tightig .................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- v~ga ........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence .............................................................................. YES /NO
- temperature/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES I NO
2) An onboard windshear detection system alert.......................................................... YES / NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than IS knots ................................................................................................... YES / NO
4) An LLWAS alerthvindvelocity change
-20 knots or greater ................................................................................................. YES /NO
- less than20 knots ................................................................................................... YES / NO
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YES /NO
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountering a microburst
windshear during your planned approach at Denve~
NONE

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

●
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Exercise 4
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is taxiingfor takeoff on runway 32R at Chicago, O’Hare
Internationalat 15252.
0

Weather Information

Prior to departingthe gate, you received the following ATIS information:
‘This is OHare information Bravo, 1515 Zulu, estimated ceiling 500 feet overcast,
visibility one and one-half miles in light drizzle and fog, temperature54, dewpoint 50,
wind 020 at 5, altimeter30.02, departingrunways 27 left, 32 left from T1 imd 32 right.”
As you taxi toward the runway, the tower reportsthe wind as light and variable.

●

*
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the O’Hare weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your departure.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintended flight path. ................................ YES f NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weather associated with:
- localized strongwinds ............................................................................................ YES
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES
- a r~shower ............................................................................................................ YES
- Iightig .................................................................................................................. YES
- virga........................................................................................................................ YES
- moderate or greaterturbulence ............................................................................... YES

/NO
/NO
I NO
I NO
I NO
i NO

- temperature/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
Ftie&eit ...............................................................................................................- =S

/ NO

2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES i NO

3) A PIREP of airspeedloss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES i NO
- less than 15 lmots .................................................................................................... Y-Esi Ml
4) An LLWAS alerthvindvelocity change:
-20 lmots or greater.................................................................................................. YES /NO
- less than20 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weather.. ............................................................................ YES I NO
●
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluationfactors, ratethe probability of encounteringa rnicroburst
windshearduringyour takeoi%
NONE
o

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):

e

_

Standardoperatingtechniques

_

Standardoperatingtechniques and precautions

_

Avoidance
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Exercise 5
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is taxiing for takeoff on runway 35 at Omaha, Eppley
Field at 2020 Z.
o

Weather Information

prior to departingthe gate, you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Eppley information Whiskey, 2005 Zulu, one thousand scattere~ visibility 5,
temperature90, dewpoint 54, wind 020 variable 080, 15 gusting to 25, altimeter 30.05,
departingrunways 35 and 32, virga northeast.”
As you taxi toward runway 35L, the tower reports the wind is 090 at 15 gusting to 20. You note
that the windsock at the departure end of the runway is very active indicating the wind to be
approximately 080 degrees at 15 gusting to 20 knots. You see scattered cumulus all around the
airport and some virga approximately 15 miles northeast.
●
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o

Evaluation Factors

Based on the Omaha weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your departure.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintended flight path ................................. YES / NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES
- heavy precipi@tion .................................................................................................. YES
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YES
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YES
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES
- temperature/dewpointspreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Ftiefieit ................................................................................................................ YES

e

/NO
/NO
/NO
I NO
I NO
/ NO
/NO

2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YES / NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than 15 knot ..................................................................................................... YES / NO
4) An LLWAS alert/wind velocity change:
-20 lmots or greater.................................................................................................. YES/NO
- less than20 knots ................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. YES / NO
●
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based orIyour answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountering a rnicroburst
windshearduringyour takeol%
NONE
o

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of rnicroburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperating techniques

—
_

Standard operating techniques and precautions
*

Avoidance

●
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Exercise 6
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is taxiing for takeoff on runway 35R at Denver
StapletonInternationalat 1735Z.
o

Weather Information

Prior to departingthegate, you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Stapleton information November, 1710 Zulu, twelve thousand scattered,
visibility 40, temperature92, dewpoint 54, wind 340 variable 030, 15 gusting to 25,
8

altimeter29.96, departingrunways35 left and 35 right.”
As you taxi toward runway 35R, the tower reports:
“Windshear alert, Centefileld wind 040 degrees at 13 knots, gusting 26 knots. north
boundary wind 160 degrees at 18 knots. Southeast boundary wind 010 degrees at 12
knots.”
You note the windsock at the approach end of runway 35L to be indicating approximately 050
degrees at over 20 knots and gusting. There is virga 5 miles northeast of the airport. A B-727
which just departedon runway 35R reporteda 10 knot loss in airspeed at 200 feet.

●
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o

4)

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your departure.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intended flight path................................. YES /NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES JNO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES /NO
- tightig .................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES /NO
- temperature/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES /NO
2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES /NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gaim
-15 knots or ~eater .................................................................................................. YES /NO
- less than 15 kots .................................................................................................... YES / NO
4) An LLWAS alert/wind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES /NO
- less than20 hots .................................................................................................... YES / NO
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YES /NO
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, ratethe probabfity of encounteringa microburst
windshear during your takeol%
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of rnicroburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperating techniques

—
_

Standardoperating techniques and precautions
Avoidance

●
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Exercise 7
0

Situation

You are a crewmember
You are approximately
o

of a flight which is approaching to land at Salt Lake City International.
50 nautical miles southeast at 2025Z.

Weather Information

You have received the latestATIS information
“This is Salt Lake City information Alpha, 1955 Zulu, twelve thousand scattered
visibility 40, temperature82, dewpoint 60, wind 340 at 10 gusting to 15, altimeter 30.03,
a

arrivingrunways 34 left, 34 right.”
After you pass the outer markerduring final approach, the tower reports the wind as 330 degrees
at 12 lmots.

●
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Salt Lake City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intendedflight path ................................. YES / NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES/NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES I NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES I NO
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YES I NO
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES I NO
- temperature/dewpointspreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES /NO

*

2) h

onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES / NO

3) A PIREP of airspeedloss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES I NO
- less than 15 hots .............................................................................................."...." YES / NO
4) An LLWAS alerthind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES I NO
- less than20 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YES I NO
●
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encounteringa microburst
windshear duringyour takeofi
NONE
o

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of m.icroburstwindshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):

—

Standard operating techniques
Standard operating techniques and precautions
Avoidance
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Exercise 8
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Kansas City International.
You are approximately 30 nauticalmiles northeastof 1740Z.
o

Weather Information

You have received the latestATIS information:
“This is Kansas City International,information Mike. 1735 Zulu. estimated ceil.hw three
thousandbroken, five thousand overcas~ visibility 3 miles in thunderstormsand li~ht rain
showers, temperature 82, dewpoint 60, wind 340 at 15 gusting to 25, altimeter 29.86,
arrivingrunway 01.“
As you approach the airport, intermittentlight rain is falling on the airplane. Weather radar
indicates many scatteredweak echoes with one strong echo at 10 nauticalmiles northwestof the
airport.There is some light turbulence.

,,

‘e
,’

‘,,
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o

Evaluation Factors

Based on the Kansas City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather nearintended flight path ................................. YES / NO
(If fiS, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES /NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES /NO
- tightig .................................................................................................................. ~S / NO
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence ............................................................................... YES /NO
- temperature/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
F~eheit ................................................................................................................ YES /NO
2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES /NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or ~eater .................................................................................................. =S / NO
- less than 15 bets .................................................................................................... YES / NO
4) An LLWAS aletiwind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES I NO
- less than 20 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weathe ............................................................................... WS / NO
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluationfactors, rate the probability of encountering a microburst
windshearduringyour approach:
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of rnicroburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—
_

Standardoperating techniques

_

Avoidance

Standardoperating techniquesand precautions

●
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Exercise 9
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Denver Stapleton
International. You are approximately 30 nauticalmiles southeastat 2038Z.
o

Weather Information

You have received the latestATIS information:
“This is Stapleton

information

Charlie,

2025 Zulu, measured

overcast, visibility one mile in thunderstorms

ceiling one thousand

and rain showers, temperature 82, dewpoint

60, wind 300 variable 340, 15 gusting to 25, altimeter 30.08, ILS approaches to runway
26 lek thunderstormsmoving northwest to southeast.”
As you reach the outer marker,tower control reports:
“Windshear alert. Centerfield wind 340 degrees at 12 lmots gusting 24 knots.

northeast

boundary wind 030 degrees, 11 knots. Southeast boundary wind 360 degrees, 22 knots.”
You note intermittent light to heavy rain falling on the airplane. Some lightning is visible in the
clouds.

Weather

radar indicates

many week echoes and one strong echo 2 nautical miles

northeast of the runway 26L touchdown zone. There is light to moderate turbulence.
●
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intended flight path ................................. YES / NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strongwinds ............................................................................................ =S / NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. WS / NO
- a rainshower ........................................................................................................... YES f NO
- hghtig .................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- tiga ........................................................................................................................ YES ~NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES i No
- temperature/dewpointspreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
F*efieit ................................................................................................................ ~S / NO

2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES I NO
3) A PIREP of airspeedloss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. ~S / NO
- less than 15 hots .................................................................................................... YES / NO
4) An LLWAS alertiwindvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES /NO
- less than20 tiots .................................................................................................... YES / NO
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................- ~S
●

*
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountering a microburst
windshearduringyour takeofi
NONE
o

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperating techniques

—
_

Standardoperating techniques and precautions
Avoidance
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Exercise 10
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Denver Stapleton
International. You are crossing the airportjoining a left downwind for runway 26L at 221OZ.
o

Weather Information

During descent from cruise altitude,you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Stapleton information Tango, 2155 Zulu, ten thousand scattered, two zero
thousand broken, visibility 20, temperature90, dewpoint 65, wind 040 at 10 gusting to
15, altimeter29.95, approaches to runways 26R, 26L, thunderstorm10 nauticalmiles east
northeast,moving southwest.”
As you turnedto the downwind leg, you were presentedwith the following visual scene:
@efer to Pilot Windshear Briefing Slide J60]
Airborne weather radar shows a strong echo at 3 miles east northeast of the runway 26L
touchdown zone.

●
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EXERCISES

Evaluation Factors

Based on the Denver weather tiormation, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintended flight path ................................. YES /NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
ISthis convective weather associated with:
- localized strongwinds ............................................................................................ YES/NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES /NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES i NO
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YES I NO
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence ............................................................................... YES /NO
- temperature/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES /NO
2) k

onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES / NO

3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES i NO
- less than 15 knots.................................................................................................... YES/NO
4) An LLWAS aletiwind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES /NO
- less than 20 lmots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. ~S
●
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Probabtity of Microburst Whiishear

Based on your answersto the evaluationfactors, ratethe probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduringyour takeoffi
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of rnicroburstwindshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):

4P

Standardoperating techniques
—

Standardoperating techniques and precautions

—

Avoidance

●
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Exercise 11
0

Situation

You are a crewmember

of a flight

which

is approaching

to land at Denver

Stapleton

International. You are on a left downwind for runway 35L at 2225Z.
o

Weather Information

During descent from cruise altitude,you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Stapleton information Sierra, 2217 Zulu, measured ceiling two zero thousand
broken, visibility 50, temperature92, dewpoint 55, wind 240 at 10, altimeter29.87, visual
e

approaches to runways 35L, 35R.”
As you turnto the downwind leg, you are presented with the following visual scene out the left
cockpit windscreen:
Refer to Pilot Windshear Briefing Slide J68]
Simultaneously,the tower reports:
“Wk.dshear alert. CenterfieM wind 160 degrees at 15 knots gusting 26 knots. Northeast
boundary wind 200 degrees at 12 knots gusting 20 Imots. Southeastboundary wind 300
degrees at 20 knots gusting 30 knots.”
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intended flight path................................. YES / NO
(If YES, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strongwinds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES i NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES i NO
- fightig .................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- vtiga ........................................................................................................................ YES /NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES / NO
- temperature/dewpointspreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YES f NO

m

2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES /NO
3) A PllU3Pof airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or ~eater .................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than 15 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
4) An LLWAS alert/windvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than20 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. YES / NO
●
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encounteringa rnicroburst
windshear during your approach
NONE
o

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperatingtechniques

—
_

Standardoperatingtechniques and precautions
Avoidance

●
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Exercise 12
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a fright which is approaching to land at Kansas City International.
You are on a close-in left base to land on runway 19 at 1735Z.
o

Weather Information

During descent from cruise altitude,you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Kansas City Jntemational information Bravo, 1710 Zulu, one five thousand
scattered, two zero thousand scattered,visibility 30, temperature87, dewpoint 54, wind
270 at 10 gustingto 15, altimeter30.04, landing runway 19.”
As you continue your descent toward the terminal area, you request some small course changes
from ATC to avoid some scatteredcumulus cloud formations.
As you are configuring for final approach, you see the following on the ground ahead:
[Refer to Pilot Windshear Bnefmg Slide J65]

●
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Kansas City weather information, circle yes or no as to the

of the

following factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intended flight path ................................. YES / NO
(Lf~S, continue. If NO, go to (2) below)
Is thisconvective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipi~tion .................................................................................................. m
/NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES/NO
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- vkga ........................................................................................................................ YES I NO
- moderateor greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES / NO
- temperature/dewpointspread between 30 and 50 degrees
Ftietieit ................................................................................................................ YES /NO
2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YES / NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES / NO
- less than 15 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
4) An LLWAS alerthvindvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. ns / NO
- less than20 knots.................................................................................................... YES /NO
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. YES / NO
●
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o

Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduringyour approach:
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of rnicroburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
.

Standardoperatingtechniques

— Standardoperatingtechniques and precautions
_
Avoidance

●
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Instructions
Ihcluded in this handout are 12 operational weather evaluation exercises desi=gnedto aid a pilot’s
understandingof weather information that may be used to determine the possible presence of
microburst windshear. The format of these exercises follows the weather evaluation process
described in Section 2.4.1 of the Pilot Windshear Guide.
Each weather evaluation exercise presents the pilot with a situation(e.g. in dispatch, taxiing for
tdceoff or commencing approach) and weather information from

which

he can rate the

probability of microburst windshear presence. To aid him in making this determination, each
exercise provides a set of specific weather questions, called evaluation factors. Based on these
evaluation factors, the probability of rnicroburstwindshear presence can then be assessed.

In

some of the questions, he then is asked to decide on a course of action based on his assessmentof
e

the weather.
Caution:

Currently no quantitative means exists for dete rmining the presence or intensity of
rnicroburstwindshear.

Suggested answers to each question are provided. The factors which tend to support that answer
based on the weather evaluation process found in the Pilot Windshear Guide are discussed. This
process is not intended to replace good pilot judgement but is intended to help pilots make better
judgments.

To gain the maximum

benefit from these weather evaluation exercises, discuss

them fully with the studentpilot involved.

●
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Exercise 1
0

Situation

You are a crewmember

of a flight which is scheduled to depart from Kansas City for Cleveland

at 1900Z. Prior to departure, you are given the following Kansas City weather information in the
dispatch office.
o

Weather Information

MCI 1752 CLR 50 169/83/42/1305/026/808

110058

MCI 1650 CLR 50 173/83/45/1206/028/SML

CU OMTNS S-NW

MCI 1551 CLR 45 175/78/46/1805/028/FEW

CU DVLPG S-SW

MCI FT27 271616 CLR. 20Z 80 SCT 250 SCT. 03Z CLR. 10Z VFR NO CIG..

●
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Evaluation Factors

Based on the Kansas City weather information,

circle yes or no as to the

following factors affecting your planned takeoff.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intended fl@t pati ................................. ~S
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES
- heavy precipitation .................................................................................................. YES
- a rtishower ............................................................................................................ YES
- lightning .................................................................................................................. YES
- tiga ........................................................................................................................ YES
- moderate or greater turbulence ............................................................................... YES
- temperature/dew point spread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit ................................................................................................................ YES

I~

I No
/NO
/ NO
i NO
f No
/NO
/NO

2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... WS i ~
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gaim
-15 knots or ~eater .................................................................................................. YES /~
- less than 15 knots .................................................................................................... YEs/N@
4) A LLWAS alerthvind velocity change
-20 knots or geater .................................................................................................. YES/m
- less than 20 knots ................................................................................................... YEs/NQ
5) A forecast of convective weather .............................................................................. YEs/NQ
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountering microburst
windshear during your planned takeofi
NONE

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Discussion
The temperature/dewpoint

spread is in the correct range for the formation of a dry microburst.

However, convective activity is not present or forecast.

●
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Exercise 2
0

Situation

You are a crewmember
Francisco at 2000Z.

of a flight which is scheduled to depart from Salt Lake City for San

Prior to departure,

you are given the following

Salt Lake City weather

information in the dispatch office.
o

Weather Information

SLC 185090 SCT 250 -SCT 60 091/84/45/2907/004/CU S-W-NW
SLC 1750250 SCT 60 103/79/43/2807/007/CU S-W-NW/ 714110661
SLC 1650 CLR 60 108/77/42/3106/008/CU S-W-NW SC SE-SW
SLC I?T18 181616 CLR. 17Z 150 SCT 1808 TRW- VCNTY. 03Z 250 -SCT.
10Z VFR..
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Salt Lake City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your planned takeoff.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather nearintended flight path-. ................................ ~/NO
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ ~S / ~
- heavy precipi~tion .................................................................................................. YES / ~
- a rtishower ............................................................................................................ YES / N
- lightning ................................................................................................................. WS /NQ
- vtiga ........................................................................................................................ YES /~
- moderateor greaterturbulence ............................................................................... ~/NO
- temperature/dewpoint spread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit............................................................................................................... YEs 1m
2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YEs/NcJ
3) A PIREP of airspeedloss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YES /~
- less than 15 knots.................................................................................................... YEs/~
4) A LLWAS alerthvindvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater........................'.......................................................................... YES / ~
- less than20 lmots.................................................................................................... YEs/NJ
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. _YES I NO
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluationfactors, rate the probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduring your planned takeofl
NONE

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Discussion
The forecast weather for SLC at the proposed time of departureincludes possible thunderstorm
activity.

Alone, this would represent a low probability of a microburst affecting the trip.

However, the weather sequence report at 1850Z indicates thatcumulus clouds exist to the south,
west, and northwest. Additionally, the temperature/dewpoint spread of 39°F is in the correct
range for the formation of a dry microburst. The actual conditions existing indicate a medium
probability of microburst activity affecting the planned takeoff.
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Exercise 3
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is scheduled to depart Chicago for a scheduled arrivalin
Denver at 2319Z.

Prior to departure at 1900Z, you are given the following Denver weather

information in the dispatch office.
o

Weather Information

DEN 185080 SCT 120 SCT 250 -BISN 60 087/85/40/3610/003
DEN 175080 SCT 120 SCT 250 SCT 60 034/85/40/0213/O03/ACCAS NE-SE/ 500118159
DEN 165080 SCT 120 SCT 60 081/82/44/3205/002
DEN FT19 19161670 SCT 250 SCT. 20Z C70 BKN 2312 CHC TRW-A G35
04Z 120 SCT 250 SCT OCNL 0415. 10Z MVFR CIG..

●
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your planned arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intended flight path”. ................................ YEs/N(J
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES
- a rtishower ............................................................................................................ YES
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YES
- vtiga ........................................................................................................................ YES
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES
- temperatnre/dewpoint spread between 30 and 50 degrees
FAetieit ................................................................................................................ YES

/NO
/NO
/ NO
/NO
/NO
/ NO
/NO

2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YEs/N@
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YEs/NcJ
- less than 15 ho@ .................................................................................................... YES / ~
4) A LLWAS alert/wind velocity change:
-20 lmots or greater ................................................................................................. Y-Es/N@
- less than20 knots . . ......................................... ....... ............................ ........... .......... YES / ~
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. ~/
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluationfactors, rate the probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduringyour planned approach at Denve~
NONE

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Discussion
Thunderstorms are forecast for the scheduled time of arrival at Denver.

The current

temperature/dewpointspreadof 35°F is in the correct range for the formation of a dry microburst.
However, you will not arrive in Denver until approximately four hours from now. Conditions
may change significantly.
*

A careful review of the weather when approaching Denver is

warranted.

●
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Exercise 4
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is taxiing for takeoff on runway 32R at Chicago, O’Hare
Internationalat 15252.
0

Weather Information

Prior to departing the gate, you received the following ATIS information:
“This is O’Hare information Bravo, 1515 Zulu, estimated ceiling 500 feet overcast,
visibility one and one-half miles in light drizzle and fog, temperature54, dewpoint 50,
wind 020 at 5, altimeter30.02, departingrunways 27 left, 32 left from T1 and 32 right.”
As you taxi toward the runway, the tower reportsthe wind as light and variable.

●
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Evaluation Factors

Based on the O’Hare weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your departure.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intendedflight path-................................. YEs/N@
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES /NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. =S / NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YES i NO
- lightning .................................................................................................................. YES /NO
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YES I NO
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES /NO
- temperature/dewpoint spreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
F~efieit ................................................................................................................ =S / NO
2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YEs/N@
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater ................................................................................................. YEs/MJ
- less than 15 knots ................................................................................................... YEs/NQ
4) A LLWAS aletiwind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater ................................................................................................. ~S
- less than 20 knots ................................................................................................... ~S

/ NQ
/ NQ

5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. YES / NQ
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluationfactors, ratethe probability of encountering a rnicroburst
windshearduring your takeoff
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
~

Standardo~eratimztechnkwes

— Standwd operatingtechniques and precautions
_ Avoidance
Discussion
No evidence of convective weather activity exists which would indicate the possible presence of
windshear that might affect the departure.

Only standard operating techniques

are indicated as

the appropriate course of action. However, these weather conditions are representative
frontal situation which can produce its own form of windshear.

●
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Exercise 5
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of

a

flight which is taxiing for takeoff on runway 35 at Omaha, Eppley

Field at 2020 Z.
o

Weather Information

Prior to departing the gate, you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Eppley information

Whiskey, 2005 Zulu, one thousand

scattered

visibility 5,

temperature 90, dewpoint 54, wind 020 variable 080, 15 gusting to 25, altimeter 30.05,
departing runways 35 and 32, virga northeast.”
As you taxi toward runway 35L, the tower reports the wind is 090 at 15 gusting to 20. You note
that the windsock at the departure end of the runway is very active indicating
approximately

080 degrees at 15 gusting to 20 knots.

airport and some virga approximately

You see scattered cumulus all around the

15 miles northeast.

●
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Omaha weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your departure.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intendedflight path:................................ ~
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)

/ NO

Is thisconvective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ ~S /~
- heavy prwipitition .................................................................................................. =S /~
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YE3/NQ
- lightning ................................................................................................................. =S 1~
- tiga ........................................................................................................................ =S 1~
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... =S / NQ
- temperature/dewpoint spread between 30 and 50 degrees
Ftiefieit ................................................................................................................ ~
/NO
2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YEs/NQ
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or ~eater .................................................................................................. ~S
- less than 15 hots .................................................................................................... ~s

/NQ
~m

4) A LLWAS alerthvindvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. =S
- less than 20 hots ...................................................+................................................ =S

/ NQ
/NQ

5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YEs/NQ
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluation factors, ratethe probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduring your takeoffl
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
— Standardoperating techniques
_X_ Standardoperatirwtechniques and Precautions
_

Avoidance

Discussion
The scattered cumulus and the virga 15 nautical miles northeast of the field are evidence of
convective activity. However, the virga is not along the low level portion of the takeoff flight
path. The temperature/dewpointspread of 36°F is in the correct range for the formation of a dry
microburst. A comparison of the tower reported wind and that indicated by the windsock are
evidence of strong variable winds. However, there is no specific evidence, e.g. a ring of dust to
indicate a microburst has touched down.
A careful appraisal of this situation is warranted. If a departureis conducted precautions are
prudent.

●
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Exercise 6
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is taxiing for takeoff on runway 35R at Denver
StapletonInternationalat 1735Z.
Weather Information
Prior to departingthe gate, you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Stapleton information November,
visibility 40, temperature

92, dewpoint

1710 Zulu,

twelve

thousand

scattered,

54, wind 340 variable 030, 15 gusting

to 25,

altimeter 29.96, departingrunways 35 left and 35 right.”
As you taxi toward runway 35R, the tower reports:
“Windshear alert, Centerfield wind 040 degrees at 13 knots, gusting 26 knots. North
boundmy wind 160 degrees at 18 Imots. Southeast boundary wind 010 degrees at 12
knots.”
You note the windsock at the approach end of runway 35L to be indicating approximately 050
degrees at over 20 knots and gusting. There is virga 5 miles northeast of the airport. A B-727
which just departedon runway 35R reported a 10 knot loss in airspeed at 200 feet.
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information,

circle yes or no as to the presence of the following

factors affecting your departure.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intendedflight path”................................. ~/No
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ ~
/NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YEs/NQ
- artishower ............................................................................................................ ~S /NQ
- tightig .................................................................................................................. ~S /Nf2
- vkga ........................................................................................................................ YES f No
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YEs/N@
- temperature/dewpoint spreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ ~/NO
2) h
3)

onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES /~

PIREP of airspeedloss or gain:
-15 lmots or greater ................................................................................................. YEs/NQ
- less than 15 knots ................................................................................................... XE15/ NO

4) A LLWAS alertkvindvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater ................................................................................................. _YES /NO
- less than20 knots ................................................................................................... ~S /NQ
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. ~S
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountering a microburst
windshearduringyour takeoff
LOW

NONE
o

Pilot

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperating techniques

— Standardoperating techniques and precautions
_X_ Avoidance
Discussion
The virga 5 nautical miles northeast of the airport is evidence of convective activity. (In this
case, close enough to the field to affect takeoff operations.) The temperature/dewpointspread of
38°F is in the correct range for the formation of a dry rnicroburst.The wind information on ATIS
and in the LLWAS strongly indicate shearconditions on the field. Although difficult to calculate
quickly, the windspeed differential between the centerfieki wind and north boundary wind is
greaterthan20 lmots. The B-727 which just departed runway 35R lost 10 lmots airspeed. You
could lose more if you take off behind him since a microburst is very dynamic and could
intensify. The prudent course of action is to delay takeoff until the virga moves away from the
field and/or the wind conditions stabilize.

I
~
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Exercise 7
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Salt Lake City International.
You are approximately 50 nauticalmiles southeastat 20252.
0

Weather I.mformation

You have received the latest ATIS information:
“This is Salt Lake City information Alpha, 1955 Zulu, twelve thousand scattered,
visibility 40, temperature82, dewpoint 60, wind 340 at 10 gusting to 15, altimeter 30.03,
*

arrivingrunways 34 left, 34 right.”
After you pass the outer marker during final approach, the tower reports the wind as 330 degrees
at 12 knots.

●
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Evaluation Factors

Based on the Salt Lake City weather itiormation, circle yes or no, as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1)

The presence of convective weather nearintendedflight pati ................................ YES/ NQ
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ YES
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES
- a rtishower ...........................................................................................................- YES
- tightig .................................................................................................................. YES
- tiga ........................................................................................................................ YES
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES
- temperatrddew point spread between 30 and 50 degrees
F~efieit ................................................................................................................ YES

2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... ~S
3)

/NO
/NO
/ NO
/NO
/NO
/ NO
/NO
/~

PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater ................................................................................................. YEs/IWJ
- less than 15 knots . ................. ................................................................. ............ .... YES /~

4) A LLWAS alert/windvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. ~S / NQ
- less than20 hots ...................................................................................................- WS / N
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. Y-Es/N@
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluationfactors, ratethe probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduring your takeoffi
LOW

NONE

o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
e

~

Standardoueratin~ techniques

—
_

Standardoperating techniques and precautions
Avoidance

Discussion
There is no evidence of convective activity to indicate the possible presence of windshear.
Standardoperating techniques are appropriate.

*
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Exercise 8
0

Situation

You are a crewmember
You are approximately

of a flight which is approaching

to land at Kansas City International.

30 nautical miles northeast of 1740Z.

Weather Information
You have received the latest ATIS information:
“his

is Kansas City International, information

Mike, 1735 Zulu, estimated ceiling three

thousand broken, five thousand overcast, visibility 3 miles in thunderstorms
showers, temperature

and light rain

82, dewpoint 60, wind 340 at 15 gusting to 25, altimeter

29.86,
*

arriving runway 01 .“
As you approach the airport, intermittentlight rain is falling on the airplane. Weather radar
indicates many scatteredweak echoes with one strong echo at 10 nautical miles northwest of the
airport.There is some light turbulence.

●
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o

EvaluationFactors

Based on the Kansas City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintendedflight path:................................ ~/
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)

NO

Is this convective weatherassociated with:
.— -,.
.- localized strongwinds ............................................................................................ YES I w
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YEs/~
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ ~/NO
- fi@tig
.................................................................................................................. YEs / m
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YEs/MJ
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... YEs/NQ
- temperatuddew point spreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YEs/~
2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YEs/~
3) A PIREP of airspeedloss or gain:
-15 knots or greater ................................................................................................. YES / ~
- less than 15 knots ................................................................................................... YES /~
4) A LLWAS alert/windvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater ................................................................................................. YEs/NQ
- less than20 knots . .................................................................................................. YEs/NcJ
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................. YES / N
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountering a rnicroburst
windshear duringyour approach:
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—
~

Standardoperating techniques

_

Avoidance

Standardoueratin~techniques and mecautions

Discussion
Convective activity exists at the airport with a strong radar return 10 nautical miles fkom the
field. The heavy precipitation is not along the intended low level portion of the approach path.
However, rain showers are falling at the airport and the reported wind is gusting 10 knots. A
medium probability of severe low level windshear exists.
appropriateprecautions.

●
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Exercise 9
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Denver Stapleton
International. You are approximately 30 nauticalmiles southeastat 2038Z.
o

WeatherInformation

You have received the latest ATIS information:
“This is Stapleton information Charlie, 2025 Zulu, measured ceiling one thousand
overcast, visibility one mile in thunderstormsand rain showers, temperature82, dewpoint
60, wind 300 variable 340, 15 gusting to 25, altimeter30.08, ILS approaches to runway
26 left, thunderstormsmoving northwestto southeast.”
As you reach the outer marker,tower control reports:
“Windshear alert. Centetileld wind 340 degrees at 12 knots gusting 24 knots. Northeast
boundary wind 030 degrees, 11 lmots. Southeastboundary wind 360 degrees, 22 knots.”
You note intermittentlight to heavy rain falling on the airplane. Some lightningis visible in the
clouds.

Weather radar indicates many week echoes and one strong echo 2 nautical miles

northeastof the runway 26L touchdown zone. There is light to moderate turbulence.

●
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intended flight path. ................................ ~/NO
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)
Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ ~/NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. ~/NO
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ ~/NO
- lightning.................................................................................................................. YESINQ
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YEs / ~
- moderate or greaterturbulence............................................................................... ~/NO
- temperature/dewpoint spread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ YEs/N@
2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES / ~
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater .................................................................................................. YEs/N@
- less than 15 knots .................................................................................................... YEs/N&
4) AI&WAS alertlwind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater .................................................................................................. YEs /NQ
- less than 20 knots .................................................................................................... ~/NO
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YEs/IWJ
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluationfactors, ratethe probability of encounteringa microburst
windshearduringyour takeoffi
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of rnicroburstwindshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperatingtechniques

.
~

Standardoperatingtechniques and precautions
Avoidance

Discussion
ATIS, weather radar, and visual lightning sightings provide ample evidence of convective
weather in the airport area. The strong weather radarecho at 2 nauticalmiles northeastof your
landing runway touchdown zone is moving to place itself on your approach path. Although the
LLWAS indicates a windspeed differentialless than 20 knots, the winds are gusting and variable.
The probability of encountering a rnicroburstwindshear on final approach is high. The prudent
course of action would be to delay tie approach until conditions improve.

●
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Exercise 10
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Denver Stapleton
International. You are crossing the airportjoining a left downwind for runway 26L at 221OZ.
o

Weather Information

During descent from cruise altitude,you received the following ATIS information
“This is Stapleton information Tango, 2155 Zulu, ten thousand scattered, two zero
thousand broken, visibility 20, temperature90, dewpoint 65, wind 040 at 10 gusting to
15, altimeter29.95, approaches to runways 26R, 26L, thunderstorm10 nauticalmiles east
northeast, moving southwest. ”
As you turned to the downwind leg, you were presented with the following visual scene:
Kefer to Pilot Windshear Briefing Slide J60]
Airborne weather radar shows a strong echo at 3 miles east northeast of the runway 26L
touchdown zone.

●
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weather near intended flight patlx................................ ~
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)

/NO

Is this convective weatherassociated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ ns /NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. ~/NO
- a rtishower ............................................................................................................ nS / NO
- E@tig .................................................................................................................. YEs / m
- virga ........................................................................................................................ YESIRQ
- moderateor greaterturbulence............................................................................... YES / NO
- ternperature/dewpoint spread between 30 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit................................................................................................................ ~/NO
2) An onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... YES / NO
3) A PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. Y&3 / NO
- less than 15 hots .................................................................................................... YES /~
4) A LLWAS alert/windvelocity change:
-20 knots or greater.................................................................................................. ns / NO
- less than20 bets .................................................................................................... YES /~
5) A forecast of convective wea&er .............................................................................. YES / NO
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based orIyour answers to the evaluation factors, rate the probability of encountefig a microburst
windshearduring your takeofi
NONE
o

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability

of microburst

windshear, indicate which of the three

courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standard operating techniques

— Standard operating techniques and precautions
_2& Avoidance
Discussion
The thunderstorm which is visible horn the cockpit and on radar three miles from the runway
26L touchdown zone is the classic wet microburst.

The downflow and outflow with its

associated ring vortex are clearly visible. This microburst is moving toward the final approach
course. The approach should be delayed until this microburst no longer presents a threat to
airfleki operations.
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Exercise 11
0

Situation

You are a crewmember of a flight which is approaching to land at Denver Stapleton
International.You are on a left downwind for runway 35L at 2225Z.
o

Weather Information

During descent from cruise altitude,you received the following ATIS information:
“This is Stapleton information Sierra, 2217 Zulu, measured ceiling two zero thousand
broken, visibility 50, temperature92, dewpoint 55, wind 240 at 10, altimeter29.87, visual
approachesto runways 35L, 35R.”
As you turnto the downwind leg, you are presented with the following visual scene out the left
cockpit windscreen:
Refer to Pilot Windshear Briefing Slide J68]
Simultaneously,the tower reports:
“Windshear alert. Centerfield wind 160 degrees at 15 knots gusting 26 knots. Northeast
boundary wind 200 degrees at 12 lmots gusting 20 knots. Southeast boundary wind 300
degrees at 20 knots gusting 30 knots.”

●
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EvaluationFactors

Based on the Denver weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the following
factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernearintended flight path: ................................ ~
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)

/ NO

Is thisconvective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ XES / NO
- heavy precipitation.................................................................................................. YES / ~
- a rainshower............................................................................................................ YEs/IwJ
- lightning .................................................................................................................. ms/IwJ
- vtiga ........................................................................................................................ ~i
NO
Y’Es/N&
- moderate or greaterturbulence...............................................................................
- temperature/dewpoint spreadbetween 30 and 50 degrees
F~efieit ................................................................................................................ ~i
NO
2) An onboard windshear detection system alert .......................................................... YEs/NQ
3) A PXREPof airspeed loss or gaim
-15 knots or greater.................................................................................................. YEs/IwJ
- less than 15 bets .................................................................................................... WS /NQ
4) A LLWAS aletiwind velocity change:
-20 knots or greater ................................................................................................. ~/NO
- less than20 knots ................................................................................................... YEs/N@
5) A forecast of convective weather.............................................................................. YEs/N(J
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answersto the evaluation factors, ratethe probability of encounteringa microburst
windshear duringyour takeofi
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
—

Standardoperating techniques

—
~

Standardoperating techniques and precautions
Avoidance

Discussion
The virga visible from the left side of the airplane is the classic dry microburst.

Evidence that a

microburst exists is provided by the LLWAS alert. In this case, the microburst is strikingnear
the center of the airport. The approach should be delayed until the rnicroburstno longer presents
a threatto airfield operations.

●
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Exercise 12
0 Situation
You are a crewmember of a fight which is approaching to land at Kansas City International.
You ~e on a close-in left base to land on runway 19 at 1735Z.
o

Weather Information

During descent from cruise altitude,you received the following ATIS information
“This is Kansas City International

information

Bravo,

1710 Zulu, one five thousand

scattered, two zero thousand scattered, visibility 30, temperature

87, dewpoint 54, wind

270 at 10 gusting to 15, altimeter 30.04, landing runway 19.”
As you continue your descent toward the terminal area you request some small course changes
from ATC to avoid some scatteredcumuluscloud formations.
As you are configuring for final approach, you see the following on the ground ahead
Refer to Pilot Windshear Briefing Slide J65]
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Evaluation Factors

Based on the Kansas City weather information, circle yes or no as to the presence of the
following factors affecting your arrival.
Is there:
1) The presence of convective weathernear intendedflight path:................................ ~/
(If YES continue, if NO go to 2) below)

Is this convective weather associated with:
- localized strong winds ............................................................................................ 123S/ No
- heavy precipitation .................................................................................................. YEs/N@
- a rainshower ............................................................................................................ =s J m
- fightig
.................................................................................................................. ~S /NQ
- virga ........................................................................................................................ ~/NO
- moderate or greater turbulence ............................................................................... YES / ~
- temperature/dew point spread between 30 and 50 degrees
Ftietieit
................................................................................................................ X&/ NO

1,
I

NO

2) AII onboard windsheardetection system alert .......................................................... =S
3)

/~

PIREP of airspeed loss or gain:
-15 lmots or greater.................................................................................................. YES/IQ
- less than 15 knots.................................................................................................... Y-Es/N@

4) A LLWAS alertlwindvelocity change:
-20 hots or greater.................................................................................................. YES /NQ
- less than 20 bets .................................................................................................... =S / NQ
5) A forecast of convective weatier .............................................................................- YES /NQ
●
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Probability of Microburst Windshear

Based on your answers to the evaluation factors, ratethe probability of encountering a rnicroburst
windshear duringyour takeofi
LOW

NONE
o

MEDIUM

HIGH

(Circle one)

Pilot Action

Based on your answer to the probability of microburst windshear, indicate which of the three
courses of action below you would follow (check one):
Standardoperating techniques
Standardoperating techniques and precautions
Avoidance

~

Discussion
Convective activity is evidenced by the cumulus clouds which the aircraft avoided during

the

descent. The ring of dust visible on the ground is the result of a dry microburst

the

ground. This particularmicroburst resulted in a windspeed differential
60 knots.

At this time, the microburst is very close to the airport.

striking

across the microburst of

Based on the airport reported

wind, the rnicroburst would probably pass across the runway 19 approach course. The approach
should be delayed until the rnicroburst no longer presents a threat to airfield operations.
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

Some simulators are capable of printing graphic material displaying many factors associated with
cockpit simulation.
The following figures are reproductions of the type of material
simulator windshear training exercises. Specifically,

that can be extracted

from

these flight path and control graphics were

derived from simulations of the basic and optional exercises in the Simulator Training Program.
For each exercise, the figure displays either the recommended
path or demonstrates

technique and the resultant flight

some possible pilot technique variation which can affect the recovery.

For each exercise, the figure displays altitude above the grounc$ indicated airspeed, thrust setting,
control column stick force, pitch attitude and angle-of-attack
time.

on separate graphs as a function of

The box at the bottom of the figure displays the specific exercise being flown, flight or

airplaneparametersand flight profile resultsthatcan be due to pilot technique. Flight or airplane
parameters include airplane gross weight, center of gravity, outside air temperature, wind
d.kection and velocity and takeoff flap setting. Flight profile results that can be due to pilot
technique incIude pitch attitude, rotation rate during takeoff, runway remaining when airplane
lifts off and the height of the main landing gear over the end of the runway and over the ground
at 1000 feet past the runway end. Some values of these parameters may not be included if a
figure contains a comparison of two exercise profiles and their application to a specific profile
would not be clear.
This graphic material can aid a simulator instructor in assessing a student’s performance in the
simulatortrainingprogram or aid a ground school instructor in demonstrating and discussing the
correct recovery techniquewith a studentnot undergoing simulatortraining.
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Figure F-1 shows basic flight and control characteristics when the recove~

technique is

conducted correctly. After approximately a 15 KIAS loss, the pitch attitude is adjusted to
approximately 15°. This attitudeproduces a positive rate of climb (not shown) and is maintained
for approximately 10 seconds. Once the airplanestartsto descend, the pitch attitudeis increased
to 17° to arrestthe descent. At this point, the stick shaker is encountered. The average pitch
attitude decreases to 110 to maintain intermittentstick shaker. Once airplane performance is
regained, the pitch attitudeis increased again toward 15° to produce a positive rate of climb.
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DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

Figure F-2 compares the use of the correct recovery technique to rotating directly to the pitch
attitudewhich produces stick shaker (approximately 25° in this case). The altitude trace shows
that, although the higher pitch attitudeinitially allows the airplaneto climb to a higher altitude,
this advantage is quickly lost. The airplane is forced to descend steeply before recovery takes
place. Notice on the angle-of-attack trace that the airplane reaches the stick shaker angle-ofattack much sooner when rotated above 15°. The airplane then decelerates much more quickly
and the nose must be lowered to silence the stick shdcer. The pitch attitudegoes to a minimum
of 3° instead of 110. Due to the rapid deceleration, the airplane exceeds the stick shaker by a
greatermargin, possibly enteringstall buffet.
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DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

Figure F-3 compares the correct pitch technique to another flight technique.

The pitch attitude is

allowed to decrease to maintain ah-speed until the airplane is approximately

100 feet AGL before

pitching back toward 15°. In this case, the airplane’s descent cannot be arrested before it contacts
the ground.
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The degree of success in recovering from this windshear is very dependent on the airspeed at
shear onset as shown in Figure F-4. In one case, the airplane is rotated slowly and the airspeed
increasesto V2+20 KIM before the shearis encountered at 200 feet AGL. In the other case, the
airplane is rotated quickly and a higher than normal pitch attitude maintained so that the airplane
is at V2 when the shear is encountered at the same altitude.
After the shear is encountered, both cases are flown using the recommended
Pitch attitude is adjusted to 15° and maintained

recovery technique.

until the airplane begins to descend.

Pitch

attitude is then increased very slightly and the stick shaker is encountered.
For the V2+20 JSIAS case, respecting the stick shaker results in the pitch attitude decreasing to
*

approximately

12° with some altitude loss. The airplane recovers above 300 feet AGL. For the

V2 case, respecting the stick shaker results in the pitch attitude decreasing to approximately
with a much larger altitude loss. Recovery does not take place until just above the ground.
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APPENDIX F. 1

DURING INITIAL CLIMB EXERCISE

Note that in each of the examples, the thrust is not increased above maximum rated.
altitude improvement

would result from using overboost.

ensure successful recovery.

alone cannot

Fi@me F-5 demonstrates the difference due to overboost thrustwhen

the correct pitch technique is used.
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However, overboost
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DURING ROTATION EXERCISE

Figure F-6 shows the flight and control characteristicswhen the recovery technique is conducted
correctly. As the shear begins, the pitch attitudeis increased to 15°. Full thrustis selected as the
airplane approaches the end of the runway and is not yet airborne. The 15° attitude initially
produces liftoff and a positive rate of climb (not shown).
encountered at 15°.

Very shortly, the stick shaker is

Intermittent stick shaker is then maintained (near 15°) until airplane

performance begins to improve.
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*

Figure F-7 compares the recommended recovery technique to a case where the rotationis stopped
at 10°. The rotation is stopped due to the lack of airspeed increase and th~ resultantincreased
control forces. If the 10° attitudeis maintained,the airplanecannot become airborneand runs off
the end of the runway even when full thrustis selected at the recognition of the shear.
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.2

DURING ROTATION EXERCISE

Figure F-8 demonstrates the difference in flight profiles that can result from different rates of
rotation used by the pilot during this exercise. A rapid rotation to 15° will result in a lower
maximum airspeed at shearonset. The airplanethen encounters the stick shaker sooner and for a
loriger period of time than for the slow rotation case. The slower rotation results in less altitude
loss duringthe recovery once airborne,but also requires more runway length for takeoff. In fact,
the airplanemay not become airborneprior to the runway end for a runway limited case.
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.3

PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

*

Figure

F-9 shows the flight and control characteristics using the recommended recovery

technique. Due to runway limiting, full thrust is selected once the shear is recognized.

The

airplaneis pitched at the normal rotation rate directly to 15° at approximately 2,000 feet from the
end of the runway. The stick shaker is encountered immediately. Intermittentstick shaker is
maintaineduntilairplaneperformance improved.
Should the PF decide to attemptto abort the takeoff due to the airspeed hesitation prior to VR,
the airplanemay not be able to stop within the confines of the runway. The late VR point places
the airplanecloser to the end of the runway thanthe predicted VI point due to the windshear.
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FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.3

PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

Figure F-10 compares the recommended
accelerates

to VR.

Although

technique to a case where the PF waits until the airspeed

the delayed

rotation

recommended

technique

approximately

200 feet past the end of the runway.

altitude

profile is very similar to the

above 50 feet AGL, the airplane does not lift off the ground until
Considering obstacles off the end of the

runway in the real world, the airplane obviously would not have lifted off at all.
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.4

ON ILS APPROACH EXERCISE

Figure F-1 1 shows the basic flight and control characteristics
technique.

using the recommended

recovery

Once the shear is recognized, the airplane is rotated to 15°. Due to the closeness to

the ground, full thrust is selected.

The stick shaker is encountered

shaker is maintained until performance improves.
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMI?LES

APPENDIX F.4

ON lLS APPROACH EXERCISE

Figure F-12 demonstratesthe effects of increased approach speeds on the flight profile using the
recommended recovery technique.

If the shear is initiated when the airplane is at normal

approach speed for a no wind condition, the recovery will require flight at intermittentstick
shaker. If increased airspeed is maintained during the approach, the same shear may not require
flying near stick shaker as seen in the 20 KIAS increase case. Alternatively, the altitude lost
during the recovery will be greater if the shear occurs when the airplane is below the correct
approach speed.
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.5

DURLNGTAKEOFF (COMPLEX) EXERCISE

*

Figure F-13 demonstratesthe type of flight and control characteristicsthat may be experienced
during this exercise using the recommended recovery technique. Due to the severity of the shear
and closeness to the ground, full thrust is selected. The pilot attempts to maintain 15° pitch
attitude. However, vertical wind components make this task very difficult.

Stick shaker is

encountered a number of times due to rapidly changing vertical winds and pilot induced pitch
changes. Recovery occurs very close to the ground.

*
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.6

ON APPROACH (COMPLEX) EXERCISE

@

Figure F-14 demonstratesthe type of flight and control characteristicsthatmay be experienced
during this exercise using the recommended recovery technique. A slow buildup of indicated
airspeed occurs initially. This increasing performance situation is suddenly followed by a rapid
tailwind increase. Due to the severity of the shear,full thrustis selected. The airplaneis rotated
toward 15°.

However, rapidly changing vertical winds make maintaining this attitude very

difficult. The stick shaker is encountered due to the rapidly changing vertical winds and pilot
induced pitch changes.
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FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.7

STICK SHAKER PRACTICE EXERCISE

*

No flight path examples are provided for this exercise.

1’
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APPENDIX F

FLIGHT PATH EXAMPLES

APPENDIX F.8

INCREASED VR SPEED EXERCISE

Figure F-15 compares the results of the increased VR speed technique to a case using the normal
VR speed. Jnboth cases, the shear commences at 3° pitch attitude. The increased VR technique
produces a higher indicated airspeed at shear onset. As a result, the same rotation technique
(pitching toward 15°) resultsin improved climb performance. At 15° pitch attitude,both profiles
have a positive rate of climb (not shown). However, the normal VR speed technique encounters
the stick shaker sooner and is required to maintain intermittentstick shaker longer. This stick
shaker limiting results in more altitude loss during the recovery procedure. In this case, the
normal VR speed case just clears the ground as performance improves.
This exercise does not attempt to compare an increased VR speed case to a normal VR speed
case for a shear which is located at the same geographic position for each case. This exercise
merely points out the advantage of airspeed when a shear is encountered at the same phase of
flight.
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APPENDIX GEXAMPLE

WINDSHEAR BULLETIN

Windshear Avoidance Policv
AVOID AREAS OF KNOWN WINDSHEAR.

Definitions
Severe Windsheac

A rapid change in wind direction and/or velocity that results in airspeed
changes greater than 15 knots or vertical speed changes greater than 500
fpm.

Model of FIiUhtCrew Actions
Flight crew actions in order to deal with possible windshearevents are divided into five areas:
1) Evaluate the weather
2) Avoid known windshear
3) Consider precautions
4) FoI.Iow standard operating techniques
5) Windshear recovery technique
Figure G-1 summarizes

how the flight crew actions may be incorporated in everyday operations.

Using this model of flight crew actions will simplify operational windshear decisions from the
pilot’s viewpoint.
●
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W3NIlSHEAR BULLETIN

Evaluatethe Weather

Detection of windshearis difficult with today’s technology. The pilot must develop an awareness
of the CAUSES and DANGER SIGNALS of windshear to successfully avoid windshear.
The most dangerous form of windshear is a convective weather microburst of either the dry or
wet type. As shown in the table below, convective weather conditions have produced the
majority of past known windshear accidents.

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE
OF WTNDSHEAR ACCIDENTS

CAUSES OF WINDSHEAR

65%

Convective Conditions
(Thunderstorms,Rain and Snow Showers)

1570

FrontalSystems
Low Altitude Jet Streams

570

Strongor Gusty Surface Winds

5V0
10%

All OtherCauses
(temperatureinversions, mountainwaves,
sea breeze circulations, unknown causes)
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EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR BULLETIN

DANGER SIGNALS OF DRY MICROBURSTS
PIREPs

Caution: Due to the rapid intensillcation of microbursts, actual
windshearmaybe up to twice as severe as the PIREP.

LLWAS

Caution: LLWAS in its present state of development is not completely
accuratein detecting microburstsand is prone to false alarms.

VIRGA

Rain falling from high based convective

clouds evaporating

before it

reaches the ground.

*

TEMPERATURE
DEWPOINT

Watch for a spreadof 30 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit.

LOCALIZED

Blowing dust, rings of dust,dust devils, other tornado-like

STRONG WINDS

features,and other evidence of strong local outflow near the surface.

TURBULENCE

Moderate or greater turbulence may be associated with the outflow
from a rnicroburst.

AIRBoRNE

Indications of weak (GREEN) cells with bases between 5,000 to

WEATHER

15,000 feet AGL which indicate weak precipitation,usually

RADAR

VIRGA.
In

addition,

in

TURBULENCE)

Doppler

mode,

surrounding weak

areas of

red

(DOPPLER

precipitation, may

indicate

microburst windshearconditions in their formative stages aloft.
WEATHER

The potential for a microburstis indicated by mid-level

FORECAST

moisture, very dry surface conditions; and a 30 to 50 degree Fahrenheit
temperature/dewpointspread.

G-5

APPENDIX GEXAMPLE WINDSHEAR BULLETIN
DANGER SIGNALS OF WET THUNDERSTORM MICROBURSTS
PIREPs

Caution:

Due to the rapid

intensification

of microbursts

actual

windshear maybe up to twice as severe as thePIREP.
LLWAS

Caution: LLWAS in its present stateof development is not completely
accuratein detectingmicrobursts and is prone to false alarms.

TI-IUNDERSTORMS

In addition to the well known hazards of thunderstorms,an estimated
5% of thunderstorms accompanied by heavy rain and/or lightning
contain embedded microbursts.

LOCALIZED

Blowing dust, rings of dust, dust devils, other tornado-like features,

STRONG WINDS

and other evidence of a strong local outflow.

(Caution: visual clues

may be obscured by low risibilities in wet thunderstormmicroburst
situations).
TURBULENCE

Moderate or greater turbulence may be associated with the outflow
from

a microburst.

AIRBORNE

Search the area above and along the takeoff and approach paths for

WEATHER

heavy precipitation.

RADAR
WEATHER

Although no techniques currentlyexist to forecast wet microbursts,

FORECAST

crews should consider the thunderstorm forecasts contained in the
terminal forecasts and severe weather advisories as a possible
indication of the presence of wet microbursts.
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The following Table, designed specifically for convective weather conditions, provides a
subjective evaluation of various observational clues to aid in making appropriate real time
avoidance decisions. The observation weighting is categorized according to the following scale:
HIGH PROBABHJTY
Critical attentionneeds to be given to this obsemation. A decision to avoid (e.g. divert or delay)
is appropriate.
MEDIUM PROBABILITY
Consideration should be given to avoiding. Precautionsare appropriate.
LOW PROBABILITY
*

Consideration should be given to this observation, but a decision to avoid ii not generally
indicated.
The guidelines in the table apply to operations in the airport vicinity (within 3 miles of takeoff or
landing along the intended flight path below 1000 feet AGL).

Although encountering

weather

conditions described in the table above 1000 feet may be less critical in terms of flight path, such
encounters

may present other sig-niilcant weather related risks.

Pilots are therefore urged to

exercise caution when determining a course of action. Use of the table should not replace sound
judgment in making avoidance decisions.
Windshear clues should be considered cumulative. The probability for each single observation is
given. However, if more than one windshear clue is observed the probability rating may be
increased to reflect the total set of observations.
●
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MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY GUIDELINES
PROBABILH’Y
OF WINDSHEAR

OBSERVATION

PRESENCE OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER NEAR INTENDED FLIGHT PATH:
- With localized strong winds (Tower reports or
observed blowing dust, rings of dust,
tornado-like features,etc.) ...........................................................................................mGH
- With heavy precipitation(Observed or radar
indications of contour, red or attenuationshadow) ......................................................~GH
- With rainshower.......................................................................................................~D~M
- With lightninc
~..................................................................................."...."".".".".."....".".MEDIUM
- Witi vtiga .................................................................................................................~D~
- With moderateor greaterturbulence(reported or
radarin&cations....................................................................................................~D~
- With temperature/dewpoint spreadbetween
30 and 50 degrees Fhefieit ................................................................................~D~
ONBOARD WINDSHEAR DETECTION SYSTEM ALERT (Reported
or obsemed) ........................................................................................................................~GH
PIREP OF AIRSPEED LOSS OR G~
- IS knots or greater ...........................................................................................................~GH
- Less than 15 knots .................................................................................................... MEDIUM
LLWAS ALERT/WIND VELOCITY CHANGE
-20 knots or greater ...........................................................................................................HIGH
- Less than 20 knots .................................................................................................... MEDIUM
FORECAST

OF CONVECTIVE

WEATHER ........................................................................ LOW

NOTE:

These guidelines apply to operations in the airport vicinity (within 3 miles of the
point of takeoff or landing along the intended flight path and below 1000 feet
altitude). The clues should be considered cumulative. If more than one is
observed the probability weighting should be increased. The hazad increases with
proximity to the convective weather. Weather assessment should be made
continuously.

CAUTION:

CURRENTLY NO QUANTITATIVE MEANS EXISTS FOR DETERMINING
THE PRESENCE OR INTENSITY OF MICROBURST WTNDSHEAR. PILOTS
ARE URGED TO EXERCISE CAUTION IN DETERMINJNG A COURSE OF
ACTION.

G-8
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2) Avoid Known Windshear
The policy is to avoid areas of known windshear. Consider one or more of the following actions
as appropriate:
o

Delay takeoff until conditions improve

o

In flight, divertaroundthe area of known windshear

o

If windshear is indicated during approach, initiate a go-around or hold until conditions
improve

3) Consider Precautions
Precautions are recommended whenever probability of windshear exists but avoidance action is
not considered necessary.
o

Takeoff Precautions

a)

Use maximum takeoff thrustinstead of reduced thrust.

b) Use the longest suitablerunway away from potential windshear.
c) Consider using the recommended flap setting.
d) Consider using increasedVR speed. The delayed rotation speed must not exceed eithe~
a) the runway limitVR speed or
b) a 20 knot increase.
Example: Actual gross weight: 150,000 pounds
Runway limit weight: 160,000 pounds
Set the “bugs” for the actualgross weight (150,000 pounds) but remember to
rotate at the VR speed which corresponds to the runway limit weight
(160,000 pounds). A normal continuous rotation to the normal target pitch
attitudeshouldbe used.

G-9
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e) Do not use any pitch mode of a speed referenced flight director for takeoff.
o

Approach Precautions

a)

Achieve a stabilized approach no laterthan 1,000 feet AGL.

b) Avoid large thrustreductions or trim changes in response to sudden.airspeed increases as
these may be followed by airspeed decreases.
c) Use the longest suitablerunway away from potential windshear.
d) Consider using the recommended flap setting.
e) Consider using increased approach speed.
f)

Use the autopilot and autothrottle for the approach to provide more monitoring and
reco=tition time. If using the autothrottle,the throttles should be backed up manuallyto
prevent excessive power reduction during an increasingperformance shear.

4) Follow StandardOperatingTechniques
Certain procedures and techniques can prevent a dangerous flight path situationfrom developing
if windshear is inadvertently encountered. These procedures and techniques are of such
importance that they should be incorporated into each pilot’s personal standard operating
techniques and practiced on every takeoff and landing whetheror not windshear is anticipated. A
cockpit atmosphere must be developed which encourages awareness and effective crew
coordination, particularlyat night and duringmarginalweather conditions.
●
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o

Takeoff StandardOperatingTechniques

a)

Be alertfor any airspeed fluctuationsduringtakeoff and initialclimb.

b) Know the all-engine initialclimb pitch attitude.
c) Make a continuous rotation at the normal rotation rateto this targetpitch attitudefor all
non-engine failure takeoffs.
d) Minimize reductions from the initial climb pitch attitudeuntil terrain and obstruction
clearanceis assured.
e) Develop an awareness of normal values of airspeed, attitude,vertical speed, and airspeed
buildup.
f)

The pilot not flying should closely monitor the vertical flight path instrumentssuch as
vertical speed and altimetersand call out any deviations from normal.

e

o

Approach StandardOperatingTechniques
a) Develop an awareness of normal values of vertical speed, thrust,and pitch.
b) Crosscheck flight director commands using the verticalflight path instruments.
c) Know the go-around decision criteriaand be prepared to execute an immediate go-around
if the parametersare exceeded.
d) The pilot not flying should closely monitor the vertical flight path instrumentssuch as
vertical speed, altimetersand glideslope displacement and should call out any deviations
from normal.

5) Windshear Recovery Technique
The following actions are recommended whenever flight path control becomes marginal below
1000 feet AGL on takeoff or approach. As guidelines, marginal flight path control may be
indicated by deviations from targetconditions in excess ofi
●
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~15 knots indicated airspeed
~500 fpm vertical speed
~5° pitch attitude
~ 1 dot displacement from the glideslope
Unusualthrottleposition for a significantperiod of time
If flight path control becomes marginal at low altitudes, initiate the recommended windshear
recovery technique without delay. The firsttwo steps should be accomplished simultaneously.
THRUST
Disengage the autothrottles(unless specifically designed for windshear) and aggressively apply
necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane performance.

Avoid engine overboost unless

necessary to avoid ground contact. When airplane safety has been ensured, adjust thrust to
maintainengine parameterswithin spectiled limits.
PITCH
At a normal pitch rate, (typically 1 to 2 degrees per second), begin increasing or decreasing pitch
attitude to an initial target attitudeof 15°. Always respect stick shaker. Use intermittentstick
shaker as the upper limit for pitch attitude. In a severe shear, stick shaker may occur below 15°
pitch attitude. Rapidly changing vertical winds can also cause momentary stick shaker at any
attitude. If attitudehas been limited to less than 15° to stop stick shaker,increase attitudetoward
15° as soon as stick shakerstops.
If the vertical flight path or altitude loss is still unacceptable after reaching 15° and stick shaker is
not encountered, further increase pitch attitude smoothly in small increments.
●
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Rapidly changing winds may cause rapid excursions in pitch and roll with little or no pilot input.
When making adjustmentsfrom the target attitude or stick shaker, control pitch in a smooth,
steadymannerto avoid excessive overshootlundershootof the desired attitude. Once the airplane
k climbing and ground contact is no longer an immediate concern; airspeed should be increased
by cautious reductionsin pitch attitude.
If

a

windshear is encounteredon the runway during takeoff and an abort is not practical, rotateto

15° at the normal rateof rotation (typically 2 to 3 degrees per second) by no later than 2000 feet
of usable runway remaining.
CONFIGURATION
Do not change flap, gear or trim position until terrain contact is no longer a factor. However,
stabilizertrim may be used to trim out stick force due to thrustapplication.
*

NOTE:

It is reco=tized that a change in flap position may improve windshear recovery.
However, this procedure is not recommended since the risk of moving the flaps in
the wrong direction or amount is considered to be greater than the risk of
encounteringa shear so greatthata flap change is needed for recovery.

Report the Encounter
Report the airspeedchange, shearencounterlocation and altitude,and airplanetype to ATC as quickly
as possible. Use the termPIREP in making the report in order to encourage rebroadcast to other
aircraft.
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APPENDIX HE2LAMPLE CREW COORDINATION AND CALLOUTS

Windshear trainingexperience has indicated thatwell coordinated flight crew cockpit procedures
aid in windshear recognition and recovery.

Crew coordination must be utilized routinely in

normal operations as weII as during windshear trainingto be most effective during a windshear
encounter.
However, airplanepiloting techniques are very different from normal during an actual windshear
encounter. The situation will require the use of crew callouts that are not used during normal
operations, but critical to success. The PF will be directing all his attentions to maintaining
@lane

pitch and roll control. The PNF must provide him with standardized(within an airline)

information thatis explicit and not ambiguous in any way.
Many operators already have a very well defined set of crew coordination procedures. The intent
of the Windshear Training Aid is not to mom
procedures which may be utilized are offered.

H-2

these. However, examples of the type of
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APPENDIX HEXAMPLE CREW COORDINA’IION AND CALLOUTS
APPENDIX H.1

TAKEOFF

Normal Operations
The method listed below may be used to ensure that the airplanehas commenced a positive rate
of climb and is clearing the ground and obstacles:
1)

After liftoff,
o

PF check the vertical speed indicator (VSI) and/or altimeterand call out:
“Positive rate,gear up”

o

PF confii

the positive rateon the VSI before selectingthe gear handle to

the up position
m
2)

All pilots should monitor indications of airspeed, pitch attitude, vertical speed, and
altitudetrend.

3)

Any pilot can call out a specific deviation ikom normal as follows:
o “Airspeed 130 decreasing”
o “Vertical speed 500 up” (subsequentcallout values will determinetrend)
o “Pitch 10 degrees, decreasing”
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APPENDIX HEXAMPLE CREW COORDINATION AND CALLOUTS
APPENDIX H. 1

TAKEOFF

Windshear Encounter
If windshear is encountered below 1000 feet AGL as indicated by deviations from target
conditions exceeding:
A15 knots airspeed
fiOO @m vertical speed
M“ pitch attitude
the deviation would be called as above and the windshearrecovery would be initiated.
o

PNF (two-man crew) only call out altitude deviations using the barometric altimeter,
radio altimeteror VSI as appropriateuntilrecovery is complete:

“climbing 500, altitude400 feet, sinking 200, altitude300 feet, etc.”
Operators of three-man crew airplane may incorporate tie S/0 into the callout procedure as
desired.

(See Windshear Substantiating Data for limitations of VSI indications during a

windshear situation.)

H-4
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APPENDIX H

EXAMPLE CREW COORDINATION

APPENDIX H.2

APPROACH

Normal Operations

AND CALLOUTS

\

The approach should be stabilized by 1000 feet AGL whenever there is any concern for
windshear. The stabilizationcriteriais:

1)

o

Airspeed at targetapproach speed

o

Rate of sink normal

o

Pitch appropriateto approach configuration

o

Within one dot displacementfrom the glideslope (ILS available)

o

Power stabilized appropriateto approach configuration

Below 1000 feet AGL, any pilot can call out deviations from the stabilized approach
criteriaas follows:
o

“Airspeed 115, decreasing”

o

“Vertical speed 1200 down” (subsequentcallout values will determine
trend).

2)

o

“Pitch minus 2 degrees, decreasing”

o

“Power 2000 pounds”, or “power 40%” (depending on airplane type)

Normal crew coordination procedures should ensure that one flight crew member is
monitoring flight instrumentation that could indicate flight path degradation at low
altitude(IMC or VMC). For example, at 500 feet AGL, the PNF could call:

“verticrdspeed 800 down” or “instrumentscross checked’
to indicate thathe has scanned the instruments.

*
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EXAMPLE CREW COORDINATION AND CALLOU’I’S

APPENDIX H.2

APPROACH

*

Windshear Encounter
If windshear is encountered below 1000 feet AGL as indicated by deviations from target
conditions exceeding:
&15 hots airspeed
MOO fpm vertical speed
M“ pitch attitude
Al dot g~deslope deviation (ILS available)
Unusual throttleposition for a significant period of time
the deviation would be called as above and the windshear recovery would be initiated. All
callouts by the PNF and/or the S/0 would be similar to the severe windshear encounter during
takeoff
“sinking 500, altitude 200 fee~ climbing 500, altitude 300 feet, etc.”
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This appendix provides an example combination of exercises with other materialin the Example
Windshear Training Program to produce a simulator training syllabus suitable for use by an
instructor.
Specifically, three of the possible
Program.
Training

Each exercise

eight exercises

are included

from the Simulator

has been chosen to meet the requirements

Syllabus. Any of the remaining

five exercises

Training

of the Basic Simulator

or their variations

may be added as

desired.
The appropriatewindshear models for each exercise are assumed to have been incorporatedusing
Section 3.3 SimulatorWindshear Model Implementation Guide.
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APPENDIX 1.1

TlL4NLNG OB.TECTIVES

The objectives of this simulator training program are to provide the flight crews with the
necessmy experience and skills to:
o

Recognize

the onset of

a severe windshear encounter from

available flight

instrumentation
0

Coordinate cockpit activities to improve their ability to recognize and recover from an
inadvertentwindshearencounter

0

Make proper use of pitch, power, and airplane conllguration to recover from an
inadvertentwindshearencounter
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APPENDIX 1.2

PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

General Briefing
Pilots should be familiar with the material contained in the Ground Training Program prior to
simulator windshear training. The simulator syllabus focuses attention on pilot techniques for
recovering from an inadvertentwindshear encounter. However, the model of flight crew actions
should be reviewed as they apply to the following simulatorsession
1) Evaluate the weather for possible severe windshear presence to decide the proper course of
action (i.e. continue normally, use precautions, or avoid).
Note:

The windshear exercises in this simulator syllabus do not include simulated
weather indicative of windshear presence. As a result, weather evaluation is not
included in these exercises.

2) AVOID KNOWN SEVERE WINDSHEAR!
WARNING:

The windshear simulatorexercises are designed to be survivable using the
proper recovery technique. Some windshears occurring in nature are of
such magnitude that survival is impossible.

Additionally, since flight

crews are expecting windshear during the training session, there is no
element of surprise. As a result, recovery is automatically initiated to
ensure a successful flight profile. An element of surprisewill be involved
during an actual inadvertentwindshearencounter.
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APPENDIX 1.2

PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

3) Consider precautions appropriateto the environmentalconditions.
Note:

The runway, airplane gross weight, and environmental conditions for each
windshear simulator exercise have been predetermined. Precautionarytechniques
will not be practiced.

4) Follow standard operating techniques, including callouts that improve the flight crew’s
capability to both recognize and recover from an inadvertent severe windshear encounter.
(For an example of this type of crew coordination, see Appendix H.)
5) Use the following windshear recovery technique if a severe windshear is inadvertently
encounteredas evidenced by deviations from targetconditions exceeding.
o

During takeoff (below 1000 feet AGL)
*15 knots airspeed
~500 fpm vertical speed
~5° pitch attitude

I

o

During approach for landing (below 1,000 AGL)
*15 knots airspeed
~500 fpm vertical speed
~5° pitch attitude
~1 dot glideslope deviation
Unusualthrottleposition for a significant period of time

*
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THRUST
Aggressively apply necessary thrustto ensure adequate airplane performance. Avoid engine
overboost unless necessary to avoid ground contact. When airplane safety has been ensured,
adjust thrustto maintainengine parameterswithin specified limits.
PITCH
The pitch control technique

for recovery from a windshear

encounter

after liftoff or on

approach is as follows:

I

a)

At a normal pitch rate, (typically

1 to 2 degrees per second), begin increasing

or

decreasing pitch attitudeto an init.kdtargetattitudeof 15°.
b)

Always respect stick shaker. Use intermittentstick shaker as the upper limit for pitch
attitude. In a severe shear, stick shaker may occur below 15° pitch attitude. Rapidly
changing vertical winds can also cause moment.mystick shakerat any attitude.

c) If attitudehas been limited to less than 15° to stop stick shaker, increase attitudetoward
15° as soon as stick shakerstops.
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PITCH
d) Pitch attitude should be controlled to maintain a positive climb or to minimize any
altitudeloss. If a positive climb resultsat 15° pitch attitude,remain at 15° unless limited
by stick shaker. If altitude is decreasing at 15° attitude and the stick shaker has not
activated, further increase pitch attitude smoothly in small increments until a positive
climb results or the stick shakeractivates.
e) Rapidly changing winds may cause rapid excursions in pitch and roll with little or no
pilot input. When making adjustmentsfi-om the target attitude or stick shaker, control
pitch in a smooth, steady mannerto avoid excessive overshoothndershoot of the desired
attitude.

f)

Once the airplane is climbing and ground contact is no longer an immediate concern,
airspeed should be increasedby cautiousreductions in pitch attitude.

If a windshear is encountered on the runway during takeoff and an abort is not practical,
rotate to 150 at the normal takeoff rateof rotation (typically 2 to 3 degrees per second) by no
laterthan2000 feet of usable runwayremaining.
CONFIGUIL%TION
Maintainthe existing airplaneconilguration.
o Do not select the gear up
o Do not trim the airplanefor speeds less thanthe appropriatereference speeds.
o Do not retractor extend flaps to anotherflap setting.
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PILOT SIMULATOR BRIEFING

m

CREW COORDINATION
Pilot not flying make the appropriate

crew callouts.

(For an example of the type of crew

coordination referred to above, see Appendix H.)
REPORT THE ENCOUNTER
As soon as possible, REPORT THE ENCOUNTER to the tower.

The pilot report for

windshearencounters should contain the following information:
1)

Maximum loss or gain of airspeed

2)

Altitude at which shearwas encountered

3)

Location of shearwith respect to runway in use

4)

Airplane type

5)

Include the termPIREP to encourage rebroadcast of the report to other aircraft.

Critical remarks are also helpful in establishing windshem severity (e.g. “maximum thrust
required”, “almost contacted terrain”,etc.).
EXAMPLE:

“San Francisco Tower, Flight 126 with a PIREP, encountered
windshear on final, loss of 20 knots at 300 feet approaching middle
markerrunway 28 right, Boeing 727.”
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Exercise Briefinm
Each simulator training exercise chosen also should be briefed individually. The briefing for
each exercise should cove~
o

General exercise description

o

Initialconditions

o

Piloting technique requirements

Three winclshear exercises will be conducted: two on takeoff and one during approach. The
specific exercises are:
1) During rotation
2)
*

priOr

tO VR

3) On ILS approach.
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DURING ROTATION EXERCISE

General Description
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates a tailwind only (Figure I-l).
The windshear commences at 3° nose up during airplane takeoff rotation which makes shear
onset diftlcuk to recognize.

The shear produces higher than normal stick forces to continue

rotation and/or maintain initial climb attitude. The situation presents a significant threat of
ground contact.

This windshear is typical of those which have caused several windshear

accidents/incidents.
Initial Conditions
Runway: SFO RW OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airpkme Gross Weight: 185,300 pounds (runwaylimit weight)
Takeoff flaps: 15
Takeoff Thrust: Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
Vl~R:

144 KI.AS

V2: 156 HAS
Ceiling and Visibility: VFR
wind

calm

Temperature: 90°F
Turbulence: No

I
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Figure I-1

EXMPLE “DURING ROTATION’ WIND MODEL
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DUIUNG ROTATION EXERCISE

Piloting Technique Recwirements
1) As the airplane is rotated for takeoff, the onset of the windshear will make the control column
forces seem heavier than normal.

An indicated airspeed hesitation

may be apparent.

The

airplane will not lift off at the normal pitch attitude (9° to 10°) when this occurs.
o

PNF call out the airspeed deviation

o

PF advance the throttles to max rated thrust (or overboost

as necessary)

and continue

rotation toward 15°
2) Initially 15° pitch attitudewill produce a small positive rate of climb. Stick shaker activation
will occur almost immediately.
o

PF smoothly maintainintermittentstick shaker

o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

3) As the airplaneregains performance and is clear of the ground,
o

PF continue normal climb profile
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APPENDIX 1.5

PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

General Description
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates a tailwind only (Figure I-2).
The windshearcommences at VR-8 KIM.

By the point at which the windshear is recognized, an

abort should not be feasible on the runway remaining. Rotation for takeoff will be required at
speeds below normalVR to lift off in the available runway remaining.
Initial Conditions
Runway: SFO RW OIR
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross Weight: 185,300 pounds (runway limit weight)
Takeoff flaps: 15
Takeoff fisti
*

VINR:

Max rated EPR -2.06,2.08,2.06

144 KIAS

V2: 156 KIAS
Ceiling and Visibility: VFR
wind

calm

Temperature: 90”F
Turbulence: No

I

1’
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Figure I-2

EXAMPLE “PRIOR TO VR” WIND MODEL
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PRIOR TO VR EXERCISE

Piloting Technique Recwirements
1) Prior to VR, the airspeed which had been increasing normally will slow appreciably.

2)

o

PNF call out the airspeed deviation.

o

PF advance the throttles to full thrust (overboost).

Prior to acceleratingto VR, and with only 2,000 feet of usable runwayremaining,
o

PF rotate at the normal rate toward 15° pitch attitudeto produce a positive rate of climb
before overrunningusable runway surface.

3) Intermittentstick shakeractivationwill occur near 15° pitch attitude
o

0
4)

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

As the

o

airplaneregainsperformance and is clear of the ground,

PF continue normal climb profde.
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a

ON ILS APPROACH EXERCISE

General Description
This exercise utilizes Reference Wind Model #1 which incorporates

a tailwind only (Figure 1-3).

The windshear commences at 300 feet AGL. This exercise introduces
approach

in limited visibility

exercise illustrates

during transition

the difficulty

in recognizing

from instrument

the windshear on an ILS

to visual conditions.

the onset of a windshear

diverted outside the cockpit to establish visual reference for landing.
InitialConditions
Runway SFO RW 28R
Airplane: B-727-200 (JT8D-15 engines)
Airplane Gross WeighK 154,500 pounds (max structurallanding weight)
Landing flaps: 30
Go-around Thrust: Max ratedEPR -2.06,2.08,2.06
Target Approach Speed 138 KIAS (V-5

KIM)

Ceiling and Visibility: 400 overcast 1 1/3 F
Wind: Calm
Temperature: 90”F
Turbulence: No
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ON ILS APPROACH EXERCISE

Piloting Technkme Recmirements
1) The pilot will conduct a norxnal ILS approach. The airplaneis to be stabilized in the final
approach configuration
o

PNF monitor

prior to 1,000 feet AGL. Below 1,000 feet AGL:

the flight instruments

and call out any deviations

horn the stabilized

approach criteria
a)

Airspeed on targetapproach speed.

b) Pitch appropriateto the approach configuration.
c) Rate of sink normal
d) Power stabilized appropriateto approach configuration.
e) Within 1 dot of glideslope.
2) When the severe windsheu encounter is recognized
o

PF simultaneously advance the throttles to maximum rated (or overboost as necessary)
and rotate toward 150 pitch attitudeto establish a positive rateof climb.

3) Intermittentstick shaker activation may occur as a function of the airplane speed when
recovery was initiated.
o

PNF make the appropriatecrew callouts.

4) As the airplaneregains performance and is clear of the ground
o

PF continue normal go-around procedures.
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APPENDIX 1.7

SIMULATOR SESSION

During the simulatorsession, the exercises should be practiced in the order presentedpreviously.
Set the initial conditions for each exercise in a manner appropriate to the type of simulator
controls available.
The airplane should be positioned at the SFO OIR takeoff position with all pre-takeoff checks
complete. A normal takeoff should be conducted with the windshearoccurring at the appropriate
point. On completion of the exercise, reposition the simulator at the runway end, ready for
takeoff.

Repeat the exercise as required for each pilot undergoing training until the proper

techniqueis executed correctly.
On completion of Exercise 1, conduct Exercise 2 in the same manner.
For Exercise 3, the simulator should be positioned at an airborne initial position to ensure a
stabilized approach prior to shear onset.
@

A normal approach should be conducted with the

windshear occurring at the appropriate point.

On completion of the exercise, reposition the

simulator for the approach. Repeat the exercise as required for each pilot undergoing training
untilthe proper technique is executed correctly.
Any exercise can be repeated to note the effect of using the autopilot, autothrottlesor flight
director on windshearrecognition and recovery.

*
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The results of the simulator training sessions will dictate the specific items for debriefing. For
those simulators which have the capability to print graphic material, an output of each simulator
exercise would be extremely beneficial for debriefing. As an example, the following flight path
graphics are presented.

These graphic examples are reproductions of the exercises in the

simulatorsyllabus. Both correct and incorrecttechniques are described.
During Rotation Exercise
Figure I-4 shows the flight and control characteristicswhen the recovery technique is conducted
correctly. As the shearbegins, tie pitch attitudeis increased to 15°. Full thrustis selected as the
airplane approaches the end of the runway and is not yet airborne.
produces liftoff and a positive rate of climb (not shown).
encountered at 15°.

Very shortly, the stick shaker is

Intermittent stick shaker is then maintained

performance begins to improve.
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Figure I-5 compares the recommended

recovery technique to a case where the rotation is stopped

at 100. The rotation is stopped due to the lack of airspeed increase and the resultant increased
control forces. If the 10° attitude is maintained, the airplane cannot become airborne and runs off
the end of the runway even when fill thrustis selected at the recognition of the shear.
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Figure I-6 demonstratesthe difference in flight profiles thatcan resultfrom differentrates of
rotation used by the pilot during this exercise. A rapid rotationto 15° will resultin a lower
maximum airspeed at shear onset. The airplanethen encountersthe stick shakersooner and for a
longer period of time than for the slow rotation case. The slower rotation resultsin less altitude
loss duringthe recovery once airborne, but also requires more runway length for takeoff. In fact,
the airplanemay not become airborneprior to the runway end for a runway limited case.
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Prior to VR Exercise
Figure I-7 shows the flight and control characteristics using the recommended recovery
technique. Due to runway limiting, full thrust is selected once the shear is recognized.

The

airplaneis pitched at the normal rotation ratedirectly to 15° at approximately 2,000 feet from the
end of the runway. The stick shaker is encountered immediately. Intermittentstick shaker is
maintaineduntil airplaneperformance improved.
Should the PF decide to attempt to abort the takeoff due to the airspeed hesitation prior to VR,
the airplane may not be able to stop within the confines of the runway.

The late VR point places

the airplane closer to the end of the runway than the predicted VI point due to the windshear.
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Figure I-8 compares the recommended

technique to a case where the PF waits until the airspeed

accelerates to VR. Although the delayed rotation altitude profile is very similar to the
recommended

technique above 50 feet AGL, the airplane does not lift off the ground until

approximately

200 feet past the end of the runway.

Considering obstacles off the end of the

runway in the real world, the airplane obviously would not have lifted off at all.
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BASIC SIMULATOR TRAINING SYLLABUS - INSTRUCTOR HANDOUT
DEBRIEFING

On ILS Approach Exercise
Figure I-9 shows the basic flight and control characteristicsusing the recommended recovery
technique. Once the shearis recognized, the airplaneis rotatedto 15°. Due to the closeness to
the ground, full thrustis selected. The stick shakeris encountered at 15°. Intermittentstick
shakeris maintaineduntilperformance improves.
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BASIC SIMULATOR

APPENDIX 1.8

Sl%LABUS

- INSTRUCTOR

HANDOUT

DEBRl13FING

Figure I-10 demonstrates
recommended

~G

the effects of increased approach speeds on the flight profde using the

recovery technique.

If the shear is initiated

when the airplane is at nornxd

approach speed for a no wind condition,

the recovery will require flight at intermittent

shaker. If increased airspeed is maintained

during the approach, the same shear may not require

flying near stick shaker as seen in the 20 KTAS increase case.

Alternatively,

stick

the altitude lost

during the recovery will be greater if the shear occurs when the airplane is below the correct
approach speed.
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APPENDIX J

PILOT WINDSHEAR BRIEPING

*

The following materialhas been prepared as a possible ground school presentation of the Pilot
Windshear Guide. The briefing is organized as a slide presentation. Each slide is accompanied
by appropriatenarrativedescription of the points to be emphasized by an instructor.
This materialmay be used as reinforcementor a replacementof the Pilot Windshear Guide
and/or the videos, “A Windshear Avoided” and “Windshear- What The Crew Can Do”.
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During the period from 1964 to 1986, at least 32 accidents and incidents have occurred in which windshear was identified as a
contributing factor. These accidents and incidents resulted in over 600 fatalities and nearly 250 injuries. There is evidence to suggest
that if undocumented “close calls” and general aviation statistics were included, these figures would be much higher.

Due to the serious nature of this problem, the National Research Council was commissioned to study the windshear issue.
Council made recommendations
inadvertent windshear encounters.

The

regarding efforts needed to improve the training of pilots to recognize, avoid, and cope with
As a result of these recommendations, the Federal Aviation Administration contracted with an

industry consortium to develop a comprehensive Windshear Training Aid.

The consortium included Boeing, Douglas, Lockheed,

United Airlines Flight Training Center and aviation meteorologists from the National Center for Atmospheric Research. The material
that follows was developed by the consortium and reviewed and endorsed by Air Transport Association, Air Line Pilots Association,
Allied Pilots Association, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the National Transportation Safety Board.

This discussion deals with windshear and its effects on airplanes and flight crews. In investigating windshear and the threat it poses to
aviation, studies were conducted to evaluate the wide range of windshear conditions, airplane types and configurations, and piloting
techniques and procedures.
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Windshear
Briefing
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Slide J2
There are two major areas of importance in windshear with regard to airplane operations. The first and most important is the need to
AVOID windshear.

Avoidance is stressed since we now know microburst windshears exist that are beyond the capability of any

airplane and pilot. Secondly, should the avoidance process fail, proper recovery techniques are required to improve the chances of
escaping an inadvertent windshear encounter.
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Slide J3
This discussion is intended to serve as a summary of the key findings regarding:
1) windshear weather, particularly microbursts, and clues which may indicate its presence,
2) effects of windshear on airplanes,
3) windshear recognition from the cockpit and avoidance
4) precautions to take when windshear is suspected,
5) standard operating techniques related to windshear
6) recovery techniques to be used in an inadvertent windshear encounter.

AVOIDANCE must be emphasized as the most effective means to deal with windshear. However, it must be realized that a reliable
means to detect and avoid windshear does not yet exist.

Therefore, flight crews must become knowledgeable of the weather

conditions that produce windshear.
●
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Slide J4
Wind variationsat low-altitudehave long been recognized as a serioushazardto airplanesduringtakeoff and approach. These wind
variationscan resultfrom a large varietyof meteorological conditions such as: wind flow around buildings, unique topographical
conditions,temperatureinversions,sea breezes,frontalsystems,strongsurfacewinds, and themost violent forms of wind change--the
thunderstormandrainshower.

Throughout this discussion, the terms “windshear” and “severe windshear” are used when discussing low altitude wind variations.
These terms have the following meaning:

Windshear:

Any rapid change in wind direction or velocity,

SevereWindshea~

A rapid change in wind direction or velocity causing airspeed changes greater than 15 knots, or vertical
speed changes greater than 500 feet per minute,

●
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Examinationofairplaneaccident/incident

reports from 1959 -1983 identified 51 windshear-related events. This survey indicated2

out of every 3 windshear events were related to convective storms. Pilots must learn to recognize conditions that produce windshear if
it is to be avoided. For this reason, the primary focus of this briefing is directed toward windshear associated with convective weather
conditions: thunderstorms, and in particular the most hazardous form of windshear, the microburst.
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Slide J6

There are two basic types of thunderstorms: airmass and frontal. Airmass thunderstorms appear to be randomly distributed in unstable
air and develop from localized heating at the earth’s surface, The heated air rises and cools to form cumulus clouds. As the cumulus
stage continues to develop, precipitation forms in higher portions of the cloud and falls. Precipitation signals the beginning of the
mature stage and presence of a downdraft.

After approximately an hour, the heated updraft creating the thunderstorm is cut off by

rainfall, Heat is removed and the thunderstorm dissipates. Many thunderstorms produce an associated cold air gust front as a result of
the downflow and outrush of rain-cooled air. These gust fronts are usually very turbulent and can create a serious threat to airplanes
during takeoff and approach.
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Frontal thunderstorms

are usually associated with weather systems like fronts, converging winds, and troughs aloft.

Frontal

thunderstorms form in squall lines, last several hours, generate heavy rain and possibly hail, and produce strong gusty winds and
possibly tornadoes. The principal distinction in formation of these more severe thunderstorms is the presence of large horizontal wind
changes (speed and direction) at different altitudes in the thunderstorm.

This causes the severe thunderstorm to be vertically tilted.

Precipitation falls away from the heated updraft permitting a much longer storm development period. Resulting airflows within the
storm accelerate to much higher vertical velocities which ultimately result in higher horizontal wind velocities at the surface,
The downward moving column of air, or downdraft, of a typical thunderstorm is fairly large; about 1 to 5 miles in diameter. Resultant
outflows may produce large changes in wind speed,
Though wind changes near the surface occur across an area sufficientlylarge to lessen the effect, thunderstormsalways presenta
potential hazard to airplanes, Regardless of whether a thunderstorm contains windshear however, the possible presence of heavy rain,
hail, extreme turbulence, and tornadoes make it critical that pilots avoid thunderstorms.
9
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Slide J8
This figure illustratesthe annualworldwide thunderstormdays based on meteorologicalrecords. Certainareasof the world can be
seen to have a highpotentialfor convective windshearbecauseof thehigh level of convective activity. Due to the lower frequency of
air traffic in the highest threat areas (the tropics), fewer accidents have been reported in these regions.
●
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Average Annual Worldwide
Thunderstorm Days

. Highest wlndshear threat occurs in tropics
● Higher frequency of ah’ traffic in North America results in higher accident threat
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Examination of the worldwide microburst-associated accidents and incidents shows that the majority of these have occurred in the
United States. The greater number of accidents results from the combination of a high frequency of convective activity and high air
traffic density.

Many more microburst-associated

accidents and incidents have probably occurred worldwide but have not been

recorded as such.
●
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In fact, closer examination of the United States shows a correlation between areas of high thunderstorm activity and a number of
accidents.

*
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Average Annual Continental US.
Thunderstorm Days

A Microb
Correlationexists between regionsof higherthunderstorm 80 W
activityand windshear-relatedaccidents/incidents
b
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Identification of concentrated, more powerful downdrafts--known as microbursts--has resulted from the investigation of windshear
accidents and from recent meteorological research. Microbursts can occur anywhere convective weather conditions (thunderstorms,
rain showers, virga) occur. Observations indicate that approximately five percent of all thunderstorms produce a microburst.

Downdrafts associated with microbursts are typically only a few hundred to 3,000 feet across.

When the downdraft reaches the

ground, it spreads out horizontally and may form one or more horizontal vortex rings around the downdraft.

The outflow region is

typically 6,000 to 12,000 feet across. The horizontal vortices may extend to over 2000 feet above ground level, Microbursts have
been observed when no thunderstorm was identified, particularly in dry climates. There is some evidence that very strong microbursts
can be gemerated by rapidly developing convective storms before they can be identified as thunderstorms.
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Microburst outflows are not always symmetric. Therefore, a significant airspeed increase may not occur upon entering the outflow, or
may be much less than the subsequent airspeed loss experienced when exiting the microburst. An airplane flying from left to right on
the figure shown would experience a small headwind followed by a large tailwind. Many accidents and incidents have occurred where
little or no headwind component was evident to the crew.
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Recent microburst data has confirmed the existence of horizontal roll vortices associated with microbursts.

The rapidly changing

horizontal and vertical winds caused by these vortices may cause rapid excursions in airplane pitch and roll with little or not pilot
input, In addition, the vortices may cause stick shaker activation at unusual airspeeds and attitudes. More than one microburst can
occur in the same weather system. A series of horizontal vortices can form near the ground due to several microbursts being imbedded
in one another.
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h a typical microburst, wind speeds intensify for about 5 minutes after the microburst initially contacts the ground. An encounter
during the initial stage of microburst development may not be considered significant, but an airplane following may experience an
airspeed change two to three times greater! Microbursts typically dissipate within 10 to 20 minutes after ground impact.
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Doppler radar data indicate that the wind speed change in the average microburst at its point of peak intensity is about 45 knots.
However, analysis of a microburst event at Andrews Air Force Base (Camp Spring, Maryland) on August 1, 1983 indicated
headwind/tailwind differential velocities near 200 knots! Microbursts have been measured that are beyond the performance capability
of any transport airplane. Note, however, that even windshears which were within the capability of the airplane have caused accidents.

IT IS VITAL TO RECOGNIZE THAT SOME MICROBURSTS CANNOT BE SUCCESSFULLY ESCAPED WITH ANY KNOWN
TECHNIQUES !
●
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Microbursts can be associated with both heavy rain, as in thunderstorm conditions, and much lighter precipitation associated with
convective clouds. Microbursts have occurred in relatively dry conditions of light rain or virga (precipitation that evaporates before
reaching the ground).
In this example, air below a cloud base (up to approximately 15,000 feet AGL) is very dry. Precipitation from higher convective
clouds falls into low humidity air and evaporates. This evaporative cooling causes the air to plunge downward.

As the evaporative

cooling process continues, the downdraft accelerates. Pilots are therefore cautioned not to fly beneath convective clouds producing
virga conditions when below 1000 feet AGL in the takeoff or landing configuration.
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Windshear affects both the airplane and the flight crew.

Analysis of past windshear accidents and incidents has provided insight

regarding windshear recognition and flight path control.

Flight simulator evaluations have provided additional information on the

difficult piloting task the windshear encounter presents the crew. The resulting lessons learned form the basis for the recommended
precautions and techniques in this document.
●
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The primary lesson learned is that the best defense against low level windshear is to avoid it altogether.

This is especially important

because shears will exist which are beyond the capability of any pilot or airplane. In most windshear accidents, several clues--LLWAS
alerts, weather reports, visual signs--were present that would have alerted the flight crew to the presence of a windshear threat. In all
instances, however, these clues were either not recognized or not acted upon. Flight crews must seek and heed signs alerting them to
the need for avoidance.
Other lessons were also learned regarding windshear recognition and pilot technique should the avoidance process fail. These lessons
are summarized as follows:
Windshear Recognition:
1) Recognition of a windshear encounter is difficult and is usually complicated by marginal weather
2) Time available for recognition and recovery is short (as little as 5 seconds)
3) Flight crew coordination is essential for prompt windshear recognition and recovery
Pilot Technique:
1) Flight path must be controlled with pitch attitude (along with simultaneous full thrust application).

Unusual stick forces maybe

required as a result.
2) Lower than normal airspeed may have to be accepted. Flying at airspeeds below no~al

reference speeds maybe required at some

time during the recovery to utilize the full performance capability of the airplane.
h reaching these conclusions, three types of windshear encounters which have resulted in an accident or incident were examined: an
encounter during takeoff after liftoff, an encounter dufing takeoff on the runway, and an encounter during approach.
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In many events involving after-liftoff windshear encounters, early trends in airspeed, pitch attitude, vertical speed and altitude
appeared normal. In this example, the airplane encountered windshear before stabilized climb was established which caused difficulty
in detecting onset of shear. As the airspeed decreased, pitch attitude was reduced to regain trim airspeed.

By reducing pitch attitude,

available performance capability was not utilized and the airplane lost altitude. As terrain became a factor, recovery to initial pitch
attitude was initiated.

This required unusually high stick force (up to 30 pounds of pull may be required on some airplanes).

Corrective action, however, was too late to prevent ground contact since the downward flight path was well established.
●
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Windshear Encounter During
Takeoff- After Liftoff
1. Takeoff initially appeared normal
2. Windshear encountered just after liftoff

3. Airspeed decrease resulted in pitch attitude reduction
4. Aircraft crashed off departure end of runway
20 seconds after liftoff
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Microburst \
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Runway
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The microburst reduces airspeed and lift at normal attitudes which results in a pitch down tendency to regain trim airspeed, The pitch
down reduces the lift and causes a change in the flight path direction.
loss.
●

The net result of this reduction in pitch attitude is an altitude
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Windshear Effects on Flight Path
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Reducing pitch attitude to regain lost airspeed, or allowing attitude to decrease in response to lost airspeed, is the result of past training
emphasis on airspeed control. Successful recovery from an inadvertent windshear encounter requires maintaining or increasing pitch
attitude and accepting lower than normal airspeed. Unusual and unexpected stick forces may be required to counter natural airplane
pitching tendencies due to airspeed loss.

To counter the loss of airspeed and lift resulting from the windshear encounter, pitch attitude must not be allowed to fall below the
normal range. Only by properly controlling pitch attitude and accepting reduced airspeed can flight path degradation be prevented.
Once the airplane begins to deviate from the intended flight path and high descent rates develop, it takes additional time and altitude to
change flight path direction.
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Pitch Control Effects on Flight Path
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of reduced airspeed
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flight path
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Full performance capability may not have been used because of two factors:

lack of timely recognition and inappropriate or

inadequate response. Rapidly deteriorating climb performance may not be apparent to the crew unless all appropriate vertical flight
path instruments are closely monitored.

Only 5 to 15 seconds maybe available to recognize and respond to a windshear encounter after the initial encounter. It is therefore of
great importance that a windshear encounter be recognized as soon as possible. Timely recognition of windshear requires effective
crew coordination and appropriate callouts by the pilot not flying.
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Analysis of a typical accident where an increasing tailwind shear was encountered during takeoff ground roll showed that initial
indications appeared normal. Due to the windshear however, the airplane did not reach VR until near the end of the runway. As the
airplane lifted off, the tailwind continued increasing, preventing any further airspeed increase. The airplane contacted an obstacle off
the departure end of the runway.
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Windshear Encounter During
Takeoff - On Runway
1 Takeoff initially appeared normal
2 Airspeed buiidupsiowed due to windshear
3 gr:;~:: reachedVR near end of runway, iifted off but failed
4 Airpiane contactedobstacleoff departure end of runway

Runway
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Lower-than-normal airspeed, due to the increasing tailwind shear, resulted in reduced available lift at normal takeoff attitude. This, in
turn, resulted in inability to lift off soon enough to clear obstacles.
An additional factor is the difficulty of recognizing deteriorating airplane performance. Timely recognition of a windshear encounter
on the runway may be difficult since the only indication may be a slower-than-normal airspeed increase. The presence of gusts may
mask abnormal airspeed build-up. Time available to respond effectively to a windshear may be as little as 5 seconds from the initial
encounter.

Effective crew coordination, particularly standard callouts, is essential in routine operations in order to develop habit

patterns required to ensure timely recognition of degrading performance.

Full thrust may be required to provide additional performance, particularly if reduced thrust takeoff procedures have been used.
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Windshear Effects on Liftoff

Runway
Normal Takeoff

●
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Microburst-

Runway
Windshear Encounter
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Microburst reduces
airspeed and lift at
normal attitude that
results in inability to
liftoff
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If thereis insufficientrunwayleft to accelerateto normaltakeoff speed, and inadequaterunwayto stop, liftoff and safe climb may
requirerotationat speeds less than normalrotationspeed (VR). In this case, additionalpitch attitudemay be requiredto achieve
sufficientlift. In traditionaltraining,crews are frequentlycautionednot to rotateat speedsless thanVR to avoid high pitch attitudes
thatcould resultin aft body contact. In a windshearencounter,rotationtoward normaltakeoff pitch attitudeat lower thannormal
airspeedmay be requiredto lift off in the remainingrunway. This may resultin aft body contact. To deal with an inadvertent
windshearencounter,thepilot mustbe preparedto apply techniqueswhich differ from thoseordinarilyused.
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Analysis of a typical windshear encounter on approach provided evidence of an increasing downdraft and tailwind along the approach
flight path, The airplane lost airspeed, dropped below the target glidepath, and contacted the ground short of the runway threshold.
●
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Windshear Encounter During Approach
1 Approachinitiaiiyappeared rmrmai

2 increasingdowndraftencounteredat transition
3 Airspeeddecreasecombinedwith reduced
visuhi cues resuitedin pitchattitudereduction
4 Airplanecrashedshortof approachend of runway
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Reduced airspeed, as the airplane encountered the windshear, resulted in decreased lift. This loss of lift increased the descent rate.
The natural nose-down pitch response of the airplane to decreasing airspeed caused additional altitude loss. Proper pitch attitude
control along with simultaneous full thrust application were not used soon enough to prevent ground contact.
Lack of timelyandappropriateresponse--affectedby weatherconditions, inadequatecrew coordinationandlimitedrecognitiontime-was a significantfactor in delaying recovery initiation.Gradualapplicationof thrustduringapproachmay have masked the initial
decreasingairspeed trend. Poor weatherconditions caused increased workload and complicated the approach. Transitionfrom
instrumentsto exteriorvisualreferencesmayhavedetractedfrom instrumentscan. Inadequatecrew coordinationmayhave resultedin
failureto recognize flight path degradation. A stabilizedapproachwith clearly defined callouts is essentialto aid in recognitionof
unacceptableflightpathtrendsso thatrecoverycanbe initiatedas quickly as possible.
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Windshear Effects on Flight Path
on Approach

ght on
ide Path

Runway
peed
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Vertical winds exist in every microburst and increase in intensity with altitude.

Such winds usually reach peak intensity at heights

greater than 500 feet above the ground. Downdrafts with speeds greater than 3,000 feet per minute can exist in the center of a strong
microburst. The severity of the downdraft the airplane encounters depends on both the altitude and lateral proximity to the center of
the microburst.
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Perhaps more critical than sustaineddowndrafts, short duration reversals in vertical winds can exist due to the outflow rotors
associatedwith microbursts. An airplaneflying throughhorizontalvortices experiencesalternatingupdraftsand downdraftscausing
pitchchangeswithoutpilot input,
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Encounter With Microburst Horizontal
Vortices
500 ft
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Microburst
.
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Rapid updraft/downdraft variations due to horizontal vortices

can cause uncommanded pitch changes and may resuit in momentary
stick shaker activation weli above normai stick shaker speeds
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These vertical winds result in airplane angle-of-attack fluctuations which, if severe enough, may result in momentary stick shaker
actuation or airframe shudder at speeds well above normal.

Vertical winds, like those associated with horizontal vortices, were considered in development of the recovery procedure. The most
significant impact of rapidly changing vertical winds is to increase pilot workload during the recovery. The higher workload results
from attention to momentary stick shaker actuation and uncornmanded pitch attitude changes from rapid changes in vertical wind.
Significant roll forces may also be present, requiring large and rapid wheel inputs to control bank angle.
●
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Vertical Wind Effects on
Angle-of-Attack
Effect of Updraft
Wing Reference Line
Relative Wind Vector
NCJVertical Wind

i
Updraft
Relative Wind Vector in Updraft Shear

Effect of Downdraft
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Wing Reference Line

Relative Wind Vector
in Downdraft Shear
Downdraft

Relative Wind Vector

No Vertical Wind
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Aheadwindshearincreases

indicatedairspeed

cause an overrun. Themagnitude

andperformancewhich

mayreducenormal

of theheadwind shear depends ontheflight

airspeed deceleration during flare andcould

path through the ficroburst relative to the ground.

Any rapidor largeairspeedincrease,particularlyin areasof convective weatherconditions,shouldbe viewed as a possible indication
of a forthcomingairspeeddecrease. Thus a largeairspeedincreasemay be reasonfor consideringa missed approach.However, since
microburstsare often asymmetricand the headwindmay not always be present,headwindshearsmust not be relied upon to provide
earlyindicationsof subsequenttailwindshears. Be prepared!
9
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Headwind
o

May provide early indication of microburst encounter

0

May not always be present
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While not significantly affecting airplane climb performance, a crosswind shear tends to cause the airplane to roll and/or yaw, Large
crosswind shears may require large or rapid control wheel inputs.

These shears may result in significantly increased workload and

distraction due to monitoring instruments and necessary control inputs to counter the roll and/or yaw,
●
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Turbulence may be quite intense in weather conditions associated with windshear. Effects of turbulence can mask changing airspeed
trends and delay recognition of severe windshear.

Turbulence may also tend to discourage use of available airplane pitch attitude

duringa recoveryby causingrandomstickshakeractivity. These effects can significantlyincreasepilot workloadanddistraction.
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Accident investigations and the study of windshear have shown that some forms of windshear are accompanied by high rates of
rainfall. NASA research is underway to determine if high rainfall rates contribute to a loss of airplane performance.
available to date are inconclusive.
avoided.

However, because rain may serve as a warning of severe windshear, areas of heavy rain should be

High rates of rainfall also cause significant increases in cockpit noise levels, making crew coordination and pilot

concentration more difficult.
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Heavy Rain
o

No conclusive evidence of performance degradation

0

May indicate potential windshear area
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Typical longitudinal stability characteristics tend to pitch the airplane up with increasing airspeed and down with decreasing airspeed,
Thrust changes in response to these airspeed variations may also affect stability. In airplanes with underwing-mounted engines, there
is an additional tendency to pitch up as thrust increases, and pitch down as thrust decreases.
pronounced at low speeds.

This tendency may become more
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Transport category airplanes have considerable climb capability at speeds below normal reference values. For typical takeoff climb
performance, a rate-of-climb of 1500 FPM in still air is possible even at stick shaker speeds.
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The vertical speed indicator (VSI) should not be solely relied upon to provide accurate vertical speed information.

Due to instrument

lags, indications may be several seconds behind actual airplane rate of climb/descent and, in some situations, may indicate a climb
after the airplane has started descending . Vertical speed indicators driven by an Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) show significant
improvement over other type instruments but still have some lag.

In addition,gust-inducedpitot staticpressurevariationswithinthe microburstmay introducefurtherVSI inaccuracies. Due to such
lags anderrors,all verticalflightpathinstrumentsshouldbe cross-checkedto verifyclimb/descenttrends.
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VSI Error During Takeoff Windshear
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During callouts and instrument scan in a windshear, use of radio and/or barometric altimeters must be tempered by the characteristics
of each. Since radio altitude is subject to terrain contours, the indicator may show a climb or descent due to falling or rising terrain,
respectively, The barometric altimeter may also provide distorted indications due to pressure variations within the microburst.
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Altimeters
o

Should be monitored as flight path indicators

0

Barometric altimeter may be affected by pressure
vibrations within microburst

0

Radio altimeter affected by terrain contours
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Airplane stall occurs when further increases in angle-of-attack produce no further increase in lift. In some cases, a significant decrease
in lift and an adverse effect on controllability may occur at stall. To prevent inadvertent entry into this flight region, stall warning
devices (stick shakers, stick pushers, stall warning horns) are installed on airplanes. In addition, having clean, smooth wing leading
edges will help prevent both early onset of stall buffet as well as rolloff tendency prior to stall.

Stick shaker is activated by angle of attack. Consequently, rapidly changing vertical winds or maneuvering will vary the attitude and
airspeed at which stick shaker occurs. With a properly functioning stall warning system and undamaged alpha vanes, stick shaker will
normally activate below the stall angle of attack, thus providing a warning prior to stall.
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Stick Shaker
o

Stick shaker defines lowest useable airspeed for
recovery

0

Undamaged alpha vanes and clean, smooth wing
leading edges ensure availability of full airplane
performance
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Cockpit angle of attack indicators do provide useful indications of margin to stick shaker; however, they may not provide effective
guidance in a windshear environment since angle of attack is controlled indirectly through pitch attitude adjustments.

In an actual

windshear encounter where rapidly changing vertical winds cause rapid angle of attack fluctuations independent of pilot input, a pilot
may be unable to control the angle-of-attack to a desired value.
●
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Angle-of-Attack Indicators
o

Provide visual indication of margin to stick shaker

0

Effective guidance not provided in windshear since
primary task is flight path control

0

Angle-of-attack varies too rapidly to follow during
windshear encounter (pilot does not have direct
control of angle-of-attack, only pitch)
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Due to the serious threatimposed by infrequentwindshearencounters,an orderly set of actions is necessaryto increaseflight crew
awarenessof weatherconditions thatproduce windshear.Additionally,certainoperatingpracticeshave been developed thatimprove
the chances of survivinga windshearencounter. In past windshearaccidents,some of theseactions were frequentlymissing,thereby
reducingcrew effectivenessin dealingwiththesituation.
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Overview
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Windshear weather
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Lessons learned from windshear encounters
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Model of flight crew actions
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Evaluate the weather
Avoid known windshear
Consider precautions
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Windshear recovery technique
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The weather evaluation process that follows was developed after careful analyses of several windshear-related accidents.

In each

accident that occurred, several of the potential windshear indicators were present, but a clear, definitive choice to divert or delay was
not made.

The windshear indicators are meant to be cumulative.

delaying departure or approach.

The more indicators present, the more crews should consider

Only through an increased awareness of potential windshear indicators and a proper weather

evaluation routine will flight crews be best prepared to avoid microburst windshear.
Every windshear accident has occurred on a typical day, to a typical crew, on a typical takeoff or approach. Too many times a number
of clues were present, acknowledged by the crew, but not accepted as potential indicators of windshear.

The weather evaluation

process must continue during the takeoff and climbout and throughout the approach and landing. If some of the indicators are present,
this continual searching may lead to early recognition of the potential for a windshear encounter.
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Evaluate the Weather
o
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Terminal forecasts
Hourly sequence reports
Aviation severe weather watch
LLWAS alerts
SIGMETS (particularly CONVECTIVE SIGMETS)
Visual clues
PIREPS
Weather radar
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An examination of terminal forecasts is recommended.

Study of the two terminal forecasts demonstrates what to look for:

Note that for Youngstown, Ohio the forecast is calling for LLWS--1OWlevel windshear,

While thunderstorms exist in the

forecast, pilots are given an additional “LLWS” clue.
In the terminal forecast for Terre Haute, Indiana, LLWS does not appear, However, the chance of severe thunderstorm, heavy
rain showers, hail, and wind gusts to 55 knots, suggest the potential for microbursts if actual thunderstorm conditions are
encountered,
Dry microbursts are more difficult to recognize. When flying in regions of low humidity near the surface, any convective cloud is a
likely microburst producer. Examination of the terminal forecast for convective activity--rain, thunderstorms, etc.--is good practice.
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Evaluate the Weather
o

Terminal forecasts
YNG FT AMD 1101815 1820Z C45 BKN 80 OVC 2018G35
LLWS OCNL C20 OVC 3RWJTRW-. 082 C25 OVC 3214G25 OCNL
C1O OVC 2RW-/TRW-. 09Z IFR CIG RW TRW WND...
HUF FT AMD 2 COR 101815 1745Z C30 BKN 2020G35 OCNL
C12 OVC 3TRW CHC C4 X l/2T + RW + AG55. 222 C18 OVC
4TRW- 2420G30
SLGT CHC C4 X l/2TRW + G50. OIZ C16 OVC
2918G28 CHC 4RW-. 042 C18 BKN 3016 BKN OCNL SCT.
092 VFR...

●
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Hourly sequence reports should be inspected for windshear clues: thunderstorms, rain showers, or blowing dust. The temperature and
dew point spread should be examined for large, i.e. 30”F to 50”F, differences indicating low humidity.

Additional signs such as

warming trends, gusty winds, cumulonimbus clouds, etc., should be noted.

In the example shown, evidence of blowing dust, large temperature/dewpoint

spread, gusting winds, rainshowers and thunderstorms is

present. These signs provide a strong indication that windshear may be present.
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A check for issuance of an aviation severe weather watch should be made.

In the example, a line of thunderstorms approaching severe limits are forecast.
microbursts.

Severe convective weather is a prime source for
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The Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS), presently installed at 110 airports in the U.S., is designed to detect wind shifts
between outlying stations and a reference centerileld station. If an LLWAS alert (triggered by wind speed and/or direction differential)
occurs, it indicates the presence of something shear-like, but does not provide magnitude or location. However, the absence of an alert
does not necessarily indicate that it is safe to proceed!
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LLWAS in its present form has some limitations:

A) shear magnitude maybe seriously underestimated,
B) trees, buildings and other surface obstructions may disrupt or limit the flow of air near the sensors,
C) location and spacing of sensors may allow microburst development to go entirely undetected--particularly in the early stages,
D) because the sensors are on the ground, microburst development which has not yet reached the surface will not be detected, and
E) LLWAS coverage only exists near the runways and typically does not extend beyond the middle marker.

Even with these limitations, LLWAS can provide useful information about winds around the airport.
●
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Undetected Microburst Due to Wide
LLWAS Spacing
LLWAS Stations
Runways
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SIGMETS, particularly CONVECTIVE SIGMETS may provide essential clues. Remember, microbursts can be associated
with convective weather,
In the example, the CONVECTIVE
indicating a potential for windshear.
●

SIGMET warns of scattered embedded thunderstorms, some reaching level five intensity,
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Evaluate the Weather
o

SIGMETS
Attention all aircraft, CONVECTIVE SIGMET two
seven eastern from the vicinity of Elmira to
Phillipsburg. Scattered embedded thunderstorms
moving east at one zero knots. a few intense level
five cells, maximum tops flight level four five zero.
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The weather evaluation process should continue in the cockpit. Microburst windshear can often be identified by some obvious visual
clues such as heavy rain in a dry environment--particularly

if accompanied by curling outflow, a ring of blowing dust or localized dust

in general, flying debris, virga, a rain core with rain diverging away in both directions from the rain core, or tornadic features (frontal
clouds, tornados). Incoming flight crews should confirm forecast conditions to provide additional information.
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Evaluate the Weather
o
0
0
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Rain core with rain diverging away in both
directions from the rain core
Curling outflow
Blowing dust ring
Localized dust in general
Flying debris
Heavy rain situated in a dry environment
Virga
Tornadic features ~
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This is the first of seven slides that show the evolution of a microburst.
reaching the ground (virga),
●
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Taken a short time later, this slide shows outflow on the left just beginging with some evidence of a horizontal roll vortex.
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This slide shows the vortex structure of the microburst in a further stage of development.
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This slide shows further development of the vortex structure.
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A sequence of three slides that shows the outflow with vortex structure in detail as it moves outward from the rain core at the
microburst center.
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Panel of photographs showing great detail of a horizontal roll vortex from a microburst. This multiple view of the same event (shown
in this manner for visual emphasis), is the leading edge of the microburst outflow, which, due to its intensity, rolls up into a vortex,
This view is only one side of the outflow, with a presumably similar view on the right side of the microburst outflow.
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Photograph of classical thunderstorm.

While there are not indications that explicitly indicate the presence of a microburst, pilots are

warned to stay clear of thunderstorms, because they are likely to contain severe windshear, hail, very heavy rain, extreme turbulence,
and tornadoes.
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This view of blowing dust on the runways at Denver represents a direct hit of a microburst at airport center, This visual sign is a clear
indicator of danger.
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Classical microburst in association with heavy rain, immediately northpast of Denver’s Stapleton International Airport. The horizontal
outflow is seen only to the left side of the downdraft; the outflow is sufficiently strong to produce a horizontal roll vortex, identified in
the photo as a bulge in the outflow cloud.
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Microburst occurring directly over Denver Airport, seen as a virga shaft descending from a cloud base that is some 12,000 feet above
the ground. This microburst occurred in a non-thunderstorm convective cloud, and consequently, it appeared rather benign in spite of
producing a 65 knot velocity differential on the runways below. Conditions were very dry at the surface with a temperature/dewpoint
spread in excess of 30 degrees F.
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This is a tornado - avoid it.
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PIREPS are extremely important indicators in microburst windshear situations.

Reports of sudden airspeed changes in the airport

approach or landing corridors provide indication of the presence of windshear,

Usefulness of this information is dependent upon

timely reporting, both by pilots at the time of encounter and, immediately thereafter, by the controller to other potentially affected
airplanes. It is important to use the word PIREP when making the report in order to encourage rebroadcast to other aircraft,
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Airborne weather radar provides useful information in the avoidance of thunderstorms in the airport terminal area but cannot directly
detect windshear, Most heavy rain thunderstorms can be detected with conventional weather radar by using tilt control to scan above
the intended flight path (15,000 -20,000 FT). Heavy precipitation associated with convective clouds indicates the possibility of a
microburst; however, the absence of strong returns must not be depended upon to indicate a safe situation. Potentially hazardous dry
microburst conditions may only produce weak radar returns.

Another significant aspect of weather radar use is attenuation. Attenuation is caused by heavy rainfall reducing the ability of the radar
signal to penetrate, causing the radar to present an incomplete picture of the weather area. In the terminal area, the comparison of
ground returns to superimposed echoes is a useful technique to identify when attenuation is occurring.

Tilt the antenna down and

observe ground returns around the radar echo. With very heavy intervening rain, ground returns behind the echo will not be present.
This area lacking ground returns is referred to as a shadow and may indicate a larger area of precipitation than is shown on the
indicator. Areas of shadowing should be avoided.
Turbulence Doppler radar provides an additional clue to the presence of microbursts.

If, in the departure/arrival airport vicinity,’

turbulence indications are present in mid levels of convective cloud systems (15,000 to 20,000 feet) and low humidity (large
temperature/dewpoint spread) exists, the situation is prime for microburst formation.
●
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Evaluate the Weather
o

Weather radar
o

Provides useful information for avoiding thunderstorms

Most heavy precipitation thunderstorms can be detected by conventional
weather radar by using tilt control to scan above intended flight path
(15,000to 20,000ft)
o

o

Heavy precipitation associated with convective
clouds indicates the possibility of microburst

o

Turbulence Doppler radar - turbulence in mid-levels of
convective cloud systems in dry environments (15,000
to 20,000 ft) indicates conditions are prime for
microburst formation
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The importance of avoiding severe windshear and microbursts cannot be over-emphasized.

Microburst windshears have been

measured which are beyond the capability of transport category airplanes and the most highly skilled pilots.

Avoidance may only

involve delaying departure or approach for 10 to 20 minutes since this is the typical time required for microburst dissipation.
●
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Overview
o

Windshear weather

o

Lessons learned from windshear encounters

o

Model of flight crew actions
o
o
o
o
o

Evaluate the weather
Avoid known windshear
Consider precautions
Follow established standard operating techniques
Windshear recovery technique
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Unfortunately,
guidelines.

there are no universal quantitative

windshear avoidance criteria that provide unambiguous

go/no-go decision

There is no assured detection and warning system in operation which can measure windshear intensity along a specific

flight path, However, a summary of the weather evaluation factors which can be helpful in avoiding windshear is shown in the table.
This table provides a subjective evaluation of the various observational clues to aid in making appropriate real time avoidance
decisions.
●
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MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY
GUIDELINES
PROBABILITY
OF WINDSHEAR

OBSERVATION

PRESENCEOF CONVECTIVE WEATHER NEAR INTENDED FLIGHT PATH:
- With localized strong winds (Tower reports or observed blowing dust,
rings of dust, tornado-like features, etc ...............................,,,,,,.,,,.,.,.......................................................................................HIGH
- With heavy precipitation (Observed or radar
indications of contour, red or attenuation shadow ...................................................................................................................HIGH
- With rainshower ....................................................................................................................................... .............$.............. MEDIUM
- With lightning ,.,,,,..,,,..,, ,,..................................................................................................................................... ................. MEDIUM
- With virga ....................................................................................................................................... ..,..,,,,,,.,,, ....................... MEDIUM
- With moderate or greater turbulence (reported or radar indications ...............................,,....................................................MEDIUM
- With temperature/dew point spread between 30 and 50 degrees Fahrenheit ........................................................................MEDIUM
ONBOARD WINDSHEAR DETECTION SYSTEM ALERT
(Reported or observed) ............................................................................................................................................... ............. ....... HIGH
PIREP OF AIRSPEED LOSS OR GAIN:
HIGH
-.15 knots or greater ......................................................................................................00.
-.Less than 15 knots ...................................................................................................................................................... .......... MEDIUM
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......

...............

....,...ss..,..

..

LLWAS ALERT/WIND VELOCITY CHANGE
-20 knots or greater ....................................................................................................................................... .............................. ... HIGH
-Less than 20 knots ...................................................................................................................................................$.. ........... MEDIUM
FORECAST OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER ............................................0........................................................................................ LOW
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A number of precautionary techniques have been developed which; crews can take to lessen the effect of windshear should an
unsuspected severe windshear be encountered on takeoff or approach. These precautions include consideration of thrust setting,
runway selection, flap selection, airspeed, use of autopilot, autothrottle and flight director. They were developed by detailed analysis
and piloted simulation of several microburst windshear encounters.

In many cases, tradeoffs were involved and no “best”

recommendation for all conditions could be developed,
Use of precautions along with even the best recovery piloting skills cannot guarantee a successful escape from many microburst
windshears.

It is important to realize that the recommended precautions each have a relatively small effect on the outcome of an

inadvertent windshear encounter, For this reason, use of precautions should not replace sound pilot judgment in deciding whether or
not it is safe to proceed. Use of precautions should not bias a go/no-go decision in the go direction.
●
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o

Windshear weather

o

Lessons learned from windshear encounters

o

Model of flight crew actions
o
o
o
o
o

Evaluate the weather
Avoid known windshear
Consider Precautions
Follow established standard operating techniques
Windshear recovery technique
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Avoidance IS the best precaution. Remember, some windshears exist that cannot be survived using any known piloting technique!
●
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Consider Precautions
Avoidance
Is the Best
Precaution
●

I
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Thrust Setting: Maximum rated takeoff thrust should be used for takeoff. This shortens the takeoff roll and reduces overrun exposure.
Full thrust also provides the best rate of climb, thus increasing altitude available for recovery if required.
Runway Selection: Use the longest suitable runway that avoids suspected areas of windshear,
involves consideration of exposure to obstacles after liftoff and crosswind and tailwind limitations.

The choice of a suitable runway
This assures maximum runway

available to accelerate to rotation speed and may result in more ground clearance at the end of the runway and during the climbout
profile. Should the decision be made to reject the takeoff, more runway is available on which to stop the airplane,

Takeoff Flap Selection: The choice of takeoff flap setting is dependent on the airplane type. Studies of all available takeoff flap
settings showed that the greater flap setting provided the best performance for windshear encounters on the runway. However, the
lesser flap settings showed the best performance for in-air windshear encounters.
Increased airs~eed: Increased airspeed at rotation improves the ability of the airplane to negotiate a windshear encountered after liftoff.
However, delaying rotation to reach a higher airspeed increases risk of overrunning available runway for certain windshears
encountered on the ground. Initiating rotation at first indication of windshear (assuming V 1 has been reached) does however, reduce
the probability of overrun.
Flight Director: Do not use speed-referenced flight directors unless they are equipped with windshear recovery guidance.
●
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Stabilized Aprmoach: In a potential windshear environment, a stabilized approach should be established no later than 1,000 feet AGL
to improve windshear recognition capability.
Thrust Mana~ement: Minimize thrust reductions. If autothrottles are engaged, assure inappropriate thrust reductions do not occur. In
the absence of a tailwind shear, this procedure may result in a higher than normal approach speed which may have to be accounted for
on landing.
Runwav Selection: Use the longest suitable runway that avoids the area of suspected windshear and is compatible with crosswind and
tailwind limitations. A precision (instrument) approach and other aids to glide path monitoring (VASI, etc.) are also desirable as they
can enhance windshear recognition by providing timely, accurate flight path deviation information,
Landing Flap Selection: The choice of landing flap setting is dependent on the airplane type.
Increased Airspeed: Increased airspeed on approach improves climb performance capability in the event of go-around or recovery from
an inadvertent windshear encounter. It also reduces the potential for flight at stick shaker. Increased speeds should be maintained to
flare. Touchdown must occur within the normal touchdown zone--do not allow the airplane to float down the runway. Increased
touchdown speeds increase stopping distance.

Flight Director and/or Autopilot and Autothrottles: During approach it is desirable to utilize the flight director, autopilot and
.
autothrottles to the maximum extent practical. However, in the absence of proper monitoring, these systems may mask onset of shear
through lack of pilot awareness of control inputs being made. Not all such systems perform well in gusty or turbulent conditions, The
autopilot and/or the autothrottle should be disconnected when continued use appears counter-productive.
●
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III an effort to aid crews with the early recognition of a windshear encounter, a series of recommendations were formulated under the
general heading of Standard Operating Techniques (SOT’s). These SOT’s fall into two general headings of crew awareness and crew
coordination.
The need for emphasis on SOT’s came from a recognition that in most takeoff windshear accidents, the airplane pitch attitude was
reduced below the attitude that would maintain level flight. This was done when the airplane was already descending toward the
ground and indicates lack of flight path awareness on the part of the crews involved. This lack of awareness was also observed during
piloted simulator studies of windshear encounters.

Traditional training programs and routine flying may not have reinforced proper

flight path control and concern for altitude loss.

However, flight path control should be the primary focus when dealing with

windshear.

TECHNIQUES

SUCH AS STRICT

ADHERENCE

TO AIRSPEED

MUST BE MODIFIED

IN FAVOR

OF

MAINTAINING FLIGHT PATH BY CONTROLLING PITCH A’M’ITUDE.

The SOT’s that follow emphasize flight path and pitch attitude for operations near the ground. Following SOT’s results in better crew
performance during day-to-day operations, as well as during windshear encounters.

In both takeoff and approach to landing, crew

awareness and coordination are vital for timely windshear recognition, particularly at night or in marginal weather conditions.
●
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It is important for crews to remain alert for any change in conditions, remembering that windshear can be quick to form and to
dissipate. The shears that proved to be most deadly are those which caught crews by surprise.
Crews should be aware of the normal vertical flight path indications so that windshear induced deviations are more readily recognized.
On takeoff, this would include attitude, climb rate, and airspeed buildup.

Awareness of these indications assures that flight path

degradation is recognized as soon as possible. The pilot not flying (PNF) should immediately call out significant deviations.
During takeoff while at relatively low altitude (below 1,000 feet), the SOT’s require awareness and use of normal climbout pitch
attitude and less emphasis on strict airspeed control. Know the all-engine initial climb pitch attitude. Rotate at the normal rotation
rate to this attitude for all takeoffs.

Minimize pitch attitude reductions in response to low airspeed until terrain and obstruction

clearance is assured. Vertical flight path displays (altimeters & VSI) should be used to crosscheck flight director commands. Crews
should be aware of the recovery initiation guidelines so that the recovery maybe initiated as soon as possible.
●
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Follow Standard Operating Techniques
o

Takeoff
o

Know normal attitudes, climb rates, airspeed
buildup
0 Know/use all-engine initial climb attitude
0 Make continuous rotation at normal rate
0 Crosscheck flight director commands
0 Minimize pitch attitude reductions
0 Monitor vertical flight path instruments,
call out deviations (PNF)
0 Know recovery decision guidelines
b
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On approach, avoid large thrust reductions or trim changes in respo@e to sudden airspeed increases as an airspeed decrease may
follow, Closely monitor vertical flight path instruments, such as vertical speed, altimeters and glideslope displacement. The pilot not
flying (PNF) should immediately call out significant deviations.

Comparison of groundspeed and airspeed indications can provide

additional information for timely windshear recognition. When potential for windshear exists, achieve a stabilized approach no later
than 1,000 feet AGL. Crosscheck flight director commands with other vertical flight path instruments.
guidelines so that the recovery maybe initiated as soon as possible.
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Know the recovery initiation
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Follow Standard Operating Techniques
o

Approach
o
0
0
0
0

Know normal attitudes, descent rates, airspeeds,
throttle position
Crosscheck flight director commands
Avoid large thrust reductions
Monitor vertical flight path instruments, call out
deviations (PNF)
Know recovery decision guidelines
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Crews should be prepared to execute the recommended recovery procedure immediately if deviations from target conditions in excess
of the following occur:

Takeoff/Approach:
1) ~15 knots indicated airspeed

2) ~500 FPM vertical speed

3) Y5° pitch attitude

Approach:
1) ~ dot glideslope displacement

2) Unusual throttle position for a significant period of time.

These values should be considered as guidelines only. Exact criteria cannot be established. In certain instances where significant rates
of change occur, it may be necessary to initiate recovery before any of the above criteria are exceeded.

Other situations may exist

where brief excursions, particularly in airspeed, resulting from known or anticipated local wind effects may not be an indication of
significant hazard. The pilot flying is responsible for assessing the situation and using sound judgment to determine the safest course
of action.

The Pilot Flying (PF) should focus attention on flying the airplane. In a windshear encounter, appropriate action should be taken in
response to callouts. The pilot not flying (PNF) should focus attention on airspeed, vertical speed, altitude, pitch attitude, glidepath
deviation and thrust. If any significant deviations from normal indications are detected, the PNF should immediately inform the PF.
Callouts in the cockpit should be standardized and easy to understand to ensure timely recognition.

EXAMPLE:

“Vertical speed 1200 down--airspeed 115 decreasing--glideslope one dot low.”

●
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Follow Standard Operating Techniques
o

Recognition guidelines:
15 kt airspeed
500 fthnin vertical speed
+
—
+
5 deg pitch
—
+
1 dot glideslope deviation
Unusual throttle position for significant
period of time
+
—
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The primary objective of the recovery technique is to keep the airplane flying as long as possible in hope of exiting the shear. The best
results were achieved by pitching toward an initial target attitude while using necessary thrust.
Windshear recognition is crucial to making a timely recovery decision. The recommended recovery procedure should be initiated any
time the flight path is threatened (below 1000 feet typically).

If windshear is inadvertently encountered, immediately initiate the recommended recovery procedure. If on approach, do not attempt
to land. (However, a normal go-around flap sequence maybe used when an early precautionary go-around is initiated in an increasing
performance shear or from a normal approach airspeed condition.)
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Overview
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Windshear weather

0

Lessons learned from windshear encounters

0

Model of flight crew actions
o
0
0
0
0
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The technique for recovery from a windshear encounter after liftoff or during approach is as follows:
THRUST: Aggressively apply necessa~thrust

toensure adequate ai~laneperfomance.

Avoid engine overboost unless necessaryto

avoid ground contact. When airplane safety has been ensured, adjust thrust to maintain engine parameters within specified limits.
PITCH: The pitch control technique is as follows:
o

At a normal pitch rate (typically 1 to 2 degrees per second), begin increasing or decreasing pitch attitude to an initial target
attitude of 15°.

0

Always respect stick shaker. Use intermittent stick shaker as the upper limit for pitch attitude. In a severe shear, stick shaker
may occur below 15° pitch attitude. Rapidly changing vertical winds can also cause momentary stick shaker at any attitude.

0

If attitude has been limited to less than 15° to stop stick shaker, increase attitude toward 15° as soon as stick shaker stops.

D

If the vertical flight path or altitude loss is still unacceptable after reaching 15° and stick shaker is not encountered, further
increase pitch attitude smoothly in small increments.

D

When making adjustments from the target attitude or stick shaker, control pitch in a smooth, steady manner to avoid excessive
overshoothndershoot

o

of the desired attitude.

Once the airplane is climbing and ground contact is no longer an immediate concern, airspeed should be increased by cautious
reductions in pitch attitude.

CONFIGURATION: Maintain flap and gear position until terrain clearance is assured. Avoid stabilizer trim changes except to trim
out stick force due to thrust application. Flight directors and/or autoflight systems not specifically designed for operation in windshear
should be turned off or disregarded during the recovery.
Additional considerations
Throughout the recovery, the PNF should call out vertical flight path deviations. As soon as possible, REPORT THE ENCOUNTER
to the tower. The pilot report for windshear encounters should contain maximum loss or gain of airspeed, altitude at which shear was
encountered, location of shear with respect to runway in use, and airplane type. Also, use the term PIREP to encourage rebroadcast of
the report to other aircraft.
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After Liftoff/On Approach Windshear
Recovery Technique
o

THRUST
o Apply necessary thrust

o

PITCH
o Adjust toward 15°
0 Increase beyond 15° if required to
ensure acceptable flight path
o Always respect stick shaker

o

CONFIGURATION
o Maintain existirw confimration
u
u
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Recognition ofwindshear

isdifficult dutingthe

takeoff roll since airspeed is changing rapidly. Inaddition

tovisual clues described

previously, unusual airspeed fluctuations, and slow or erratic airspeed build-up maybe indications of a windshear encounter.

The go/no-go criteria based on the engine failure decision speed (VI) may not be valid for windshear conditions since groundspeed
can be much higher than airspeed in an increasing tailwind shear. It therefore may not be possible to stop the airplane on the runway
during a rejected takeoff. The ability to lift off is a function of airspeed; the ability to stop is largely a function of groundspeed.
The takeoff should be rejected if unacceptable airspeed variations occur below indicated V1 and the pilot decides that there is
sufficient runway remaining to stop the airplane.
●
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Windshear Effects on Go/No -Go
Decision Point
●

VI decision speed may not

be attained until insufficient
runway remains to abort takeoff
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The takeoff must be continued if VI has been reached.
Thrust: Aggressively apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane performance.

Avoid engine overboost unless necessary to

ensure airplane safety. When airplane safety has been ensured, adjust thrust to maintain engine parameters within specified limits.
Overboost thrust alone, however, is NOT sufficient to offset the effects of an inadvertent windshear encounter. Proper pitch attitude
control is the most important factor in recovery from windshear.

~:

When VR is reached, rotate at normal rate (typically 2 to 3 degrees per second) to 15° pitch attitude.

In severe windshear

encounters, however, VR might not be reached and the option to reject the takeoff may not exist. If this is the case, rotation must be
initiated no later than 2,000 feet from the end of the usable surface. Pitch attitude and rotation rate should not be restricted to avoid aft
body contact since all available pitch attitude may be required to lift off in the available runway. Once airborne, follow the After
Liftoff Recovery Technique discussed earlier.

Note:

Transport category airplanes typically can lift off 5 to 10 knots prior to VR (except 727, which cannot lift off prior to VR).

●
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Windshear Effects on Rotation Decision
Windsheareffects mayforce rotationat speeds below VR
Rotation should begin no later than2000R fromrunway
departureend
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The runway remaining during takeoff can be identified on runways having appropriate marking and lighting.

While the markings

discussed are usually to assist landing aircraft, they can also be used to $etermine runway remaining during a takeoff.

These markings and lighting are typical of FAA and ICAO precision approach runways. For an airplane departing from left to right in
the figure, the first pair of single hash marks on either side of the centerline indicates 3,000 feet of runway remaining (i.e. 1,000 feet
until rotation must be initiated). As takeoff continues, the 2,000 feet remaining point is denoted by the first pair of double hash marks
encountered. Note that the spacing of all hash marks is in 500 foot intervals from the departure end threshold.
Another indication of runway remaining maybe the runway lighting. FAA/ICAO precision approach runways have edge lights which
are yellow rather than white for the last 2,000 feet of runway when viewed in the takeoff direction. In addition, centerline lighting can
be used to identify the amount of runway remaining. The crew in an airplane taking off from left to right in the figure would see white
centerline lights until 3,000 feet from the end of the runway (1,000 feet until rotation must take place). From 3,000 feet to the 1,000
feet remaining point the centerline lights alternate white and red. The centerline lights are all red for the last 1,000 feet of runway. A
line of red lights perpendicular to the runway indicate the end of the usable runway surface.
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Runway Markings and Lighting
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The markings on an FAA nonprecision approach runway are shown. The main indicator of distance remaining on these runways are
the fixed distance markings on either side of centerline approximately 1,000 feet from the runway threshold. For runways with these
markings, pilot judgment and/or familiarity with specific features along the runway are required to estimate the 2,000 feet remaining
point.
●
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Runway Markings and Lighting
FAA Nmprecisim
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Centerline and
Edge Lighting
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Runway markings and lighting on an ICAO nonprecision runway are shown. This figure represents the optimum configuration that
might appear. Most ICAO nonprecision approach runways would include some, but not necessarily all of these features.

ICAO

nonprecision runways have single hash marks on either side of runway centerline at intervals of approximately 500 feet (150 meters)
starting from the runway threshold.

Fixed distance markers may also be present approximately 1,000 feet (300 meters) from the

threshold. In addition, runway edge lights may be color coded similar to precision approach runways with yellow rather than white
lights for approximately the last 2,000 feet (600 meters) of the runway.
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Runway Markings and Lighting
ICAO Nonprecision Approach
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Summarizing the On Runway Recovery Procedure:
Aggressively apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane performance. When VR is reached, rotate at normal rate (typically 2
to 3 degrees per second) toward normal pitch attitude.

If VR is not reached and the option to reject the takeoff no longer exists,

rotation must be initiated no later than 2,000 feet from the end of the runway. Pitch attitude and rotation rate should not be restricted
to avoid aft body contact since all available pitch attitude maybe required to lift off in the available runway. Once airborne, the After
Liftoff Recovery Procedure should be followed.
●
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Takeoff (On Runway)
Recovery Technique
o

THRUST
o Apply necessary thrust

o

PITCH
o Rotate toward 15° (no later than
2000 ft remaining
o Increase beyond 15° if required
lift off

Note: After liftoff follow after liftoff
recovery technique
●
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In summary, the most important aspect of windshear is the need to AVOID,

Should a windshear be inadvertently encountered, control the pitch attitude and apply necessary thrust to ensure the best chances of
staying airborne as long as possible in hope of exiting the shear.
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